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ABSTRACT 
This study analyses selected themes in the poetry of E.J. Mhlanga. It reveals some of the 
techniques that he employs to reveal the direct and indirect themes in his poetry. These 
themes are education, love and religion. This study uses the qualitative research 
approach to collect data. It analysed three poetry books, which served as primary sources 
that Mhlanga wrote single-handedly and co-authored, namely Izigi Zembongi (2004) 
edited by Maphumulo, Izingcula Zembongi (1993) and Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) both by 
Mhlanga. The secondary sources that are used in this study include journal articles, 
published and unpublished research works, dictionaries and online sources. The 
theoretical framework of post-colonialism serves as the basis of this study. The findings 
reveal that Mhlanga writes about timeless themes. The content that he presents is still 
relevant in South Africa today, although some of the poems are in anthologies that were 
published before South Africa gained its independence. Emancipation and liberty are 
observed in the way Mhlanga presents his ideas and messages to his audience. The 
findings also reveal creativity in the poetry of Mhlanga, where natural phenomena, such 
as the river, fountain, and birds, are used to describe the themes, which make it easier 
for one to understand the subject matter of the poems.  
Mhlanga uses various poetic devices to enhance the themes in his poetry. Through these 
devices, such as metaphor, hyperbole, personification, symbolism, and repetition, the 
reader clearly understands the themes of the poems. They create mental pictures in the 
reader’s mind and assist in getting the mood and the mental state of the poet when he 
was writing the poem. This also makes the theme more meaningful and alive. The data 
presented in this study will pave the way for possible future research, especially because 
there has been no study focusing on themes in the poetry of Mhlanga before. It will also 
add value to the study of literature in isiZulu, specifically, and African languages, 
generally. 
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One of the reasons poets write or present poetry is to share their thoughts, ideas and 
some messages to readers. It is through the theme of poetry that a particular message 
may be obtained. Themes may be directly or indirectly stated. There could be major and 
minor themes. The reader is required to have an analytical mind to discover these themes. 
Nkunzana (1996: 22) says that an author of a literary work desires to share his ideas, 
feelings and meaning about life with his audience. Poetry is no exception; it is written in 
an imaginative and figurative language where poets express their thoughts and feelings 
artistically. It is not always easy to get the idea of the poem by just reading it once. 
Rajsanjani (2015: 3) concurs with this idea when he states that a poem often has difficult 
words to understand, because sometimes the poet uses implicit sentences.  
Poems usually have themes, but the poet also tries to create an emotional effect and 
make an association between objects or phenomena and ideas that are not related. It is 
therefore vital that one be a critical thinker when analysing poetry, to read beyond the 
written words and also to examine how the title of the poem is linked to its subject matter. 
Poetry is meant to be understood; after all, the messages and ideas must ultimately be 
discovered by the reader, which is one of the reasons poetry is composed or written.  
Poetry is one of the most powerful literary works, because in the process of analysing the 
poem, the reader gets an opportunity to be in the exact moment when the poetry was 
composed through various techniques the poets use, such as language, imagery, and 
idiomatic expressions. A well-written poem gives a vivid image of the poet’s emotions and 
thoughts. Ayuningtyas (2015: 5) states:  
… the writer can say that a poem is an expression of deep feelings which are full 
of power and based on emotions that the writer has experienced. Yet, the power 
embedded inside the poem is not easily understood by reading it once. 
Expressing one’s deep emotions and thoughts in a manner that will be clearly understood 
by the reader, is not an easy task, as there are some emotions that are not easy to 
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explicate. The poet has to be skilful in presenting his/her ideas and messages to the 
reader. Poetry does not only stimulate the audience’s mind to be analytical and to think 
critically, but it has other uses as well. A certain poem could be therapeutic and serve a 
healing purpose and bring hope to the reader. Poetry could also be used to teach and 
give its audience valuable lessons. It can also give a historical account of a certain figure. 
Through poetry, an audience could also get to know the poet through shared experiences, 
depending on how much the poet reveals his/her personal experiences. The poet has an 
enormous task to not only communicate the themes vividly to the reader, but also to 
carefully choose words to do so. Ayuningtyas (2015: 15) has this to say about language 
in poetry: 
In poetry, language is used by the poet as a medium of expression, and may be 
structured and shaped to communicate a particular meaning and effect. Poets 
have no special group of words reserved for them. Rather it is their use of language 
that transforms even the simplest word into something special, something 
remembered. A poet organises language into forms and images. 
This study focuses on some themes of E.J. Mhlanga’s poetry. The research will refer to 
some poetry books that Mhlanga wrote single-handedly and those he co-authored with 
other isiZulu poets. These anthologies include Izigi Zembongi (2004), edited by 
Maphumulo, Izingcula Zembongi (1993) and Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) both by Mhlanga. 
These books have been chosen because the themes that Mhlanga writes about are 
clearly demonstrated in them. This chapter is a guideline to be followed in this study. It 
provides the aim, significance, scope, definition of key concepts, research methodology 
and literature review. 
1.2 Aim of the study 
Authors use different techniques to reveal the themes they write about such as Thwala 
(2000). For instance, one could use the title of the poem to give a glimpse to the reader 
about what the poem is about. There might also be the usage of figurative language, such 
as imagery and idiomatic expressions, to express the theme of a poem. This study aims 
at exploring different themes that Mhlanga writes about. It will do so by also revealing 
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some of the techniques he employs and by analysing the direct and indirect themes in his 
poetry. The following are the objectives that will assist in achieving the aim of the study. 
• To identify themes in the poetry of Mhlanga. 
• To analyse the direct and indirect themes in the poetry of Mhlanga. 
• To identify and comment on the techniques Mhlanga uses to reveal themes. 
1.3 Significance of the study 
So far, no research has been done revealing themes in E.J. Mhlanga’s poetry. For 
instance, Thwala (2005) only analyses structure and form in the poetry of Mhlanga. This 
study will discuss some aspects that are not dealt with by Thwala (op cit.). Even isiZulu 
poetry analysts are limited. This is emphasised by Msimang, in Gcumisa (2003: 9), who 
studied poetry books ranging between 1935 and 1980. About analytical works during this 
period he states: 
Leli nani lezinkondlo liyakhombisa ukuthi abalimayo babhukulile impela kanti 
abahlakulayo, sisho phela abahluza lezi zinkondlo bona bazithele ngabandayo. 
(This quantity of poems reveals that, while poets are indeed prolific, analysts are 
not found in abundance).  
It is then no surprise that, so far, no researcher has studied the themes in Mhlanga’s 
poetry. There are some research works in African languages literature that focus on a 
particular author’s poetry and analyse aspects, such as theme. For instance, Thwala 
(2000) investigates how Msimang explores theme, imagery and form in his poetry. 
Mtumane (2000) conducted a study on the poetry of S.M. Burns-Ncamashe. Tladi (1996) 
evaluates the poetry of S.R. Machaka where theme is discussed.  
Mhlanga has contributed enormously to isiZulu poetry, but, as stated above, there is little 
research work written, so far, that analyses his poetry. This study will then pave the way 
for a deeper understanding of his poetry, particularly the themes that he writes about, 
how he paints a mental picture to the reader by making use of imagery, idiomatic 
expressions and other poetic devices. It will also add value to the study of literature in 
isiZulu, specifically, and African languages, generally.  
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1.4 Scope of the study 
This study investigates some themes in E.J. Mhlanga’s poetry. As stated earlier (cf. 1.1), 
the research will refer to some poetry books that Mhlanga wrote single-handedly and 
those he co-authored with some isiZulu poets. These anthologies include Izigi Zembongi 
(2004), edited by Maphumulo, Izingcula Zembongi (1993) and Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) 
both by Mhlanga. This study is divided into the following six chapters. 
Chapter One is the introduction of the entire study. It presents the background of the 
content that is going to be discussed in the study. It does so by providing the preamble, 
aim of the study, significance and scope of the study, definition of key concepts, method 
of research and literature review. 
Chapter Two deals with the theoretical framework that serves as the basis for this study. 
The literary theory, which this study uses, is post-colonialism and is discussed under the 
subheadings: the concept of literary theory, the concept of post-colonialism, the history 
of post-colonialism, criticism of post-colonialism, post-colonialism in literature, central 
ideas in post-colonial literature and modern African literature.  
Chapter Three deals with the theme of education. It looks at the poetry that Mhlanga has 
written about education. It also examines the techniques that are used to demonstrate 
this theme. 
Chapter Four focuses on the theme of love. It analyses how Mhlanga reveals this theme 
in his poetry. It also considers aspects of language usage to reveal this theme. 
Chapter Five concentrates on religious poems. It explores the theme of religion in 
Mhlanga’s poetry and takes note of the messages and ideas that are communicated to 
the reader through this theme. 
Chapter Six is the general conclusion of the study. It consists of the summary of this 
study, research findings and recommendations. 
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1.5 Definition of key concepts 
1.5.1 Poetry 
Poetry is one of the distinct genres of literary works. One could assume that giving its 
definition should not be problematic. On the contrary, coming up with a single satisfactory 
definition of poetry is a challenge (Mtumane, 2000: 9). Different scholars provide different 
views in an attempt to define the concept.  
Kgobe (1994: 6) has the following idea of what poetry is: 
A poem aims at achieving the inner satisfaction of the poet. The emotions, 
attitudes, and thoughts of the poet are expressed through the words of the poem. 
In this case, two main functions are indicated: the aspect of self-fulfilment and the 
aspect of reaching other people or the audience through the vocal expression. 
 
Mtumane (2000: 9) states that poetry is a composition whereby emotional, rhythmic and 
imaginative language is used by the poet, to express his inner feelings about what excites 
him. 
Semi, as cited by Iryanti (2010: 9), describes the elements that make up poetry as 
presented in the following quote: 
In poetry elements such as images, theme, figures of speech, rhythm and rhyme 
are very important to build a good poetry because through them poetry can make 
a poem with beautiful words as manifesting his feelings and also he can convey 
the information and experience. Moreover, intrinsic elements also build 
communication between poet and readers. So the readers can understand more 
about what the poet means in the poem. For example, using figurative language 
helps the readers understand the content of the poem. It also helps the poet to 
show the message that she or he wants to deliver to the readers. 
Drawing from the insights of the scholars above, it is deduced that poetry involves the 
expression of one’s deep feelings and thoughts in an imaginative and figurative language. 
Poets do not only share messages and ideas to the reader ordinarily, but the manner in 
which they communicate their ideas, feelings and messages is skilful. The language that 
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is used draws a vivid picture in the audience’s mind. As stated earlier (cf. 1.1), poetry 
does not only stimulate the reader’s mind to think critically, but it also gives the audience 
an opportunity to be in the exact moment when the poetry was composed, hence the 
reader would experience certain feelings when exploring a poem. Thwala et al. (2018: 
45) state that poetry is made up of images and allusions that reveal the poet’s inner 
feelings, which evoke the appropriate feelings and reaction from the reader. 
1.5.2 Theme 
Reaske, as cited by Thwala et al. (2018: 45), describes theme as: 
… the central concept developed in a poem. It is the basic idea which the poem is 
trying to convey and which, accordingly, he allows to direct his imagery. Most of 
the images, in other words, are designed to present the central theme, or main 
idea, of the poem. The theme is, in another light, the poet’s reason for writing the 
poem in the first place. It is usually an abstract concept, which becomes concrete 
through the idiom and imagery. 
The theme of a poem is not always explicitly or directly stated. Poetry, in its nature, does 
not utilise everyday language to convey its messages and this makes it difficult for one to 
discover its exact theme. Diamond (1993: 6) states that it is very difficult to provide the 
exact definition of theme, because what one reader may consider to be the theme of the 
text may differ greatly from what others perceive it to be. 
According to Abrams and Harpham (2009: 205), theme is sometimes used 
interchangeably with “motif”, but the term is more usefully applied to a general concept or 
doctrine, whether implicit or asserted, which an imaginative work is designed to involve 
and make persuasive to the reader. 
Drawing from the views of the scholars above, theme is the main idea of a literary work, 
including a poem. The exact definition of theme can be tricky, because the poem could 
have more than one theme and also what one reader may view as the theme of the poem, 
the other may not perceive it to be. Theme is the motivation behind the composition of 





According to Mtumane (2000: 203), imagery may be said to be the poet’s figurative use 
of language, whereby he substitutes ordinary words with images in such a manner that 
the listener or reader is able to make mental pictures that are associated or compared 
with the object that the poet speaks about. 
Ngara in Makhoba (2008: 14) maintains that imagery conveys a vivid meaning and 
appeals to the senses in such a way that its effect strikes us and gives us pleasure. Poets 
employ imagery to stimulate the reader or the listener to mentally see, hear or touch 
objects that they are describing. 
Kgobe (1994: 121) states that imagery is a significant poetic device for intensifying, 
classifying, enriching and giving the listeners or readers an insight into what is being 
described. 
The main point about imagery is that it must create mental pictures for the audience and 
there must be something common in the comparisons. Also, through imagery, the reader 
or listener must be able to draw meaning from figurative language that is used by the 
poet. 
1.6 Research methodology 
This study will use the qualitative research method to collect data. According to Mohajan 
(2018: 2), qualitative research uses interviews, diaries, journals, classroom observations 
and immersions, and open-ended questionnaires to obtain, analyse, and interpret the 
data, content analysis of visual and textual materials, and oral history. It is a form of social 
action that stresses the way people interpret and make sense of their experiences to 
understand the social reality of individuals.  
Qualitative research explains ‘how’ and ‘why’ a certain social phenomenon or programme 
works in a particular context. It attempts to help the reader to comprehend the social world 
in which human beings live, and why things are the way they are. Babbie and Mouton, as 
cited by Dlamini (2019: 6), state that the qualitative method focuses on people’s 
perceptions and perspectives about the world. It is a broad methodological study of social 
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actions, where an in-depth description and understanding of social actions, in terms of 
specific context, are made. 
Kielmann et al. (2012: 9) provide key features of qualitative research methodology as 
follows: 
… qualitative research is humanistic because it focuses on the personal, 
subjective, and experiential basis of knowledge and practice. It is holistic because 
it seeks to situate the meaning of particular behaviours and ways of doing things 
in a given context (as opposed to isolating these as a quantitative researcher 
would) … Qualitative researchers are constantly trying to make sense of what they 
see and hear in a specific context; their approach to understanding what is going 
on is interpretive, in other words, their aim is more often to explain rather than to 
merely describe.  
This study will analyse three poetry books, which serve as primary sources that Mhlanga 
wrote single-handedly and co-authored, namely Izigi Zembongi (2004), edited by 
Maphumulo, Izingcula Zembongi (1993) and Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) both by Mhlanga. 
Secondary sources, such as published and unpublished works, journals and online 
sources, were used as sources of theoretical information in this study. As the study is text 
analysis, there will be no interviews, class observations and questionnaires conducted. 
Only printed sources will be depended on as sources of information.  
1.7 Literature review 
This section considers research works that have been conducted before, which will assist 
in conducting this research.  
Thwala (2000) focuses on themes, imagery and form of Msimang’s poetry. He explores 
the themes – economic, love, death, religion, history, politics, education and nature. As 
the current study will be discussing the theme of education, love and religion, Thwala’s 
work will be relevant, as it will give more insight on the themes to be discussed. 
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Bobelo (2008) analyses how Nelson Mandela is portrayed in isiXhosa poetry. The study 
also examines some poetic devices that are related to the theme of the poetry on Nelson 
Mandela, such as imagery and idiomatic expressions that are used to describe Mandela. 
Rosenthal (1974) discusses how poetry is related to real-life experiences. Themes such 
as love, death and others are discussed. 
Gcumisa (2003) explores the extent to which nature, as a source outside of the poet’s 
control, inspires isiZulu poets to express their feelings, emotions, experiences and ideas.  
Nkunzana (1996) examines the extent of Mtombeni’s contribution to Tsonga literature, in 
particular, and African literature, in general. In Chapter two, thematic patterns are 
discussed where the concept of theme in Mtombeni’s literary works is explored. 
Thompson (1974) deals with the needs that are met through poetry and the purposes 
proposed for it from the earliest times. It discusses how poetry is of value in helping people 
cope with the strains of living. 
Mtumane (2000) examines how poetic devices, such as form and imagery, are used to 
further clarify the meaning of poetry. 
Mdanda (2004) analyses Buthelezi’s poems that touch on national consciousness in the 
South African context. Some of the themes that are explored are gender equity, 
customary law, black empowerment, and culture. 
Qangule (1979) explores different concepts in S.E.K.L.N. Mqhayi’s literary works. These 
include theme and technique. 
Ngara (1990) explores the possible link between social vision and aesthetic stance, on 
the one hand, and between style and the ability of the poet to communicate with the 
reader, on the other.  
Ntuli (1984) examines some aspects of Vilakazi’s poetry and has a section where various 
themes are explored. 
Madingiza’s (2018) dissertation also touches on prominent themes on morality and 
tradition before 1994. 
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Welland (1960) explores how Owen’s poetry is of value as a bridge between the poetry 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
Diamond (1993) conducted a dissertation that seeks to determine whether or not the 
themes in isiZulu drama are changing and if there is any difference in the themes of one-
act plays and full-length plays.  
Gurrey (1935) discusses how the quality of thought in a poem plays a prominent part in 
poetic experience. 
While none of the above scholars studied Mhlanga’s poetry, their works will assist with 
the theoretical aspects of this study. They will also enhance and authenticate the 
conclusions drawn from the study. 
1.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has set out the guidelines to be followed in this study. It introduced the reader 
to the content that would be discussed, by highlighting the preamble, aim of the study, its 
significance, scope, definition of key concepts, and the research methodology and by 
providing a literature review. In this chapter, it was confirmed that no study had been 
conducted on E.J. Mhlanga’s poetry, analysing the themes. Therefore, the undertaking of 







2.1 Introduction  
This chapter explores the theory of post-colonialism, which serves as the basis for this 
study. It will do so by firstly defining the concept of literary theory. Secondly, it will define 
the concept of post-colonialism. Thirdly, it will discuss the history of post-colonialism and 
its criticism. Lastly, it will discuss post-colonialism in literature by focusing on the central 
ideas in post-colonial literature and modern African literature.  
2.2 The concept of literary theory 
Culler, as cited in Hadebe (2018: 12), describes theory as: 
… an unbounded group of writings about everything under the sun, from the most 
technical problems of academic philosophy to the changing ways in which people 
have talked about and thought about the body. The genre of ‘theory’ includes 
works of anthropology, art, history, film studies, gender studies, linguistics, 
philosophy, political theory, psychoanalysis, science studies, social and intellectual 
history, and sociology. The works in question are tied to arguments in these fields, 
but they become ‘theory’ because their visions or arguments have been suggestive 
or productive for people who are not studying those disciplines. Works that become 
‘theory’ offer accounts others can use about meaning, nature and culture, the 
functioning of the psyche, the relations of public to private experience and of larger 
historical forces to individual experience. 
According to Wolfreys (2001: 2), literary theory is the name given to a range of disparate 
critical practices and approaches, which are used by members of the humanities in the 
exploration of literary texts, films and aspects of contemporary and past cultures. Literary 
theory is also the name given to the teaching of such practices and approaches at 
university. It is an umbrella term that gathers together conveniently and for the purpose 
of identification or definition of various texts concerned with the study of literature and 
culture by feminists, Marxists, and those who teach literature, but who are interested in 
certain branches of linguistics, psychoanalysis or philosophy. 
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Freund, as cited by De Villiers (2005: 109), states that a theory is a speculative 
instrument, an abstract level of discourse, which attempts to formulate, conceptualise and 
generalise the underlying principles of certain phenomena. In other words, a theory is a 
way of looking at something, and an effort to understand it. Furthermore, the general 
nature of underlying principles is stressed. 
Drawing from the insights of the scholars above, literary theory is viewed as a tool that is 
used in literature to gain insight and understanding of fundamental ideologies of a certain 
phenomenon. De Villiers (2005: 110) states that literary theories are also instruments for 
looking at literature in a different, even in a completely new way, thereby revitalising the 
engagement between the text and the reader. 
2.3 The concept of post-colonialism 
Russell and Cohn (2012: 5) view post-colonialism as a post-modern intellectual discourse 
that consists of reactions to, and analysis of, the legacy of colonialism. Post-colonialism 
comprises a set of theories found in history, anthropology, philosophy, linguistics, film, 
political science, architecture, human geography, sociology, feminism, religious and 
theological studies and literature. 
Post-colonialism is defined by Thamarana (2015: 537) as the representation of race, 
ethnicity, culture and human identity in the modern era, mostly after many colonised 
countries got their independence. 
Rukundwa and Van Aarde (2007: 1171) give a different view of what post-colonialism 
entails: 
From an optimistic point of view, post-colonial theory is a means of defiance by 
which any exploitative and discriminative practices, regardless of time and space, 
can be challenged. By contrast, the pessimistic view regards post-colonial theory 
as ambiguous, ironic and superstitious. 
In explaining the pessimistic view regarding post-colonial theory, Slemon, as cited by 
Rukundwa and Van Aarde (2007: 1172), states that post-colonialism not only lacks clarity, 
but also keeps changing through “new forms of social collectivity” as they emerge in time 
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and space in a post-colonial world. These “new forms require new ways describing them”. 
Therefore, it is difficult to keep pace with the rapidly changing world, while, at the same 
time, keeping the definition (if any) of post-colonial theory intact. For this reason, it is 
equally difficult to formulate a single theory to deal with all forms of the winds of change: 
social, political, academic, military and economic. 
Ashcroft et al., as cited in by Tepeciklioğlu (2012: 2), provide the following definition of 
the post-colonial theory:  
Post-colonialism is a continuing process of resistance and reconstruction and post-
colonial theory, thereby, involves discussion about previously-mentioned 
experiences of various kinds such as slavery, displacement, emigration, 
suppression, resistance, representation, difference, racial and cultural 
discrimination and gender; none of which is ‘essentially’ post-colonial, but together 
they form the complex fabric of the field. The term ‘post-colonial’ has come to stand 
for “both the material effects of colonisation and the huge diversity of everyday and 
sometimes hidden responses to it”. This word, then, represents the continuing 
process of imperial suppressions and exchanges throughout this diverse range of 
societies, in their institutions and practices. Like the description of any other field 
the term has come to mean many things. 
According to Young, as cited by Sibisi (2001: 28-29), post-colonialism is a dislocating 
discourse that raises theoretical questions regarding how dominant and radical theories 
have themselves been implicated in the long history of European colonialism and, above 
all, the extent to which they continue to determine both the institutional conditions of 
knowledge as well as the terms of contemporary institutional practices, which extend 
beyond the limits of the academic institutions. 
From the above definitions of post-colonialism, it is deduced that this theory seeks to 
study the effects of colonialism through careful analysis of how colonialists led their 
colonies. It aims to reveal the injustices and exploitative practices endured during the 
colonial period in all aspects of life, with the aim to mend what is believed to have been 
broken and to come up with constructive ways to deal with the legacy of colonialism. 
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Mhlanga, whose poems are examined in this study, writes about themes such as 
education, in an attempt to deal with the legacy of colonialism. He encourages people to 
educate themselves, because education is a need in human life. One way to deal with 
the legacy of colonialism is through education, where one is exposed to vast knowledge 
that will assist one to deal with life’s obstacles in a better way. This is seen in one of his 
poems, ‘Noma Selimathunzi’, found in Izigi Zembongi edited by Maphumulo (2004). In 
this poem, Mhlanga encourages the elderly, who might not have had an opportunity to 
study while they were still young, due to colonialism, to get knowledge, because one is 
never too old to get educated. Mhlanga further encourages the youth in his poem, 
‘Yithuba-ke’ found in Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987), to use the opportunity, while they are still 
young, to get education. It is thus clear that one of the constructive ways that the nation 
could deal with the legacy of colonialism is to get its people educated. 
2.4 The history of post-colonialism 
Wolfreys (2001: 200) states that, from the nineteenth century, European powers started 
a major scramble for territory so much so that by 1914, more than three-quarters of the 
world was controlled by Europeans. The processes associated with European modernity 
emerged on the back of imperialism and, in many ways, represents its darker underside. 
Post-colonial theory emerged from an interdisciplinary area of study that is concerned 
with the historical, political, philosophical, social, cultural and aesthetic structures of 
colonial domination and resistance. It refers to a way of reading, theorising, interpreting 
and investigating colonial oppression and its legacy that is informed by an oppositional 
ethical agenda. 
Bhabha (1994: 245) describes the emergence of post-colonialism as follows:  
Post-colonial perspectives emerge from the colonial testimony of Third World 
countries and the discourses of ‘minorities’ within the geopolitical divisions of East 
and West, North and South. They intervene in those ideological discourses of 
modernity that attempt to give a hegemonic ‘normality’ to the uneven development 




Rukundwa and Van Aarde (2007: 1189) state that the post-colonial theory is built from 
the colonial experiences of people who engaged in liberation struggles around the world, 
particularly in the tricontinental countries in Africa, south and south east Asia and Latin 
America bears witness to constant cultural forces for representation. It allows people 
emerging from socio-political and economic domination to reclaim their negotiating space 
for equity. In a dislocated culture, post-colonial theory does not declare war on the past, 
but challenges the consequences of the past that are exploitative. In so doing, post-
colonial theory engages the psychology of both the colonised and the coloniser in the 
process of decolonisation. Those engaged in and those affected by colonisation and 
imperialism are consciously brought to a level of responsibility, because the cultural 
revolution refuses to endure a state of subjugation. Post-colonial theory raises self-
consciousness, which revolutionises the minds of the colonised and the coloniser to build 
a new society where liberty and equity prevail. 
Russell and Cohn (2012: 5) share a similar view with Rukundwa and Van Aarde above, 
when they state that the ultimate goal of post-colonialism is accounting for and combating 
the residual effects of colonialism on cultures. It is not simply concerned with salvaging 
past worlds, but learning how the world can move beyond this period together, towards a 
place of mutual respect.  
According to Sawant (2011: 5), post-colonial theory, as epistemology, ethics, and politics, 
addresses matters of identity, gender, race, racism and ethnicity with the challenge of 
developing a post-colonial national identity, of how a colonised people’s knowledge about 
the world is generated under specific relations between the powerful and the powerless, 
circulated repetitively and finally legitimated in service to certain imperial interests. 
The insights provided by the scholars above indicate that the theory of post-colonialism 
emerged as a result of the legacy of colonialism. In pursuit of re-building the nations that 
were badly affected by the emergence of European colonisers in their lands, it was 
necessary to carefully study the damage of colonialism. This theory is also concerned 
with coming up with constructive ways to move forward. Its primary goal is not only to 
salvage past worlds, but it is also to build the nation. For instance, South Africa spoke of 
a rainbow nation after it gained its independence. In essence, post-colonialism is also 
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concerned with moving forward and creating an equal future for all, focusing more on the 
ones that were previously disadvantaged. 
2.5 Criticisms of post-colonialism 
There are quite a number of prominent post-colonial theorists, whose works are profound 
and lay a foundation in the study of post-colonialism. One cannot study post-colonialism 
without mentioning the names of Albert Memmi, Aimé Césaire, Edward Said, Homi 
Bhabha, Frantz Fanon and Gayatri Spivak. This section of the study, however, focuses 
on the four theorists who took over from the early post-colonial theorists. These theorists 
are Homi Bhabha, Edward Said, Gayatri Spivak and Frantz Fanon. Their works and 
contribution in the study of post-colonialism are discussed below. 
2.5.1 Homi Bhabha 
Huddart (2006: 1) describes Bhabha and his works as follows: 
Homi K. Bhabha was born in 1949 in Mumbai, India. He is one of the most 
important thinkers in the influential movement in cultural theory called post-colonial 
criticism. Bhabha’s work develops a set of challenging concepts that are central to 
post-colonial theory: hybridity, mimicry, difference, ambivalence. These concepts 
describe ways in which colonised peoples have resisted the power of the coloniser, 
a power that is never as secure as it seems to be. This emphasis illuminates the 
present situation, in a world marked by a paradoxical combination of violently 
proclaimed cultural difference and the complexly interconnected networks of 
globalisation. Instead of seeing colonialism as something locked in the past, 
Bhabha shows how its histories and cultures constantly intrude on the present, 
demanding a transformation in understanding cross-cultural relations. The 
authority of dominant nations and ideas is never as complete as it seems, because 
it is always marked by anxiety, something that enables the dominated to fight back. 
Bhabha, as cited in Huddart (2006: 39), understands the concept of mimicry as 
exaggerated copying of language, culture, manners, and ideas. This exaggeration means 
that mimicry is repetition with a difference, and so it is not evidence of the coloniseds’ 
servitude. In fact, this mimicry is also a form of mockery, and Bhabha’s post-colonial 
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theory is a comic approach to colonial discourse, because it mocks and undermines the 
ongoing pretensions of colonialism and empire. 
Ashcroft et al. (2007: 10) describe the concept of ambivalence as: 
The complex mix of attraction and repulsion that characterises the relationship 
between coloniser and colonised. The relationship is ambivalent because the 
colonised subject is never simply and completely opposed to the coloniser. Rather 
than assuming that some colonised subjects are ‘complicit’ and some ‘resistant’, 
ambivalence suggests that complicity and resistance exist in a fluctuating relation 
within the colonial subject. Ambivalence also characterises the way in which 
colonial discourse relates to the colonised subject, for it may be both exploitative 
and nurturing, or represent itself as nurturing, at the same time. 
According to Sawant (2011: 4), Bhabha is one of the significant post-colonial theorists 
and his book, The Location of Culture (1994), has made prominent contributions in post-
colonial criticism. His concept of hybridity gained currency in defining the vision of post-
colonial theory as that all cultures come together in each other and they cannot be 
separated. In this regard, the diasporic writing becomes important; it redefined the post-
colonial aftermath, not only in literature but also in socio-cultural, political, national, and 
economic discourses. 
2.5.2 Edward Said 
According to Sawant (2011: 2), Edward Said’s ‘Orientalism’ is the founder stone of post-
colonial study. Orientalism established the scientific study of post-colonial theory 
published in 1978. It revolutionised the area of post-colonial theory and literatures. The 
book has its own terminology. It depicts the imbalance between the West and East by 
showing the superiority of the West over the East, the West always dominating the East. 
Said applied terms and concepts such as ‘orient’, the ‘other’ and ‘accident’ to show the 
relation between two distinct cultures – West and East. 
Huddart (2006: 3) concurs with Sawant when he states: 
Said’s most influential work has been Orientalism (1978), a study of the coherence 
of Western discourses about ‘the Orient’ or the East. Said argues that the way 
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people in the West discussed the Orient developed a set of discourses of 
orientalism which set up an allegedly superior Western self in relation to an 
allegedly inferior non-Western other. 
Ashcroft et al. (2007: 153) describe orientalism as the corporate institution for dealing with 
the orient, “dealing with it by making statements about it, authorising views of it, describing 
it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, orientalism, as a Western style for 
dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the orient”. The term ‘other’ on the 
other hand, generally refers to one who is different from oneself and it was used to 
describe the colonised, who were regarded as different and separate from the colonisers. 
2.5.3 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak 
Sawant (2011: 3) describes Spivak and her work as follows: 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak is another important figure in post-colonial theory; her 
critical work, In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics (1987), deserves special 
mention including the essay ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’ She widened the scope 
of subaltern literature including the literatures of marginalised women. She makes 
harsh comment on the male dominant society and shows the secondary position, 
inferior role given to women in patriarchy. According to Spivak, women are doubly 
exploited and underestimated in post-colonial literature. Subaltern is a military 
term, but Spivak used it to denote the lower rank, marginal status of women and 
the literature exploring it. 
Russell and Cohn (2012: 25) describe Spivak as best known for her contemporary cultural 
and critical theories to challenge the legacy of colonialism and the way readers engage 
with literature and culture. She often focuses on the cultural texts of who are marginalised 
by the dominant western culture: the new immigrant, the working class, women and their 
post-colonial subjects. 
2.5.4 Frantz Fanon 
Russell and Cohn (2012: 11) describe Fanon and his contribution to the study of post-
colonialism as:  
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Fanon is one of the earliest writers associated with post-colonialism. In his book, 
The Wretched of the Earth, Fanon analysed the nature of colonialism and those 
subjugated by it. He describes colonialism as a source of violence rather than 
reacting violently against resistors which had been the common view. His portrayal 
of the systematic relationship between colonialism and its attempts to deny ‘all 
attributes of humanity’ to those it suppressed laid the groundwork for related 
critiques of colonial and post-colonial systems. 
According to Tepeciklioğlu (2012: 4), Fanon is one of the first figures that come to one’s 
mind when the issue is post-colonialism. He was born in the French colony of Martinique 
and, as a black intellectual, he was known for his analysis of the relationship between 
colonialism and racism. His medical and psychological practice enabled him to focus on 
harmful psychological effects of colonial administration and racist policies conducted 
under colonial rule. However, Fanon was not only concerned with the psychology of the 
colonised people but also with that of their colonial masters. 
Tepeciklioğlu (op cit.) states that in his Black Skin, White Masks (originally published in 
1952), which Fanon defines as a book of a clinical study, he notes that: “There is a fact: 
White men consider themselves superior to black men. There is another fact: black men 
want to prove to white men, at all costs, the richness of their thought, the equal value of 
their intellect”. Fanon holds that if there is an inferiority complex of the black man, it is the 
outcome of a double process; primarily, economic, and subsequently, the internalisation 
of this inferiority. 
From the above descriptions of post-colonial theorists, what stands out and is common in 
their contribution in the study of post-colonialism is the analysis of the effects of 
colonialism. For instance, Bhabha describes how colonialism affected the culture of the 
colonised and how inevitably the colonised and the coloniser intertwine; hence there is a 
mixture of self and that of the coloniser which forms a new culture. Said describes the 
superiority of the West to the East, he reveals the imbalance of power and the exploitative 
practices of the West to the East.  
Spivak represents women. She describes how women are not only affected by 
colonialism like men, but also how men, moreover, oppress and discriminate against 
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women. Fanon gives an analysis of how colonialism affects the mind of the colonised. He 
unpacks how the coloniser perceives himself as the thinker, the one who has all the 
knowledge and intellect, which leaves the colonised in an inferior position. 
2.6 Post-colonialism in literature 
According to Russell and Cohn (2012: 7), post-colonialism as a literary theory deals with 
literature produced in countries that once were colonies of other countries, especially of 
the European colonial powers in Britain, France, and Spain. In some contexts, it includes 
countries still in colonial arrangements. It also deals with the literature written by citizens 
of colonial countries that portrays colonised people as its subject matter. 
Asante-Darko (2000: 2) states that post-colonial literature is a synthesis of protest and 
imitation. It blends revolt and conciliation. This duality permeates its stratagem, its style, 
and its themes in a manner that is not always readily perceptible to critics. This has 
practical didactic implications for the contemporary literary endeavour in Africa. 
Sawant (2011: 4) gives a description of literature that was developed after colonies gained 
their independence from the colonisers as:  
After the discussion of prominent exponents of post-colonial theory, Said, Spivak 
and Bhabha literature excluding British and American literature, was first called 
commonwealth literature. Now commonwealth literature included different types of 
literature from different cultures. To include all these literatures a new term having 
reference of time is coined that is post-colonial literature. According to many post-
colonial critics the post-colonial literature is the appropriate and most authorative 
term to denote, describe and study the emerging literatures in English. Resistance, 
subversion and reconstruction are the significant features of post-colonial 
literature. Post-colonial literatures in all languages, particularly in English, are 
based on the conflict between the traditional culture of history, gender, culture and 
politics. 
Thamarana (2015: 540) further states that post-colonial literature deals with framing 
identities, the politics of rewriting, translations, and the relation between nation and 
nationalism. Russell and Cohn (2012: 37) share a similar view when they state that post-
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colonial literature may be considered a branch of post-modern literature concerned with 
the political and cultural independence of peoples formerly subjugated in colonial 
empires. 
According to Tepeciklioğlu (2012: 11), the relationship between knowledge and power is 
also crucial in the post-colonial critique. This is the reason colonial powers were holding 
the access to knowledge and power during the colonial era. While the colonial subjects 
were learning the European languages, culture, literature and history, they knew little 
about their own heroes, since it was believed that these people enjoyed no historical 
records worthy of note before the conquest of colonial powers. This view ignored the great 
ancient civilizations established long before the European arrival. 
Drawing from the insights of the scholars above, one can state that post-colonial literature 
features revolution, resistance, subversion and reconciliation. In other words, it was 
necessary for post-colonial writers to critically reflect on their past but also to move 
forward and engage in relevant and necessary discourses that affect the current world. 
In essence, post-colonial literature has been used as a tool to decolonise. 
2.6.1 Central ideas in post-colonial literature 
According to Boehmer (1995: 3), post-colonial literature is that which critically examines 
the colonial relationship. It is writing that sets out, one way or another, to resist colonialist 
perspectives. As well as a change in power, decolonisation demands symbolic repair, a 
reshaping of dominant meanings. Post-colonial literature forms part of that process of 
repair. To give expression to colonised experience, post-colonial writers sought to 
challenge thematically and formally the discourses that supported colonisation: the myth 
of power, the race classification, and the imagery of subordination. Post-colonial 
literature, therefore, is deeply marked by experiences of cultural exclusion and division 
under empire. Especially in its early stages, it can also be a nation building. 
Boehmer (1995: 187) outlines the central ideas that the post-colonial writers had after 
they gained their independence from their colonisers:  
To conceive an independent national identity, post-colonial writers concentrated 
on developing a symbolic vocabulary that was recognisably indigenous or at least 
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other to European representation and yet at the same time intelligible within a 
global grammar of post-war politics. 
According to Thamarana (2015: 540), post-colonial literature has many common motifs 
and themes like ‘cultural dominance and racism’, ‘quest for identity’, ‘racial discrimination’, 
‘inequality’ and ‘hybridity’ along with some peculiar presentation styles. These themes 
enabled the post-colonial writers to reveal the injustices that came with colonialism. This 
process is known as decolonisation, which Ashcroft et al. (2007: 56) describe as a 
process of revealing and dismantling colonialist power in all its forms. This includes 
dismantling the hidden aspects of those institutional and cultural forces that had 
maintained the colonialist power and that remain even after political independence is 
achieved. 
Considering the above views regarding the central ideas in post-colonial literature, it is 
deduced that the post-colonial writers were concerned with reclaiming what they believe 
has been lost during colonialism. They wanted to find out their identity, without the 
influence of colonisers. Simultaneously, they wanted to be part of global literature. 
Boehmer (1995: 194) states that after empire, the history of the colonised needed repair. 
It is clear that post-colonial writers were left with a challenge to search their identity. 
Themes such as ‘self-consciousness’, ‘nation building’ and ‘advancing indigenous 
languages’ were prominent.  
It is no surprise that Mhlanga, whose poems are examined in this study, writes about 
nation building as well as reconnecting with his ancestors. This is seen in one of his 
poems titled ‘Mathong’ Ohlanga’ found in Izigi Zembongi and edited by Maphumulo 
(2004). In this poem, Mhlanga is explicit about his belief system. He pleads with his 
ancestors to bring unity to the nation, which seems to be fighting against itself. Mhlanga’s 
African traditional belief system represents his identity and self-consciousness in his 
cultural beliefs. Mhlanga also pleads with his ancestors to bring peace in the nation as 
there is segregation within it.  
When South Africa gained its independence, it tried to deal with the past by revealing the 
injustices and exploitative practices that came with the apartheid regime. It detained the 
ones that were found guilty of crime and some got amnesty through the Truth and 
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Reconciliation Commission, with the hope to move forward to a democratic South Africa. 
However, there have been issues of a dissonant rainbow nation. Even today, over twenty-
five years after South Africa gained its independence from the colonisers and oppressors, 
issues of race, and equity are still a challenge. 
During colonial times, the colonisers introduced Christianity and criticised African belief 
systems and regarded them as ungodly and associated them with darkness. As a result, 
many indigenous people left their ways of life and followed the ones they have been 
introduced to by their colonisers. According to Lindfors (1997: 27), Wa Thiong’o was the 
first in East Africa to wake up and write a serious indictment of the turn his nation has 
taken. Chinua Achebe in his novel, Things Fall Apart (1959), also deals with how the 
colonisers came to Nigeria and introduced their ways of life, particularly Christianity, 
which affected the Nigerian culture and traditions. 
As part of reclaiming their identity and to decolonise, post-colonial writers also address 
the issue of culture, which has been interfered with by the colonisers, by imposing their 
belief systems and ways of life on the indigenous people. Boehmer (1995: 190) states 
that part of the effort to reject European vision also involved suturing the divisions inflicted 
by colonial history. A number of post-colonial writers have addressed the sorrow of broken 
cultural lineages and fragmented memory under empire.  
The idea of national unity, despite the diverse cultures that exist in a nation such as South 
Africa, has been a central idea in post-colonial literatures. Literature was one of the useful 
tools to bring together the nation. Boehmer (1995: 191) reveals the importance of nation 
building and unity as follows:  
Again and again, nationalist writing emphasised the importance of unity within, 
cleaving to one’s own. Apart from anything else, the act of reinforcing communal 
unity was perceived to be politically astute. After colonial policies of divide and rule, 
the key to success as an independent nation-state was cultural oneness. 
The insights from the scholars above indicate that post-colonial literature intends to reveal 
how hostile colonialism was to the colonised nations. This means that it reveals the 
injustices and exploitative practices that came with colonialism in all aspects of life. It also 
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intends to find ways of dealing with the legacy of colonialism, such as writing about 
identity, self-consciousness, and inequity, in a quest to make the former colonised people 
aware of the damage that was caused by colonialism in order to move forward with their 
lives of independence. Post-colonial literature, therefore, is used as a tool to decolonise. 
2.6.2 Modern African literature 
The rising of modern African literature came with different views on how it should be 
representing Africans. Some of the main concerns with African literature were the issues 
of themes, originality and language (Ndebele, 1994: 126). 
According to Gikandi (2004: 54), modern African literature was produced in the crucible 
of colonialism. What this means is that the men and women who founded the tradition of 
what is now called modern African writing, both in the European and indigenous 
languages, were products of the institutions that colonialism had introduced and 
developed in the continent.  
Ndebele (1994: 126) calls for modification in the subject matter of South African literature 
as follows: 
Recently, I have suggested that what has been called protest literature may have 
run its course in South Africa … basically, the problem is that the ‘protest literature’ 
appears to have lost its objective basis. The fact that much of the writing produced 
in the townships of South Africa since 1976 still reproduced this protest tradition, 
with little modification, reveals what seems to me to be the characteristics of a 
socially entrenched manner of thinking about the South African reality; a manner 
of thinking which, over the years, has gathered its own momentum and now 
produces itself uncritically.  
Lindfors (1997: 26) also describes the shift in the themes that the African writers write 
about as:  
… in response to traumatic political and cultural changes since independence, 
Anglophone West African writers have moved from an obsessive concern with the 
residual effects of colonialism in black Africa to a preoccupation with more 
universal themes rooted in more specific contemporary realities. In other words, 
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there has been both a narrowing and a broadening in their range of interests. 
Instead of continuing to delineate the sociological and psychological damage 
suffered by Africans during the colonial encounter, they attempted to explore 
dimensions of the human condition by looking closely at local examples of extreme 
situations.  
Wa Thiong’o, as cited by Lindfors (1997: 27), provides an important analysis in the need 
for African writers to decolonise their minds and free themselves from the thoughts of 
subjugation: 
The African writer was in danger of becoming too fascinated by the yesterday of 
his people and forgetting the present. Involved as he was in correcting his 
disfigured past, he forgot that his society was no longer peasant, with ownership 
of means of production, with communal celebration of joy and victory, communal 
sharing of sorrow and bereavements; his society was no longer organised on 
egalitarian principles. Conflicts between the emergent elitist middle class and the 
masses were developing, their seeds being the colonial pattern of social and 
economic development. And when he woke up to his task, he was not a little 
surprised that events in post-independence Africa could take the turn they had 
taken. 
Ndebele (1994: 126) shares a similar view with Wa Thiong’o, when he states that the 
greatest challenge of the South African revolution is in the search for ways of thinking, 
ways of perception that will help break down the closed epistemological structures of 
South African oppression, structures that can severely compromise resistance by 
dominating thinking itself. The challenge is to free the whole social imagination of the 
oppressed from the laws of perception that have characterised the apartheid society. For 
writers, this means freeing the creative process itself from those very laws. It means 
extending the writers’ perception of what can be written about, and the means and 
methods of writing.  
There are some scholars who question the issue of originality in modern African literature. 
Asante-Darko (2000: 2) states:  
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The African colonial experience has dominated the origin and nature of 
contemporary African protest literature and rendered it opposed to Western 
standards of aesthetics. This Manichean perception must have been a reaction to 
Horace's position, ‘O imitatores, servum pecus!’ Imitators are a servile race. The 
rejection was reinforced by the general impression that Africa needed to evolve a 
literature that will not be an imitation of the literary norms of Europe. It is therefore 
not surprising that authors of protest literature advocated a literary endeavour, 
whose style, language, aesthetic standards and concerns were required to be 
different from those of the colonising powers who were seen as having subjugated 
them and undervalued every aspect of their lives. The desire for originality was 
thus to become the prerequisite for authentic African literature, which would 
explore Africa’s past, buttress its present, and advocate a hopeful future. 
Wa Thiong’o (1986: 288) asks probing questions with regard to the use of a foreign 
language by African writers to tell their stories. He holds a view that one way to preserve 
African culture and to enrich their indigenous languages is by making use of their very 
own mothertongue. In other words, African writers should tell their stories using their 
mothertongue and pride themselves in it. This is reflected in the following quote:  
Why, we may ask, should an African writer, or any writer, become so obsessed by 
taking from his mothertongue to enrich other languages? Why should he see it as 
his particular mission? We never ask ourselves: how can we enrich our 
languages? How can we ‘prey’ on the rich humanist and democratic heritage in the 
struggles of other peoples in other times and other places to enrich our own? 
                                           (Ibid.) 
With regard to the issue of language, Sibisi (2001: 26) states that language is embedded 
in people's identity, people are produced by the language they use every day. For 
instance, language has the power to create heroes, heroines, victims, culprits and 
criminals in its own right. Language assigns people to different social roles and identities, 
even if these people are not what they are portrayed to be. It is a pity that observers often 
fail to see the role played by language in determining social identities.  
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Wa Thiong’o (1986: 293) further provides the importance of language as follows: 
Language carries culture, and culture carries, particularly through orature and 
literature, the entire body of values by which we come and perceive ourselves and 
our place in the world. How people perceive themselves affects how they look at 
their culture, at their politics and at their social production of wealth, at their entire 
relationship to nature and to other beings. Language is thus inseparable from 
ourselves as a community of human beings with a specific form and character, a 
specific history, a specific relationship to the world. 
According to Asante-Darko (2000: 4), another issue of imitation and hybridisation in post-
colonial African literature is that of language. Some advocates of African authenticity have 
been swift to brand foreign languages as instruments of colonial domination whose public 
practices must be discontinued, at least in post-colonial African literature. 
Thamarana (2015: 540) gives a critical description of how languages have been used as 
an instrument to oppress the colonised people when he states that in post-colonial 
context, language played a crucial role in control and subjugation of colonised people. 
Colonisers often imposed their language upon their subjects in order to control them. So, 
most post-colonial writers address the issue in many ways by mixing the local language 
with imposed language, the result is a hybrid one that gives emphasis to the broken nature 
of the colonised mind. 
Boehmer (1995: 130) concurs with Thamarana when he states that despite imperialist 
intentions to transplant the English culture abroad, in practice, colonisation brought cross- 
fertilisation and eventual hybridisation. According to Ashcroft et al. (2007: 108), hybridity 
commonly refers to the creation of new transcultural forms within the contact zone 
produced by colonisation. The notion of hybridisation is seen in African writers, where 
there is a mixture of self and that of the coloniser. For instance, B.W Vilakazi, who is a 
well-known poet and author in post-colonial literature, can be regarded as a hybrid 
because some of his writings were influenced by Western styles of literature. Sibisi (2001: 
33) has this to say about Vilakazi: 
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Post-colonial theory would regard B.W. Vilakazi as a hybrid of the interaction 
between western culture and African culture. Vilakazi constitutes the copy of 
western, missionary education. He worked within it to appropriate its basic tenets 
to suit his intention for sustaining Zulu nationalism. 
The integration of self and that of the coloniser simply means that there is a new culture 
that is created, which can happen unconsciously and is inevitable. However, it does not 
mean that one does not appreciate their identity and culture. This is seen with Vilakazi, 
where as much as he is influenced by the Western education, he still values his Zulu 
culture and tradition and even writes in his own language. However, his exposure to 
Western education and ways of life combined with his own form a new culture. This is 
seen with many other African writers during this period.  
Asante-Darko (2000: 4) provides a careful analysis of how the process of hybridisation 
occurs:  
… while some may see a reconstitution of precolonial culture as redemptive others 
may not only see it as impossible but also undesirable. To the latter the post-
colonial reality is not a physical mixture but a chemical compound which cannot be 
separated into its initial constituents. Imitation of language, like that of cultural 
value, then becomes not only positive but also a means of inevitable hybridisation.  
Mphahlele, as cited by Asante-Darko (2000: 6), offers a very important illustration of how 
the lives of South Africans are intertwined with those of Western people and how 
inevitable it is that these two groups of people would not mix:  
I personally cannot think of the future of my people in South Africa as something 
in which the white man does not feature. Whether he likes it or not, our destinies 
are inseparable. I have seen too much that is good in western culture, for example, 
its music, literature and theater to want to repudiate it. 
The insights provided by the scholars above indicate that in modern African literature 
there has been a shift in the themes. Post-colonial writers no longer address the issues 
of the legacy of colonialism only in their writings. They also address modern issues that 
do not only affect Africa but the global world as well. As much as African writers are open 
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to global literature, they also pride themselves in their African indigenous languages and 
want to preserve and enrich them because they carry their identities. This is seen in the 
poetry of E.J. Mhlanga where he writes in his own language, isiZulu. One of the ways in 
which African indigenous languages can be preserved is by using them. Mhlanga uses 
his language to share his ideas and messages to his audience. 
This study examines some of the themes in E.J. Mhlanga’s poetry, such as religion, in 
which the poet is explicit and prides himself on his belief system. He also writes about the 
theme of love, where he shares his experiences, not only romantically, but for his family 
as well, particularly his daughter, in the poem ‘Ndodakazi Yethu’, found in Izigi Zembongi 
and edited by Maphumulo (2004). Mhlanga is seen demonstrating love and empowering 
his daughter. The empowerment of a female child is one of the dominant themes 
currently, where there is gender inequality, thus the shift of themes in modern African 
literature is seen in the poetry of Mhlanga. The poet also tackles the theme of education, 
where he encourages the youth to learn, especially to reach higher institutions. He 
encourages them to use the opportunities presented to them to equip themselves with 
skills and knowledge, which is revealed in the poem ‘Mfundi’ in Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987). 
2.7 Conclusion 
This chapter dealt with the theory of post-colonialism. It defined the concepts of literary 
theory and post-colonialism. It looked at the works of four prominent post-colonialism 
theorists and discussed post-colonialism in literature by focusing on the central ideas in 
post-colonialism and modern African literature.  
From the discussion, it was discovered that the central ideas in the emergence of the 
post-colonial theories were to deal with the legacy of colonialism and imperialism. This is 
known as decolonisation. Post-colonial theorists seek to discover the damage that has 
been caused by the exploitative practices that came with colonialism. However, they do 
not intend revenging the colonisers, but aim at moving forward in a quest to repair 
damaged societies.  
In literature, post-colonialism intends to free the imagination of the writer, it seeks to free 
his mind from marginality and subjugation, previously imposed on him by the colonial 
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powers. It encourages writers to be conscious of themselves, the issues of originality and 
how language plays a significant role in matters of identity and culture.  
African writers are encouraged to tell their stories as they perceive and know them without 
the influence of the West and to use their indigenous languages and pride themselves on 
them. These languages do not only fulfil the communication purpose, but carry their 
culture and reveal who the writers are. One way that these indigenous languages can be 
preserved is by using them.  
Post-colonial literature also deals with themes that were previously considered taboo. In 
this sense, it does not only deal with themes that are intended at repairing and reclaiming 
what has been lost, like nation building, culture, and identity, it also looks at the modern 
world in moving forward. Themes like rape, HIV/AIDS, patriarchy, homosexuality, and 
abortion are also explored in post-colonial literature. It is for this reason that this study 







Education is life, there could be no ordinary and purposeful life without education, hence 
a person is a life-long learner. In other words, education does not start when one goes to 
an educational institution, but it begins at birth and ends when one dies. No matter how 
many degrees one holds, one can never reach a point where one has all the knowledge. 
It is no surprise, therefore, that Mhlanga writes about the theme of education, which this 
chapter deals with. Within this theme, Mhlanga explores the challenges that one faces in 
obtaining education, whether formally or informally. He also writes about educational 
achievements, appreciation of an educational figure and motivation that could be attained 
in the process of education. This chapter will discuss all these as its subheadings. An 
attempt to define the concept of education will be made, prior to the actual discussion.  
3.2 The concept of education 
According to Kumar and Ahmad (2008: 3), education may be defined as a purposive, 
conscious or unconscious, psychological, sociological, scientific and philosophical 
process, which brings about the development of the individual to the fullest extent. It is 
also the maximum development of society in such a way that both the individual and 
society enjoy maximum happiness and prosperity. In short, education is the development 
of an individual according to the needs and demands of society of which he is an integral 
part. It is then a necessity that one gets education to function successfully in the world. 
Kumar and Ahmad (2008: 3) describe formal education as follows: 
Education, in the narrower sense, is regarded as equivalent to instruction. It 
consists of the ‘specific influences’ consciously designed in a school or in a college 
or in an institution to bring in the development and growth of the child. The word 
school includes the whole machinery of education from Kindergarten to the 
University. The education of the child begins with his admission in the school and 
ends with his departure from the University. The amount of education received by 
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the child is measured in terms of degrees and diplomas awarded to him. The 
school represents formal education as it imparts education directly and 
systematically. There is deliberate effort on the part of the educator to inculcate 
certain habits, skills, attitudes or influences in the learner, which are considered to 
be essential and useful to him. 
Adetutu (2010: 222) states that the search for enlightenment and survival gave birth to 
education. Before the development of reading and writing, preliterate people were 
surrounded by other humans, animals and natural forces, which made each one to 
struggle to survive against the other. They began to generate skills that could make their 
lives better; these entail gathering food and providing shelter, making weapons and other 
tools: such skills became the cultural and educational blueprint of people, and then they 
began to share information about learning languages and acquiring the values, behaviour, 
and religious practices. 
Dewey, as cited by Dimitriadis and Kamberelis (2006: 9), states that the purpose of 
education is the intellectual, social, emotional, and moral development of the individual 
within a democratic society. 
From the above definitions, it is deduced that education is not only obtained at an 
educational institution. Having certain degrees either cannot be a total measure of 
someone’s education, because people could have degrees but are unable to 
constructively use the knowledge gained. Education includes knowledge that one gets 
socially as well. This kind of education is informal, and, at times, it happens 
unconsciously. For one to function successfully in the current world, one requires some 
form of knowledge. Educational institutions cannot teach students everything, so are 
parents and communities. There is thus no form of education that is superior to the other. 
Both formal and informal education are essential in human life. 
The poems that will be discussed in this chapter are taken from three anthologies: Izigi 
Zembongi (2004), edited by Maphumulo, Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) and Izingcula 
Zembongi (1993) both by Mhlanga. In Izigi Zembongi (2004), edited by Maphumulo, the 
poems that will be discussed are ‘Noma Selimathunzi’, ‘Emhlabathini Wokhokho’ and 
‘Isabelo’. In Mhlanga’s Izingcula Zembongi (1993), the poems that will be dealt with are 
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‘Umthomb’ Ogobhozayo’, ‘Siyophila Ngalo Mthombo’ and ‘Ingqungqulu Yogqozi’. In 
Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) by Mhlanga, the poems that will be studied are ‘Yithuba-ke’ and 
‘Umfundi’. The poems will be discussed under the subheadings: motivation through 
education, educational achievements, educational challenges and appreciation of an 
educational figure. 
3.3 Motivation through education 
The poem titled ‘Noma Selimathunzi’, found in the volume Izigi Zembongi (2004) edited 
by Maphumulo, is a sonnet. According to Al Shawa (2017: 69), a sonnet is a poem that 
consists of 14 lines. It is written in iambic pentameter, a poetic meter with 10 beats per 
line made of alternating unstressed and stressed syllables, and a strict rhyme scheme. It 
gives an ideal laboratory to a poet for exploration of strong emotions. Owing to its short 
length, it is easy to manage for both the writer and the reader.  
In this poem, Mhlanga encourages people, especially those who are old, to learn and 
educate themselves. The following first three lines of the poem reveal the theme, which 
is formal education: 
Thuthukani badala besizwe, 
Noma selimathunzi kayihlome, 
Kayihlome ngamabhuku! 
 
(Progress the elderly of the nation, 
Even though it is dark already, arm yourselves, 
Arm yourselves with books!) 
                                            (Maphumulo, 2004: 40) 
Mhlanga uses symbolism in the first two lines to highlight that elderly people should be 
dedicated and prepared to educate themselves, because it would not be an easy process. 
According to Mtumane (2000: 243), anything that is used to represent another is called a 
symbol, as a symbol is generally a visible or palpable object or idea that represents 
something else. In literature, a symbol is a word, phrase or another expression with a 
complex of associative meaning.  
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The use of symbols points to the poet’s understanding of symbolism. Murry in Thwala 
(2017: 88), views symbolism as the art of expressing emotions not only by defining them 
through overt comparisons with concrete image, but suggesting what these ideas and 
emotions are by recreating them in the mind of the reader through the use of unexplained 
symbols. 
In the above lines, symbolism is evident in the use of the verb kayihlome (arm yourselves). 
Generally, when one is armed, it means that he/she is equipped and ready for a fight. In 
this instance, Mhlanga does not literally mean that the elderly should arm themselves with 
weapons to fight. Rather, he implies that they should equip themselves with books, which 
signify education. The idea of arming oneself demonstrates that there could be challenges 
along the way, but like being prepared for a fight, the goal is to win. 
Mhlanga states that education is the backbone of the nation. In other words, it is important 
for the world. He further encourages the elderly by saying that they still have the ability to 
mentally develop themselves, they should learn because they still have the opportunity. 
They still have the ability to achieve whatever they set their minds on. He demonstrates 
this by saying that they should decorate their brains. Decoration is meant to make a 
certain object beautiful. Education then is meant to enlighten one’s mind and life. This is 
reflected in the words:  
Uma amehlo esayinanela le ngqephu, 
Ubuchopho busavuma ukuhlotshiswa, 
Zihlobise ithuba lisavuma! 
 
(If the eyes still rejoice for this cloth, 
The brain still allows to be decorated,   
Decorate yourself while the opportunity still allows!) 
                                            (Ibid.) 
It is also the words, Ukuphuza lo mthombo kakukhulelwa! (One can never be too old to 
drink from this fountain!) (op cit.), that give an idea that one can learn at any age and that, 
through this poem, Mhlanga sends out a message that elderly people can still make use 
of the opportunity to get education, because it is the backbone of the nation. It is the most 
important tool to change the world for better. Through this poem, Mhlanga encourages 
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the elderly to stand up, arm themselves and be prepared to get knowledge. They can still 
do it, according to him (the poet), because, ultimately, education has no age limit. It is a 
life-long process.  
In the line, Ukuphuza lo mthombo kakukhulelwa! (One can never be too old to drink from 
this fountain!) (op cit.), Mhlanga uses the fountain (umthombo) as a symbol that 
represents education. A fountain is literally a source of water, and water is a need in 
human life. In this line, the fountain is therefore used to describe the extent to which 
education is important in human life. The verb ukuphuza (drinking) illustrates the act of 
getting education. In other words, one has to make a conscious decision that one would 
educate oneself, just as one makes a decision for drinking water, as it is essential for 
survival. 
‘Umthomb’ Ogobhozayo’ is also a short poem, a sonnet found in the anthology Izingcula 
Zembongi (1993). In this poem, Mhlanga uses symbolism to reveal the theme of 
education. In the line, Ngiphuzise kuwon’ umthomb’ ogobhozayo (Give me a drink from 
the flowing fountain) (Mhlanga, 1993: 9), he uses the flowing fountain to describe 
education institutions. He sees education institutions as a fountain that flows, which the 
(black) birds drink from deep within and, just like them, he also wishes to drink deep where 
there is knowledge.  
Ziphuz’ ekujulen’ okunzulu, 
Okunokujula nokuhlakanipha.  
 
(They drink from the deep end,  
Where there is depth and wisdom.)  
                               (Mhlanga, 1993: 9) 
In the above lines, the reader gets the idea that the poet describes getting education. The 
poet refers to getting knowledge, not from a shallow level but from a deeper one, where 
one gets wisdom. Learning and getting knowledge from the surface level implies learning 
for testing and examination. This kind of learning is mostly associated with cramming the 
content so one may progress to the next level. Learning from a deeper level, on the other 
hand, refers to learning for understanding. One who has learnt in this manner can transfer 
knowledge to real-life contexts. This kind of learning makes one wise because there is an 
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understanding and application of knowledge. In formal education, learning from a shallow 
level may refer to attending school up to the lower grades. Learning from a deeper level 
may mean attending up to tertiary level, where deeper knowledge is obtained.  
Mhlanga does not only describe formal but informal education as well. He says that he 
wishes to have all knowledge and to grow intellectually so that he would be able to face 
life’s challenges. This is reflected in the following words: 
Ngifis’ ukwazi konke 
Okukhulis’ imiqondo yethu, 
Ngokubhekana nezwe lanamuhla. 
Kule nkundla sincike kulo mthomb’ ogobhozayo, 
Ongashazwa somiso nabusika, 
  
(I wish to know all  
That which develops our minds, 
By facing the world of today.  
In this field we depend on this flowing fountain, 
That does not get dried up by neither drought nor winter,) 
                                                 (Mhlanga, 1993: 9) 
In the fourth line above, the author says that the world is dependent on the flowing 
fountain, which does not get dried up either by drought or winter. These words suggest 
that today’s world depends on education and that education is relevant. It has no age 
limit. It is an on-going process; hence the poet refers to education as a flowing fountain. 
A fountain that flows is the one that has water. In other words, there is a constant supply 
of water. In this context, the poet refers to an ongoing process of education. He does not 
only see his education as being beneficial to him but as an opportunity to pass knowledge 
on to other people as well.  
Mhlanga makes use of simile to describe his dedication and eagerness to get knowledge, 
in the line Okwendluzel’ ezinkwazini zomthombo (Like gazelle deep in the fountain) 
(Mhlanga, 1993:9). Gazelles are animals that survive in high amounts of water, hence 
Mhlanga sees education as a need for survival and compares it with water. By drinking 
water, he implies getting knowledge and wisdom, and as an act that will heal them from 
the desert of not knowing. According to Thwala (2017: 89), water signifies life, relief and 
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purity. The human body uses water in all its cells, organs and tissues to help regulate its 
temperature and maintain bodily functioning. It is clear that human life depends on water. 
A desert is a dry and empty place, hence he compares it with a lack of knowledge in the 
line Siphuze silulam’ ogwaduleni lokungazi! (We drink and get healed from the desert of 
ignorance) (Mhlanga, op cit.). The poet sees ignorance as a disease. This is reflected by 
the employment of the word ukululama (to get better). One can only get better if one is 
sick or not feeling well in the body.  
The poem ‘Siyophila Ngalo Mthombo’ is a short poem, and only has one stanza. It is 
found in the anthology Izingcula Zembongi (1993) by Mhlanga. In this poem, the poet also 
encourages people to get educated. As the title of the poem says ‘Siyophila Ngalo 
Mthombo’ (We will live by this fountain), just as water is a need in human life, so is 
education. With this poem, the author sends out a message that education is not optional. 
It is a need. Our nation will live by it, it is life. This is illustrated in the words:  
Lesi sizwe sethu, 
Leli qholo lohlanga: 
Siyophila ngalo mthombo. 
 
(This nation of ours 
This pride of the nation: 
We will live by this fountain.) 
                              (Mhlanga, 1993: 39) 
The words Lo mthombo uyisabelo senkululeko yobuchopho (This fountain is a share of 
the freedom to the brain) (Ibid.), found in the poem, give the idea that an educated mind 
is a freed mind. A person who uses the opportunity and learns is exposed to vast 
information. There are skills that are learnt in the education process, such as critical 
thinking. An educated person’s reasoning skills show high intellectual levels. The growth 
of a human mind, in general, depends on knowledge and information. As the general 
saying goes, ‘a person’s mind is the engineer of his life’. 
The motivation of people to get educated is further found in the lines: 
Phuzani zimbali zesizwe! 
Phuzani nizanelise kulo mthombo, 
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Ophuze kulo mthombo kasophinde ome, 
Nezizukulwan’ ezizayo ziyophuza ziphuze,  
Ziwushiy’ ugobhoza ingunaphakade! 
 
(Drink flowers of the nation! 
Drink and satisfy yourselves in this fountain, 
The one who has drunk from this fountain will never be thirsty again, 
Even the coming grandchildren will drink again and again, 
And leave it flowing eternally!) 
                                                               (Ibid.) 
The poet makes use of symbolism to encourage the nation to drink from the fountain until 
they are satisfied. The act of drinking water from the fountain is compared to that of getting 
education. He makes use of initial-vertical linking to emphasise this idea by repeating the 
word Phuzani (Drink) in the above first and second lines, and oblique linking in the third 
and fourth lines, by repeating the verb stem -phuze. 
Mtumane (2000: 183) states: “… in linking only a part of the first line, which may be a 
word, stem or root, or even an idea, is repeated or echoed in the second or third line. 
Linking may be vertical or oblique. It may also be initial or final”. 
The main idea that is implied by encouraging the nation to drink is to emphasise the 
importance of education. The nation should learn as much as they can, there are no 
restrictions.  
The poet also states that one who has drunk from this fountain will never be thirsty again. 
This gives a suggestion that an educated person has a tool that can be used to change 
his/her life for better. Education will always be relevant and important. It is a need. Hence, 
one who has learnt and continues to learn is at an advantage in this lifetime. To 
emphasise the relevance and the importance of education in human life, the poet says 
that even future generations will drink as much as they can, and leave the fountain flowing 
eternally. The emphasis of this idea is further strengthened by the repetition of the verb 
stem -phuz (a) in the line: Nezizukulwan’ ezizayo ziyophuza ziphuze (Even the coming 
grandchildren will drink repeatedly). This repetition means that education is everlasting, 
it is enough for everyone on this earth. For one to live a purposeful life, one must be 
educated. This type of repetition is known as ploce, which refers to the repetition of a 
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word for emphasis, within a sentence or phrase, with some change in meaning (Murdock, 
2011: 11).  
The poet uses the word zimbali (flowers), referring to young people. A flower represents 
beauty, intelligence and brightness. In other words, the youth is seen as people who bring 
light to the nation by getting educated. They are valuable and appreciated. The line, 
Ophuze kulo mthombo kasophinde ome (The one who has drunk from this fountain will 
never be thirsty again), refers to knowledge that one has received through education. A 
person who has learnt will forever have the knowledge. In other words, it cannot be taken 
away from him/her, just like one who drinks water to quench one’s thirst. 
The poem ‘Yithuba-ke’ is a motivational poem where the poet encourages his child to go 
to school and get educated, while there is still an opportunity to do so. The theme of the 
poem is not directly stated, namely that it is formal education. In the first stanza, the poet 
gives the child a candle. The candle symbolises education. As candles are used for light, 
education is also used to light up one’s mind, life and society. The act of giving the child 
a candle implies that the poet (the parent) gives him an opportunity and support in 
acquiring education and says to him he should go, and follow the crowd. The crowd 
represents learners going to school. Learners normally walk together when they go to 
school. They follow each other as the destination is the same and commences at the 
same time. This is depicted as follows:  
Thathela … 
Nampaya …, balandele …  
 
(Set-off …  
There … they are … follow them …)  
                                  (Mhlanga, 1987: 74) 
The poet acknowledges the fact that there might be challenges that one might face, but, 
if they are dedicated, it should not be that difficult. He uses symbolism to describe these 
challenges, ungethuswa zingovolokazi zamawa (Don’t fear the large cliffs) (Mhlanga, 
1987: 74). It is generally not safe to walk on a large cliff, there is fear that one might fall 
and get injured, hence the poet says that the child must be careful. The large cliff 
represents the challenges and stumbling blocks the child might face, the difficulties that 
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he might come across in his studies. These challenges, for instance, might be tests or 
examinations and other social challenges that children face at school. The poet does not 
only encourage his child not to fear challenges, but advises him also to be alert, to be 
careful of what might be of danger along the way. He makes use of symbolism to depict 
this idea: Wagqwegqwe ngobuciko bobudoda (Walk carefully with manly skill). The verb 
ukugqwegqwa generally means to walk afar, to carefully guide each and every step often 
quietly in fear of some sort of danger.  
The following stanza further shows how the poet motivates his child to get education: 
Qonda-ke ndoda, 
Gqanqul’ okweguqa litshakadula 
Yithuba lakho leli, 
Elinye lutho …! 
Qonda nje, ungajeqezi 
Ngosala ngimile khona lapha, 
Ngikukha ngehlombe. 
  
(Go then man, 
Jump like a calf that gallops 
This is your opportunity, 
There is no other …! 
Go forward, don’t look aside 
I will remain standing here, 
Applauding you.) 
                            (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, the poet addresses his child as a man, although the child is still a 
boy. This could mean that the poet has faith in his child; despite his age, he has the 
capabilities of a man. The poet also makes use of simile to emphasise that although the 
child has grown, he is still reliant on him, in the phrase Gqanqul’ okweguqa litshakadula 
(Jump like a calf that gallops). Iguqa refers to a calf that is old but still gets (sucks) milk 
from the cow. The poet emphasise the fact that his child must go and not look back, 
because there is no opportunity other than the one that he has.  
The line, Qonda nje, ungajeqezi (Go forward, don’t look aside), describes how the child 
should keep focused and not be distracted. Looking aside might cause one to lose focus 
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and concentration from the work at hand, hence the poet urges his child to focus on his 
studies. He (the poet) promises to be behind him, applauding him. This suggests that the 
poet will be supporting his child every step of the way by being there for him. Applauding 
someone means that what they are doing is right, it is appreciated, and it is something 
that is good. It is a sign of approval. 
3.4 Educational achievements 
Mhlanga continues to use the symbol of drinking from a flowing river to describe obtaining 
education. In the poem ‘Emhlabathini Wokhokho’ he describes his own achievements 
through education as follows:  
Sengiphuzile kulo mfula, 
Ngibuchopho bumnqwambanqwamba, 
Ngimagxalab’ angangezintaba, 
Ufulathela zimbumk’ odl’ isiNgisi, 
 
(I have drunk from this river already, 
I have a brain of many layers, 
I have shoulders that are as high as mountains, 
When I turn my back, they watch he who speaks English,) 
                                                    (Maphumulo, 2004: 55) 
In this stanza, Mhlanga describes how drinking from the river has made him have a brain 
with many layers, shoulders that are as big as mountains and that when he speaks 
English, people turn their heads to him. In general, one drinks water, because it is a need 
for survival. For the human body to function well, enough water has to be consumed, the 
brain needs water to keep its signals working and it is easier to focus or concentrate on 
something. Hence Mhlanga compares the act of drinking water with that of obtaining 
education. Like water, which does good to the human body, so is education to the human 
mind. Therefore, Mhlanga says that his brain is of many layers. Having a brain of many 
layers refers to the kind of knowledge and expertise that the poet has. It is clear that the 
poet has great knowledge as well as intelligence.  
The poet also says that he has shoulders that are the size of mountains. This refers to 
the experience that he has. Hyperbole has been used to illustrate the knowledge of the 
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poet in the line, Ngimagxalab’ angangezintaba (I have shoulders that are as high as 
mountains). A person who often carries a heavy load on their shoulders ultimately 
develops muscles. It is through the consistency of hard work that one can build up 
muscles. This can be seen as a symbol of experience. In this context, what is being 
described is the kind of experience and mental power the poet has from education. This 
shows that he has been in academia for quite some time. It further demonstrates that the 
poet is a dedicated person, one who endures difficulties, as carrying a heavy load on the 
shoulders is not an easy task. It also suggests that the process of acquiring education is 
not an easy one. It is hard, but the rewards amount to the hard work. This is revealed 
when the poet says that when he turns his back, people turn their heads to him because 
he speaks English, a language that is normally associated with education, especially if it 
is a second language, in South Africa and other former British colonies.  
It is further revealed in the words, Yilo mshikashik’ obungijulukisa (This is the struggle 
that made me sweat), that the process of getting education is not easy. As a result, 
Mhlanga describes it as a struggle that made him sweat. The noun umshikashika 
(struggle) refers to hard work and something that is not easy to overcome. It is used to 
strengthen the idea that education is not an easy process, it is then no surprise that the 
poet sweats. His struggle in search of education was not in vain, as it has led him to the 
world that is full of joy and good life. This is reflected in the words:  
Yilo mshikashika ubungijulukisa,  
Ungihungela kwelingafelwa nkonyane,  
 
(This is the struggle that got me sweating,  
Leading me to where a calf does not die,)  
                                        (Ibid.) 
The poet makes use of a proverb to describe the positive results of working hard towards 
obtaining education. Kwelingafelwa nkonyane (Where a calf does not die) refers to a 
world of joy and good life, where there is wealth. There is no poverty or death. This is the 
world where there is enough grazing land for the cows. Even calves, which are vulnerable, 
survive in this kind of the imagined world as they suck enough milk from their mothers. In 
reality, there is no world where calves do not die. However, the emphasis that is made 
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here is a world of abundance. Hyperbole is also employed here as there is no world where 
calves do not die.  
The poem entitled ‘Isabelo’, found in Izigi Zembongi and edited by Maphumulo, has five 
stanzas. It is an appreciation poem, where Mhlanga gives gratitude to his Creator for the 
gift that He has given him in the lines: 
Mvelinqangi, angithi nasemehlweni 
Wanginqwambisa ngomqhele wokukhanya, 
Wakhanyisa nobuchopho obuyophilisa 
Lesi sivande ositshale emhlabeni 
 
(My Lord, isn’t it that even in the eyes 
You draped me with the crown of light, 
You lightened the brain that will make alive 
This garden plot you have planted on this earth) 
                                             (Maphumulo, 2004: 41) 
Education is not a major theme and it is not directly stated in this poem. It is revealed 
when the gift that the poet is thankful for is examined. The poet has been given the gift of 
intellect, and it is what he lives by. This is informal education. The social and psychological 
knowledge enables one to face life’s challenges successfully. This element is essential 
for survival. The poet says that he has been draped with a crown of light, and his brain 
has been enlightened. His enlightenment enables him to survive on this earth. 
In the above lines, the act of having been draped with the crown of light in the eyes 
describes how the poet has been gifted with wisdom. He (the poet) sees it as an honour, 
as he has been given light, which refers to the wisdom and knowledge to tackle life’s 
challenges with understanding. When one’s brain is enlightened, it depicts that one is 
clear with what one wants in life. Being clear means that one has a plan and a clear 
direction. One has all the necessary knowledge to survive in the world. The following lines 
further illustrate the gift for which the poet thanks his Creator: 
Wangiphi’ isabelo 
Sokucabanga ngijule, 
Ngezinhlos’ ezinhle zanamuhla 
Wangiphi’ inkuthalo yenyosi 
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Wath’ amakhekheb’ ezinyosi ngiyozakhela, 
Uphaphe lwendwe ngiyoluthwesa 
Ukuhlokoma kwezithukuthuku zami! 
(You have given me a share 
To think deeply  
About today’s good intentions 
You gave me diligence of the bee 
And you said I will make honeycombs by myself, 
The feather of the blue crane will I crown 
The tingling of my perspiration!) 
                                             (Maphumulo, 2004: 41) 
The words wangiph’ isabelo sokucabanga ngijule (you have given me a share to think 
deeply) suggest the kind of wisdom that the poet has been given by his Creator. He has 
been given intelligence and critical thinking. This refers to the ability to face life’s 
challenges with wisdom and an aim to conquer.  
Mhlanga further states that he has also been given the working spirit (diligence) of the 
bee. The bee is an insect that is always busy and works hard, hence the idiom ‘busy like 
a bee’. Bees are always seen buzzing around as they collect pollen from plants and 
flowers as well as nectar to make honey. One can conclude, therefore, that Mhlanga is 
dedicated and works hard. He sees the gift of intelligence as something that will help him 
survive in this world. This is his purpose and what he is living for. 
The ability of the poet to make honeycombs by himself suggests that he is independent, 
it shows the dedication he has. Making honeycombs is not an easy task, it is a process 
that requires hard work and patience. The symbolism of making honeycombs reflects how 
diligent the poet is, as he has been given the diligence of the bee. Honeycombs are 
literally the result of the hard work of the bee. They keep honey that is flavoured well from 
which the young bees live. Honey is also good for human health and enjoyment. It is a 
good result of working diligently. In this context, honey represents the good outcomes of 
the poet’s diligence. These outcomes come about as a results of his use of the gift that 
he has been given by the Creator. The poet uses this diligence to obtain education. The 
fact that he is able to write poems is one of the outcomes of this diligence. All this indicates 
how the Creator does not automatically give the good outcomes to one. He gives one the 
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blessings of wisdom and diligence for one to use and receive the good outcomes. The 
poet then, whether consciously or unconsciously, encourages the audience to use the 
wisdom and diligence given by the Creator for them to enjoy the good results. This idea 
links up well with the biblical assertion that a man will live from the sweat of his forehead 
(Genesis 3:19), which encourages that people should sweat from hard work in order to 
lead (a meaningful) life. 
Ukuthwesa uphaphe lwendwe (Being crowned with the feather of the blue crane) means 
to be honoured and respected, especially if one distinguishes oneself with deeds of 
bravery or any other form of meritorious conduct. According to Godfrey (1941: 44), indwe 
was, in the olden days, distinctively a warrior’s bird, whose feathers adorned the heads 
of the fighting men during drill or war. King Shaka used to adorn himself with the feather 
of the blue crane. The blue crane, which is also known as the Stanely bird, is a tall, 
ground-dwelling bird that is pale blue-grey in colour with a white crown, a pink beak, and 
long, dark grey wingtip feathers that trail to the ground. It eats reptiles, seeds and insects. 
It is respected because of its great bravery and hunting skill. Tales are told of the blue 
crane, in which it catches dangerous snakes in its beak, then flies high into the sky and 
drops the serpent from a great height to kill it.  
Being crowned the feather of the blue crane, in this poem, refers to the poet graduating 
and being honoured with the relevant qualification after the hard work and challenges he 
endured. It means that the poet has conquered. It means victory, wearing graduation 
attire distinguishes him from other people. 
The poet makes use of symbolism to describe education in the lines: 
Wabek’ ezandleni zam’ ikhuba, 
Wathi liyongiphilisa kulo mhlaba 
Yilon’ eliyongixoshel’ indlala 
Eliyinhloso yokuphila kwami! 
 
(You have put in my hands a hoe, 
And you said it will make me alive on this earth 
It is the one that will drive away hunger 
Which is the purpose of my survival!) 
                                              (Maphumulo, 2004: 42) 
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The poet says the Lord has given him a hoe and he will live by it on this earth. It will put 
food on his table and that is his purpose for living. A hoe is a gardening tool that is used 
to weed the fields. It is used for pulling out weeds that might disturb the growth of intended 
plants. In the poem, it represents wisdom, as it is through wisdom that the poet drives 
away all negativity. In other words, the poet cultivates his mind. It is deduced that the gift 
of wisdom that the poet has been given, is a tool that he will use, mainly to sustain himself. 
Through his wisdom, he will be able to acquire education and it will eradicate poverty from 
his life and that is his purpose. In other words, he will forever use this tool in his life, hence 
he appreciates and accepts it as well as acknowledges the Person who has given it to 
him.  
3.5 Educational challenges 
One of the challenges that students face at a higher institution is adapting to its culture. 
As a result, some forget who they are and where they come from and follow trends they 
perceive as fashionable at that moment. In the poem titled ‘Mfundi’, found in Mhlanga’s 
Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987), the poet warns and advises students that the main reason one 
comes to an educational institution is to learn. Some of the warnings and advice are found 
in the lines: 
Sihay’ imiqondo, 
Isiqubulo sakwaNgqondonkulu, 
Ngithaba nxa ngikubona 
Utapa upata nesangcobe, 
Umamfuza nalezizaqheqhe 
 
(We sing minds, 
The slogan of Great-brain, 
I am pleased when I see you 
Extracting mealies, 
Eating rich creamy milk) 
                               (Mhlanga, 1987: 42) 
Students at higher educational institutions should not forget themselves and disrespect 
elders. In this stanza, the poet says that they sing minds, which is the slogan at higher 
institutions. This highlights that the main intention at higher institutions is for one to obtain 
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education and that should be the focus of students. It gives him (the poet) pleasure to see 
students studying and getting knowledge. 
The idea of singing minds at university indicates that the main purpose is to grow one’s 
mind, the focus is to make one see things differently, think critically and ultimately respond 
to life’s challenges in a better way. Singing brings joy, it always keeps one in a good mood 
and in a celebratory atmosphere. It motivates and heals one’s soul. In this case, what is 
being sung is the mind.  
The word KwaNgqondonkulu (At the Great-brain) refers to university or higher institution, 
where one is being exposed to vast information and knowledge. It is a place where one’s 
mind is being developed, hence the word ‘Great-brain’. One of the ways that the human 
mind can be developed is through studying different books, being engaged in 
conversations that have a positive impact on one’s thinking, not only in one’s life but about 
the world at large. It also happens by being exposed to different people, from different 
backgrounds and engaging with them, learning from them and seeing things differently.  
Upata and isangcobe refer to mealies that have become mouldy and stuck together 
because they are put in a hole for months and are used to make porridge. In the poem, 
this symbolises an act of studying and getting knowledge, just like one who extracts the 
mealies to make porridge. 
The use of the symbol umamfuza emphasises the act of getting knowledge. Ukumamfuza 
generally means eating food in large quantities and making noise in chewing, often 
without closing the mouth. The food that is often eaten in this manner is hard porridge 
and sour milk, which has not been pasteurised. Milk comes straight from the cows. This 
is traditional African food, which is valued, especially among amaZulu. In this context, it 
illustrates getting valuable and relevant information and knowledge. The following lines 
depict the extent of learning by the poet and a student’s state when he or she leaves 
home for educational institutions: 
Kuwena ngifund’ inzulu 
Yezilokothw’ ezinhle zakwenu; 
Uphume kwen’ uligcokoma, 
Uphum’ umthimba, uphum’ ikhetho, 
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Uphuma nezinhlanzeko zakwenu. 
  
(From you I have learnt the depth 
Of the good courtesy of your home; 
You left your home as a neat person, 
You to a bridal party, you left to a bridegroom’s party 
You left with the purest of your home.) 
                                         (Mhlanga, 1987: 42) 
The poet says that he has learnt plenty from the student. The student comes from home 
to school with a purpose, with a clear mind of what he intends to do. He is pure and clean. 
The student’s good intentions in coming from home to obtain education at an educational 
institution are stressed by the use of the phrase, Uphume kwen’ uligcokama (You left your 
home as a neat person) (op cit.). The word igcokama (neat person) refers to a male 
person who is neat and clean, someone who takes good care of himself, from the way 
they dress and even to the way they walk. This refers to the good state a student is in 
when he comes to an educational institution. He has not been influenced by negative 
habits and ideas yet. 
The idioms ukuphum’ umthimba and ukuphum’ ikhetho mean to go out to satisfy a certain 
need and having a detailed plan on how that need is going to be achieved. These idioms 
are also used to enhance the emphasis that the student comes to school with a clear aim 
and plan of how they are going to achieve their objectives. 
The poet makes use of initial linking by repeating the word uphum(a) (you come out) in 
three consecutive lines, to stress the idea that the student leaves home with a clear intent 
to study. According to Mtumane (2000: 183), linking refers to a part of the first line, which 
may be a word, stem or root, or even an idea that is repeated or echoed in the next line(s). 
This type of repetition, which is made up of initial linking, is called anaphora. According 
to Dlamini (2018: 15), anaphora can be defined as a pattern of repetition that is a result 
of certain words or phrases being repeated at the beginning of successive sentences, 
lines or clauses. This repetition creates rhythm. This can be observed in the following 
lines: 
Uphume kwen’ uligcokoma, 
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Uphum’ umthimba, uphum’ ikhetho, 
Uphuma nezinhlanzeko zakwenu. 
 
(You left your home as a neat person, 
You to a bridal party, you left to a bridegroom’s party, 
You left with the purest of your home.)          
                                         (Ibid.) 
From the above example, the repeated word uphum(a) emphasises the point that when 
the student comes from home to school, he has good intentions. There is a clear intent 
that the student wants to learn, he has good teachings from his home. All this highlights 
the good state of mind the student has when he comes to school. 
The student’s determination to study is also depicted by the phrase Isoka likaNonkuthalo 
(Diligent’s boyfriend) (Mhlanga, 1987: 42). This phrase implies that the student is 
dedicated and devoted to his schoolwork to such an extent that he is compared to 
someone who is devoted to their girlfriend. Usually, a person who is dedicated to their 
girlfriend makes time to see them and spend time with them. In this case, the student is 
also dedicated to his schoolwork to such an extent that he makes time to study and do 
his work. Personification is used to stress this idea. According to Cohen, in Masango 
(1996: 14), personification means giving human characteristics or shape to an inanimate 
object, to emotion or instinct, to a moral quality or spiritual concepts, to an event like 
death, or to an invisible essence like soul. The noun Nonkuthalo is derived from the verb 
stem -khuthala, which refers to being diligent. In this case, the poet uses this word to 
describe the student’s determination in doing their schoolwork, and it is as if the poet is 
referring to a human being when referring to diligence. The student is depicted as having 
an intimate relationship with diligence as he always works hard to achieve his goal. 
In the fourth stanza, the change in the behaviour and attitude of the student is revealed. 
The student now has contemptuous behaviour and is easily influenced. The phrase 
Ukugqishazela indelelo (Walking with a firm, short step of disrespect) highlights the fact 
that the student is disregardful in such a way that he is seen by people. It also depicts 
how arrogant the student is. Ukugqishazela literally means to walk with a firm and short 
step. This is usually observed in people who are short in height and have bigger bodies. 
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In this context, the idea that is stressed is that the student is disrespectful, and one can 
tell by the way that he walks. He walks as if he is sure of himself and has pride. The 
change in the student’s character is also depicted in the lines:  
Ha, usugqishazelis’ indelelo,  
Ubuthwe uNothathekile bo, 
UNonhloniph’ umlahlis’ okwenyongo yenyathi, 
Ulitshingelen’ iqhikiza lakwenu; 
Lonk’ ugazi lumuke nogqozi lomfula!  
 
(Ha, you are now walking with steps of disrespect, 
You have been collected by Easily-taken, 
You have thrown away Respect like a buffalo’s gallbladder, 
Why have you thrown away your elder sister?  
Everything that was likable has fled with the river’s strength!) 
                                                      (Mhlanga, 1987: 42) 
The poet also makes use of personification to show how easily influenced the student is. 
The noun uNothathekile is derived from the verb thatheka, which means to be easily 
influenced. Literally, the verb thatheka (taken) means to take something from one place 
to another without much effort. It is thus clear that the student is someone who can easily 
be influenced, without much effort. This word is used as a person’s proper name.  
It is also revealed that the student no longer has respect. In this case, personification is 
also employed, where the word hlonipha (respect) is used as if it is referring to a person. 
The poet says that the student has thrown away respect as if it is a buffalo’s gallbladder. 
To emphasise this point, the poet continues to say that the student has abandoned his 
mentor. This is expressed by the word iqhikiza, which generally refers to a grown-up girl, 
who has undergone some stages such as dating and is responsible for advising other 
young girls in showing them the correct way as they are still growing up. By using this 
word, the poet implies that the student has turned his back from someone who was 
helping him, someone that has knowledge and experience and, probably, has had the 
same experience as him.  
In the last stanza, the poet gives advice to the student that at university they sing the 
minds, it is their slogan. In other words, they are all about education at university, which 
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is revealed by the word Ngqondebanzi (broad minds) (Mhlanga, 1987: 42). Education is 
a tool that is used to broaden one’s mind. It is through education that one can be 
introduced to vast information for one to have an open mind. Having an open mind allows 
one to respect different ways of life, beliefs and different opinions that people have. The 
poet makes use of personification to strengthen this point.  
The phrase, Nwampel’ izangqondo zenhlonipho nenkuthalo (Eat intellect of respect and 
diligence) (Mhlanga, 1987: 43), means that the student should work hard, be determined 
and respectful. The verb nwampela (eat) means to eat soft and delicious food using the 
hand. All this stresses the point that the student should be determined to do his 
schoolwork and also respect people, just like one who eats to satisfy appetite. The student 
should also work hard in his schoolwork and respect people as these are some of the 
important virtues in life. 
The poet also says the world and everything in it does not end, the student should eat 
first. In other words, the poet implies that the student should focus on his schoolwork, he 
should not be distracted by the world and everything in it, for it will not end. This is how 
the author presents this: Okomhlab’ akupheli ‘dlana kuqala! (The world’s does not end, 
eat first!) (op cit.).  
3.6 Appreciation and praise of an educational figure 
The poem ‘Ingqungqulu Yogqozi’ is an elegy. It is about acknowledging and praising an 
educational figure that has passed on. Ntuli, as cited by Thwala (2000: 94), comments on 
elegies as “death, for example, is a popular subject for poets … They usually write to 
express their grief at passing away of their beloved, and conclude by consoling 
themselves by some kind of rationalisation of death”.  
The following lines describe the educational figure: 
Lena bekuyinsizwa yogqozi, 
Umfula goboza siphuz’ amanzi, 
 
(This was a gentleman of inspiration, 
The river flows and we drink water,) 
                                      (Mhlanga, 1993: 20) 
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The educational figure, who is the subject of the poem, is Siluma Shodo who has passed 
on. This poem acknowledges and praises his work. The above introductory lines describe 
him as a gentleman of inspiration and a flowing river. Being a man of inspiration suggests 
that people looked up to him and were inspired by his works, hence a metaphor is further 
used to describe him. According to Canonici (1996: 31), a metaphor describes one thing 
in terms of another. It transfers the qualities and associations of one object to another. 
The comparison is implicit in the image. The line Umfula gobhoza siphuz’ amanzi (River 
flow and we drink water) is a metaphorical praise verse. Muloiwa, as cited by Mtumane 
(2000: 90), states that when a praise reference occupies the entire line, it is often referred 
to as a praise verse, which may be defined as an extended form of praise name, giving a 
complete thought, which is independent of any other thought. The line suggests that 
Siluma was a knowledgeable man and shared his knowledge and expertise with other 
people and, to date, they still refer to his works. He is being referred to as a flowing river. 
A river that flows symbolises life. It shows that there is a supply of water. In this case, it 
implies that the works of Siluma will forever live and help develop other people 
academically.  
It is also revealed in the poem that Siluma excelled in his work. He had knowledge and 
expertise. The word emaphikophiko (of many wings) illustrates the level of knowledge 
and experience that he had. This is depicted in these words: 
Lena yingqungqul’ emaphikophiko,  
Ebhul’ amaphiko eziny’ izingqungqulu 
 
(This is a bateleur of many wings,  
That breaks the wings of other bateleurs) 
                                        (Mhlanga, 1993: 21). 
In the above lines, metaphor is employed; Siluma is referred to as ingqungqulu (the 
bateleur). According to Godfrey (1941: 33), a bateleur is also referred to as indlamadoda 
(the eater of the warriors), in allusion to its habit in former days of eating the bodies of 
warriors left on the battlefield. It is a marvellous bird, for, no matter where it is, it would 
know if one touched its nest. It does not want to drop (and lose) a single feather. Should 
one of its feathers fall to the ground, it picks it up and carries it off to its dwelling-place. 
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Godfrey (op cit.) further says that the bateleur is one of the outstanding birds of omen. Its 
sound indicates trouble somewhere. Should a person be on a journey, and the bateleur 
sees that danger will befall him, it makes a prolonged sound, and the person takes steps 
to save his life. The bateleur eagle is a valued bird, it is then no surprise that Siluma is 
compared with it. 
The phrase, Ebhul’ amaphiko eziny’ izingqungqulu, describes how good and outstanding 
Siluma was. Among other people who had expertise and knowledge, he stood out. He 
was the best. He had experience and knowledge that enabled him to be the best in his 
field.  
It is also discovered in the poem that the educational figure in the poem attended an 
institution of higher learning and graduated. This is depicted by the words, 
abakwaNgqondonkulu bayithwes’ isidlodlo (Those from Great-brains crowned him with a 
feather) (Mhlanga, 1993: 20). The word Ngqondonkulu generally refers to great brain and 
it is used to describe a higher educational institution, where there is vast knowledge.  
Siluma, who’s the educational figure in the poem, has faced numerous challenges. This 
is depicted by the words, Umahlombehlombe ngokuthwal’ imithwalo (Is of many 
shoulders due to carrying burdens) (op cit.). This line highlights his abilities in facing 
challenges and endurance. When one consistently carries a load on their shoulders, their 
body generates power, it gains strength, and, as a result, they develop muscles. The 
above line also highlights that he has been through a lot in his lifetime. He has worked to 
build a legacy, which he left behind.  
The poet says they will continue from where he has left off, this is reflected in the words, 
uyolokh’ uhlokom’ umfula (The river will forever make a sound). A river that makes a 
sound is one that has a constant supply of running water. The sound is caused by the 
high amount of running water as it hits on the rocks. In other words, the work will continue, 
the river will keep on flowing. It will not dry out, but the poet, and others in the same field, 
as the educational figure, will take all the lessons learnt and continue with the race.  
Siluma’s students are referred to as amathwasa (novices/initiates), which means a person 
who is under training, especially to be a traditional healer. They are called so because 
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they are still being trained and have not graduated or reached the intended results. The 
poet says that Siluma left (passed on) while they were still in training to find a cure that 
would save the nation from ignorance, meaning that he was still teaching them when he 
passed on. 
The poet assures Siluma that he should not worry and that they accept that he is no more. 
He has played his role and done all that he could within the time that he had been given 
on earth. The emotions of acceptance are depicted. It is clear that the poet believes in life 
after death. He believes that through this poem, he is sending a message to Siluma who 
seems to hear him. The idea of assuring Siluma not to worry confirms that he is no more 
on earth, but his spirit is believed to live on. This is depicted in the following lines: 
Ungakhathazeki Nzulu yosinga. 
Akusenani Nzulu yosinga, 
Usuzibekel’ ethala izikhali zakho, 
 
(Do not worry Depth of inspiration.) 
It doesn’t matter any more Depth of inspiration, 
You have done all that you could,) 
                                                   (Ibid.) 
3.7 Conclusion 
This chapter discussed the theme of education in the poetry of Mhlanga. It defined the 
concept of education, which included formal and informal education. It discussed the 
theme of education by referring to a number of poems in Mhlanga’s anthologies and 
explored motivation through education, educational achievements, educational 
challenges and appreciation of an educational figure.  
It was revealed that education remains a powerful tool in human life, whether informal or 
formal. There is no form of education that is superior to the other, because knowledge 
accumulated in both educational institutions and society is important for the development 
of an individual. Modern education system is not superior to the traditional education 
system when used constructively. These sytems may complement each other. 
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Mhlanga uses various poetic devices to enhance the theme of his poetry. Through poetic 
devices, such as metaphor, hyperbole, personification, symbolism, and repetition, the 
reader understands the theme of the poems clearly. They create mental pictures in the 
mind, which assist in getting the mood and the mental state that the poet was in when he 
wrote the poem, thus making the theme more meaningful and alive. 
Creativity is observed in the poetry of Mhlanga where natural phenomena, such as the 
river, fountain, and birds, are used to describe the theme of education, which make it 
easier for one to understand the subject matter of the poem.  
Education in the post-colonial era is important for one to function well locally and globally 
because the world keeps on changing and improving. In South Africa, education is free 
from basic until tertiary levels so that everyone gets an opportunity to equip themselves 







Love is a complex phenomenon. To date, there is no definite meaning of what love is, 
because everyone interprets and perceives it differently. Kokab and Ajmal (2012: 43) 
concur when they state that love is a universal phenomenon, everyone in life experiences 
love but their attitudes and experiences of the concept differ radically. The theme of love 
has been written about widely and endlessly, drawing back from ancient times, which 
shows the importance of love in humanity. It is a need, as no man can exist alone. This 
includes love for family, friends, neighbours and God. This chapter focuses on the theme 
of love. It will firstly define the concept of love. It will secondly define and discuss four 
Greek words indicating different types of love, namely eros, phileo, storge and agape by 
making reference to Mhlanga’s poetry.  
4.2 The concept of love 
In defining love, Baier, in Berit (2004: 39), states that it is not just an emotion people feel 
towards other people, but also a complex tying together of the emotions that two or a few 
more people have. It is a special form of emotional interdependence. 
Berit (2004: 45) has this to say about love as being an emotion: 
Love is a typical case of a complex emotion, which can involve joy, anger, sadness, 
surprise, fear, and numerous other emotional elements, bodily sensations, and 
cognitive factors, including care, concern, and sexual desire. Despite the 
complexity of love, its discrete elements coalesce into a single emotion that can 
be divided into two main categories: passionate and compassionate love. The 
former category encompasses romantic love and … lust. The latter category 
comprises companionate love, attachment love, parental love, friendship love, and 
‘other-love’, also known as ‘altruism’. All of these types of love have different 
qualities that overlap to a staggering degree, making the subtypes species of the 
same genus: love. 
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Berit (2004: 88) continues to say that,  
Love is an awareness of value in the other, a state of singling out a fellow human 
being’s unique value. We do not love others because of their distinctive personality 
traits or physical attributes. We do not love them because they are good listeners, 
have a good sense of humor or can do Gangnam style dance moves. We love 
them because we are in a position to appreciate their worth as individuals. 
According to Williamson (1996: 15), love is not seen with the physical eye or heard with 
the physical ear. The physical senses cannot perceive it. It is perceived through another 
kind of vision. Metaphysicians call it the Third Eye, esoteric Christians call it the vision of 
the Holy Spirit, and others call it the Higher Self. Regardless of what it is called, love 
requires a different kind of “seeing” from what people are used to, a different kind of 
knowing or thinking. Love is the intuitive knowledge of our hearts. It is a “world beyond” 
that we all secretly long for. An ancient memory of this love haunts all of us all the time, 
and beckons us to return. 
From the above definitions, it is deduced that love is a human need and it involves 
numerous emotions. Everyone experiences and interprets love differently. Love goes 
beyond just loving someone because of their personality traits and physical attributes, but 
it involves seeing worth in someone as human and allowing them to be themselves and 
love them as individuals. There are also different kinds of love that humans experience 
and are all vital in human life, namely eros, phileo, storge and agape. 
The poems that will be discussed are taken from three anthologies that E.J. Mhlanga 
wrote single-handedly and the one he co-authored with other isiZulu poets. In Mhlanga’s 
Izingcula Zembongi (1993), poems that will be dealt with are ‘Ikhwezi Lomculo’ and 
‘Bantakwethu Akunjalo’. In Izigi Zembongi (2004) edited by Maphumulo, poems that will 
be discussed are ‘Ndodakazi Yethu’ and ‘Mbali Yami’. In Mhlanga’s Izingcazi Zogqozi 





According to McGinty (2013: 66), eros refers to physical love; it gives the English word 
erotic. This kind of love may also be referred to as romantic love. This love causes those 
indescribable emotions and very strong physical feelings that one has. Karandashev 
(2017: 30) states that romantic love is a complex phenomenon consisting of biological, 
psychological, and socio-cultural components. This love includes physiological 
stimulation, perceptual mechanisms, and interpretative processes and is situated at the 
connection where the body, the cognitive, and the cultural converge. Personal experience 
and social regulation both play their important roles. Romantic love is a combination of 
beliefs, ideals, attitudes, and expectations, which coexist in people’s conscious and 
unconscious minds. Kephart, as cited by Karandashev (2017: 8), states that romantic love 
has a strong emotional attachment to the opposite sex, with a tendency towards 
idealisation and a marked physical attraction. 
In the poem titled ‘Isabelo Senhliziyo’ the poet expresses his feelings, which are not 
pleasant as he has separated from his lover. He reflects on how great and pleasant it was 
when he had his lover by his side. He also describes his current feelings about his lover 
and the sacrifices that he has made for her. The poet’s emotions are reflected in the 
following stanza: 
 
Lapho amahlungu eluhlaza 
Enanela ebonga ukwethwasa kwehlobo, 
Kuhluma izithombo kwamhlaba, 
Kuthaphuk’ amnad’ amakh’ ezimbali, 
Ngiyakhumbula sabelo senhliziyo. 
 
(Where pastures are green 
Rejoicing and thanking the approaching of the spring season, 
Trees growing on earth, 
Where there are nice fragrances of flowers, 
I remember share of heart.) 
                                         (Mhlanga, 1987: 6) 
In the above stanza, the poet remembers the good times that he spent with his loved one. 
He expresses this by using symbolism and personification. Amahlungu aluhlaza (Green 
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pastures) represents a period where the poet was happy in his relationship, a time of 
growth that offered new opportunities. It represents hope and flourishing life. It shows that 
the future was looking bright for the poet and his lover. 
The personification in the second line, Enanela ebonga ukwethwasa kwehlobo (Rejoicing 
and thanking the approaching of the spring season), emphasises a time where everything 
was going well in the poet’s relationship. Trees are given human emotions. Literally, trees 
do not have the ability to rejoice and to be grateful for the approaching of the spring 
season. Pastures are green because of the spring and summer seasons. Spring 
represents new beginnings as the plants and trees grow afresh after the winter season, 
where there was no growth and plants withered. This season represents starting over. In 
other words, the poet is grateful for the new beginnings. This period could also refer to 
the initial stages of his relationship. The growing of new plants implies that the relationship 
was still fresh. 
The words, Kuthaph’ amnad’ amakh’ ezimbali (Where there are nice fragrances of 
flowers), represent a pleasant time and beauty, and also stress the idea that the poet 
reflects on the initial stages of his relationship, as it is only when a flower is fresh that it 
can bring out fragrances that smell nice. 
The poet looks back in the past and remembers the good times he spent with his lover. 
This is how Mhlanga presents this: 
Ekucwatheni kwesibhakabhaka, 
Ngizwa imizwilili izwililiza, 
Itshiloza emagatshen’ ezihlahla, 
Ihlabelela ngamtoti angihlab’ umxhwele, 
Amazwi amnandi owawuwathanda. 
 
(In the clearness of the sky, 
I hear the singing of the birds, 
Twittering on the branches of the trees, 
Singing with nice voices that impress me, 
Nice words that you use to like.) 
                              (Ibid.) 
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In the above stanza, the poet reflects on the words that were said by his lover. The poet 
finds these words interesting and good to hear. The phrase, Ekucwatheni 
kwesibhakabhaka (In the clearness of the sky), represents a period where the poet and 
his lover were in a good space in their relationship. It further represents a good mood or 
atmosphere. Usually, when the sky is cloudless and blue, the weather is calm and is 
regarded as good weather. It is no surprise therefore that the poet’s lover says impressive 
words to him. There is the employment of metaphor, where the poet compares his lover’s 
voice and words to the singing of birds, which, according to the poet, sing nicely. Birds 
usually make pleasant sounds, especially when they are on the branches of trees. These 
sounds, in some cases, rhyme and form some song, one can even fall asleep while 
listening to them. 
The poet further remembers how his lover treated him and embraced him and compares 
it with his current situation, after his lover has left him. This is reflected in the following 
stanza: 
Ngikhumbul’ ungibuk’ okokuqala, 
Ungiph’ imfudumalo yegazi lakho, 
Ungiwole ngezimhlophe zekhethelo lentokozo, 
Namhla ngiband’ usizi okwentandane, 
Ngokungizuma ungasangitshelanga. 
 
(I remember you looking at me for the first time, 
Giving me the warmth of your blood, 
Hugging me by white special hands of joy, 
Today I am cold of sorrow like an orphan, 
Unexpectedly without telling me.) 
                                       (Ibid.) 
The phrase, Ungiph’ imfudumalo yegazi lakho (Giving me the warmth of your blood) refers 
to touching. This is where his lover was embracing the poet. One can only feel the warmth 
of someone else’s blood through touching. In this case, the poet expresses being hugged 
by his lover. The idiom, Ungiwole ngezimhlophe zekhethelo lentokozo (Hugging me by 
white special hands of joy), stresses the idea of joy and excitement the poet felt when he 
was embraced and honesty, which is revealed by the word ngezimhlophe (by white). The 
colour white is associated with cleanliness and purity. In this case, it represents honesty, 
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where there is no pretence. In other words, the poet describes the honesty of his lover 
when he was being embraced.  
The poet describes his current emotions by making use of simile, Namhla ngiband’ usizi 
okwentandane (Today I am cold of sorrow like an orphan). He compares his sadness with 
that of an orphan. An orphan is a child that has lost both his/her biological parents and 
usually has no one to run to in times of distress, hence an orphan is often sad and 
discouraged. The poet indicates that he is alone and has no one, like an orphan that has 
no one. It is also revealed in the words, Ngokungizuma ungangitshelanga (Unexpectedly 
without telling me), that the poet has separated from his lover, which was unexpected. It 
was sudden just like death, which takes someone else’s parents. The poet’s lover has left 
without saying a word to him. 
The poet reflects on the challenges that he had to go through in order to be with his lover, 
by making use of symbolism, reflected in the following stanza: 
Ngangigudl’ amagquma nezintaba, 
Ngiwel’ imifula ngemifudlana, 
Ngigwanq’ amawa ngamawathanga, 
Uyisigcawu sami sekhethelo 
Maqede wangiphunyuka ngisenengqabho.  
 
(I walked passed hills and mountains 
I crossed rivers and rivulets 
Crumble in cliffs and cliffs, 
You are my special open space. 
Then you slipped while I still had pride.) 
                                      (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, the poet uses mountains and hills to describe the difficulties he faced, 
the efforts that he made, the sacrifices and time he made for his lover, as it is not easy to 
walk in rocky places and climb mountains as well as cross rivers. It is a difficult task as it 
takes physical effort and it is a conscious decision that one makes, as there are many 
risks that are involved. The poet justifies his effort to be with his lover and uses metaphor 
to depict the idea, Uyisigcawu sami sekhethelo (You are my special open space). 
Isigcawu generally refers to an open and cleared space, usually where men meet for 
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discussion or dancing during ceremonies and weddings. The poet describes this place as 
special and significant. The open space represents liberty and belonging. The poet had 
an assurance that his lover belonged to him, and that gave him the freedom and 
opportunity to be himself and do what pleased him, just like someone who is at this open 
space, perhaps dancing. He had all eyes on him and was at liberty to do as he wished. 
Clearly, the poet sees this place as where he belonged, it was special to him and hence 
he had pride.  
Unfortunately, all the poet’s efforts and hard work were in vain, as he lost his lover. This 
is demonstrated by the hyperbole, Wangiphunyuka ngisenengqabho (And you slipped 
while I still had pride). By making use of the word slip out, he indicates that he lost his 
lover and had no control of getting her back. It was out of his hands, just like something 
that slips out. It happened unexpectedly. 
The poet describes how much he cared for his lover: 
Ngangikufukamele ngezishisayo zodwa, 
Ngikuhlomise ngomdada wenkonyan’ engco, 
Ngikuxhom’ isidlukula segwalagwala, 
Ugab’ igabelo ujule ngesijula, 
Keph’ umhlaba wangiqhwagela 
 
(I protected you with warm hands only, 
I equipped you with a rear skin worn by men, 
I hanged you the feathers of lourie, 
Pride yourself and go deep with a long-bladed assegai, 
But the world snatched you from me) 
                                      (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, the poet illustrates the love he had for his lover. He uses the word 
ukufukama (incubating), which literally refers to the process where the hen sits on eggs 
until they hatch. This process takes time, as it takes approximately twenty-one days for 
the eggs to hatch. In this case, it is metaphor that shows that the poet took his time to 
care, protect, aid and comfort his lover. The poet appreciated his lover and honoured her. 





Izilokotho ezinhle ngawe, 
Injabul’ ichininik’ okwemichachaz’ ehlobo, 
Intokoz’ igobhoz’ okwezimpophoma zomphefumulo, 
Keph’ umhlaba wangephuca. 
 
(The heart held on inside a closed mouth 
Good wishes about you, 
The happiness overflowing like streamlets in summer, 
Joy overflowing like waterfalls of the soul 
But the world took you away from me.) 
                                          (Mhlanga, 1987: 7) 
In the stanza above, the poet uses hyperbole to describe how he feels, Inhliziyo 
ibimumuthe (The heart held on inside a closed mouth). A heart is an internal organ, its 
function is to pump blood through the circulatory system, supplying oxygen and nutrients 
to tissues and removing carbon dioxide and other wastes and thus has no capabilities to 
contain good words about someone. The heart symbolises pure love. It is associated with 
truth. As a result, when a certain feeling is said to be from the heart, it means there is 
honesty in the feeling. In this case, the poet describes how his heart had pleasant words 
and wishes about his lover.  
The poet further describes the amount of happiness by making use of the simile, Injabul’ 
ichininik’ okwemichachaz’ ehlobo (The happiness overflowing like streamlets in summer). 
It is clear that the poet was happy about his lover; his happiness could not only be 
contained within himself but could even be seen by other people, hence it is compared 
with an overflowing streamlet in summer, which is supplied with water by rainfall. 
The poem titled ‘Mbali Yami’ has six stanzas. Throughout the poem, the poet uses 
symbolism to describe his lover, who is constantly referred to as the flower. One can tell 
that the poet’s lover must have been a beautiful woman. The poet expresses sadness for 
having lost his lover unexpectedly. However, he is hopeful that he will be well and will 
heal from the pain that is caused by the separation. The following stanza depicts some of 




Uqhakazile kule ndawo 
Esisekelo esihle, 
Kawungitshelanga ngani 
Ukuthi lo mhlabathi usubanda qa, 
Kawusenayo imfudumalo engumquba 
Wokuqhakaza? 
 
(In all these years 
You blossoming in this place 
With good foundation 
Why didn’t you tell me 
That this ground is so cold 
It does no longer has warmth which is manure 
To blossom?) 
                                         (Maphumulo, 2004: 65) 
The poet asks his lover that in all the years that they have spent together in their 
relationship, happy and fulfilled, why she kept quiet that she was no longer happy and 
there is no more joy. He uses a metaphor to express this idea as he compares his lover 
with a flower. The line, Uqhakazile kule ndawo (Blossoming in this place), means that his 
lover was fulfilled and happy in their relationship, just like a flower that is blooming. It 
represents life, beauty, stability and freshness. This is a period in their relationship where 
all was going well but, suddenly, without the knowledge of the poet, he learnt that the soil 
in which his flower has been planted no longer has manure, which is needed for growth. 
In other words, there is no longer happiness. 
In the second stanza, the poet continues to say that he was not aware how unhappy his 
lover was: 
Mbali yami bengith’ usungowami, 
Kangazanga ukuthi ngoluny’ usuku, 
Uyophephuka kulo mhlabathi, 
Le mpova imamathekel’ omunye 
Umhlabathi, usuzoncoma kangcono  




(My flower I thought you were mine already, 
I didn’t know that one day, 
You will be blown away from this ground, 
This pollen to smile for another 
The ground, will now compliment better 
The beauty of your roots?) 
                                         (Ibid.) 
The line, Mbali yami bengith’ usungowami (My flower I thought you were mine already), 
expresses the disappointment that the poet feels. It highlights that the poet clearly had 
hopes that he would forever be with his lover and, probably, only death would do them 
part. It shows that there was no instance where the poet had imagined his life without his 
lover. He never thought that they would be separated. This is expressed by the words, 
Uyophephuka kulo mhlabathi (You will be blown away from this ground). When a plant is 
blown away, it means that it is not rooted deep in the ground or the air is strong enough 
to uproot and blow it away. In this case, this implies that the poet’s lover left him because 
there was no longer stability in their relationship. There was nothing left to hold on to, not 
only did she break up with him but also went on and had a relationship with someone 
else. This is revealed by the following lines: 
Le mpova imamathekel’ omunye 
Umhlabathi, usuzoncoma kangcono  
Ubuhle bezimpande zakho? 
 
(This pollen smiles for another 
The ground, will now compliment better 
The beauty of your roots?) 
                                       (Ibid.) 
From the above lines, the poet employs personification to describe that his lover has 
moved on with her life and is in a happy relationship with someone else. He uses the 
noun -mpova (pollen), which he says is now smiling for another soil. This describes that 
his lover has indeed moved on with her life. The pollen refers to fine powder, usually 
yellow, that is formed in flowers and carried into another flower of the same kind by wind 
or by insects, to make those flowers produce seeds (Hornby, 2010: 1132). In this context, 
the pollen will produce flowers in another soil, where they will bring beauty. The pollen is 
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given human actions as it is said to be smiling. One smiles, as a result of pleasant 
emotions. This implies that the poet’s lover is content with the choice she has made to 
leave and be with someone else as she is appreciated. This is revealed by the line, 
Umhlabathi, usuzoncoma kangcono (The soil will now compliment better). The soil, in this 
context, represents the person whom the poet’s lover is currently in a relationship with. It 
is clear that there is good to be seen in the poet’s lover as she is complimented.  
In the third stanza, there is a sense of confusion; the poet asks his lover what went wrong: 
Mbali yami kungan’ ungangincizanga, 
Ngokuthi lomhlabath’ obuqhakaze kuwona 
Usuphelelwe ngumquba ongumsoco wokuqhakaza? 
Lubangwe yini uqhekeko kulomhlabathi 
Osukhiphele ngaphandl’ izimpande 
Ezike zathokomaliswa ukunotha komhlabathi? 
Moya muni ofuquke kule ndawo. 
Wase ukuphephula mbali yami, 
Wayokhongozelwa ngomuny’ umhlabathi? 
 
(My flower why didn’t you pinch me,  
That the ground you blossomed in 
No longer has manure that is nutrient for blossoming 
What caused the crack in this soil 
That has shown out the roots 
That had once comforted the richness of the soil? 
What kind of wind that puffed in this place. 
And blew you away my flower, 
And you were received by another ground?) 
                                            (Ibid.) 
Ntuli (1984: 173) states that inanimate objects are sometimes made to do what is normally 
done by human beings. This appears in the above stanza where a flower is given human 
emotions. The poet uses personification, Mbali yami kungan’ ungangincizanga (My flower 
why didn’t you pinch me), which is a question to his lover as to why she did not tell him 
that she was not content in their relationship, and make him aware that there was 
something that was not going well. What she once got out of their relationship is no longer 
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there. Only human beings have the ability to pinch, which, when done, grabs someone’s 
attention, as it is painful to be pinched.  
The poet figuratively uses the following words to depict the change that is apparent in 
their relationship: 
Ngokuthi lomhlabath’ obuqhakaze kuwona 
Usuphelelwe ngumquba ongumsoco wokuqhakaza? 
 
(That the soil you blossomed in 
No longer has manure that is the nutrient for blossoming?) 
                                            (Ibid.) 
It is clear that the poet’s lover was once happy and fulfilled, hence the word obuqhakaze, 
which means ‘was blossoming’. A plant blossoms as a result of fertile soil, sunlight and 
water. In this case, the poet was unaware that all the components that make a plant to 
blossom were no longer there. The soil that once produced a blooming flower no longer 
had nutrients to sustain it. In other words, the poet no longer made his lover happy, all 
that was previously important did not matter anymore. The poet was not aware of such a 
change, hence the question: Lubangwe yini uqhekeko kulomhlabathi? (What caused the 
crack in this soil?), which means what went wrong in their relationship? When something 
cracks, it symbolises brokenness, there is no longer stability. In this case, it is the soil that 
breaks. Normally, the soil cracks when it is dry, which is caused by lack of water. There 
is an unavailability of a component that makes the soil productive. In other words, there 
is an important element in the relationship of the poet, which was absent, that led to the 
break up.  
The poet further illustrates that the situation between him and his lover, in their 
relationship ultimately leading to separation, Osukhiphele ngaphandl’ izimpande (That 
has taken out the roots). Roots are the heart of the plant. When the roots are plucked out 
of the ground or soil, the plant dies, as they draw all the necessary nutrients from the soil 
and send them to the rest of the plant. In this case, the roots that are plucked out of the 




The poet still does not understand what went wrong, what the issues are that made his 
lover to leave him: 
Moya muni ofuquke kule ndawo. 
Wase ukuphephula mbali yami, 
 
(What kind of wind that puffed out in this place. 
And blew you away my flower,) 
                                             (Ibid.)  
When a plant can be blown away by the wind, it could mean that the plant is not rooted 
deep within the ground. It might still be a small plant, or it could also mean that the wind 
is strong and disastrous. In this context, all this might mean that the foundation of the 
relationship the poet had with his lover was not strong enough to overcome the difficulties 
that they faced. 
In the fourth stanza, the poet is trying to reach out to his lover. There is a sense of care 
and concern the poet demonstrates to her. He is trying to understand the reasons that 
made her leave. In other words, he pleads for a second chance: 
Uyagodola yini mbali yami? 
Akusenamisebe yini yelanga 
Kule ndawo otshalwe kuyona? 
Ingabe la manz’ alokh’ echelela 
Aselahlekelwe ngumsoco 
Wokuvundisa lomhlabathi? 
Mbali yami ngihlebele, 
Ngiph’ ithuba, ngiwuvundise 
Futhi lo mhlabathi 
 
(Are you feeling cold my flower? 
Aren’t there any sun rays anymore 
In this place that you have been planted? 
Could the water that’s been watering you 
Have lost the nutrients 
To enrich this soil? 
My flower whisper to me, 
Give me an opportunity, to enrich 
This soil again) 
                             (Ibid.) 
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In the above stanza, a flower is given human emotions, as the poet asks if the flower feels 
cold. He talks to his flower as if it has the ability to listen or talk. He asks the flower if there 
are no longer sun rays in the place where it has been planted to keep it warm. By these 
words, the poet asks his lover if she is well and if everything is good.  
The phrase, Uyagodola yini mbali yami? (Are you feeling cold my flower?), highlights a 
sense of care and thoughtfulness the poet has towards his lover. Cold makes one feel 
uncomfortable, it is not a pleasant feeling and when the poet asks his lover such a 
question, it is because he wants to help. 
The poet is not sure of what the problem might be; he asks the flower if there are no 
longer sun rays or water that has been watering it? Water and sunlight are important for 
the growth of the plant. They are needed for its survival.  
The poet asks his lover what is significant to her, what it is that he can do to make their 
relationship work. He makes use of personification to ask his flower to tell him: Mbali yami 
ngihlebele (My flower whisper to me), which suggests that his lover should tell him what 
went wrong and how he can fix his mistakes. The idea of whispering could also suggest 
that the poet would want the issue to be confidential.  
The poet further asks his flower to give him an opportunity to enrich the soil again. By so 
doing, the poet asks his lover to give him an opportunity to make matters right between 
them and make her happy again. 
The poet is hopeful that his lover will come back to him. He still believes in the promises 
they made to each other that only death would do them part. All this is demonstrated in 
the following stanza:  
Ngiyazi, ngoluny’ usuku, 
Liyokwedlul’ ihlobo kuleyo ndawo, 
Liphinde line futhi nangakithi, 
Hlayimbe usuyophephukel’ ogwadule, 
Lapho oyobuna khon’ unomphela, 
Awophephukela ngapha mbali yami,  
Uphind’ ubuye kuwona lo mhlabathi 
Oyikusasa lesisekelo esihle, 
Uhlume, uqhakaz’ okomqumbe 
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Mbali yami njengakuqala, 
Sivuselel’ isivande sethu njengakuqala, 
Sigcin’ izithembis’ esazenza kuqala, 
Zokuthi siyofa silahlane, 
Simbelwe libeni linye! 
 
(I know, that someday, 
Summer will pass in that place, 
It will also rain unto me,  
Maybe you will be blown to the desert, 
Where you will wither forever, 
You should be blown this side my flower, 
And come back again to this soil 
Which is a good foundation for the future, 
Grow and blossom like a swelling bud 
My flower just like before,  
We revive our garden like before, 
And fulfil the promises that we made in the beginning, 
That only death will do us part, 
And be buried in the same grave! 
                                    (Maphumulo, 2004: 66) 
The words, Ngiyazi, ngoluny’ usuku (I know, that one day), give the reader an assurance 
that the poet is indeed hopeful that one day his lover will come back to him. It means that 
no matter what happened, he is willing to wait because he knows that she will come back 
to him, eventually.  
The poet believes that his flower is at the wrong place, though the weather currently 
allows for its growth but, according to him (poet), summer will pass. In other words, there 
will be a time when the flower will wither. When the summer passes, the winter season 
comes, which represents difficulties. In winter, trees lose their leaves, plants wither, the 
land gets dry as there is no rain, animals migrate to warmer climates and humans stay 
indoors as it is cold. By saying the summer will pass, the poet indicates that his lover 
might be happy for now but will encounter problems in the future. The poet gives her an 
assurance that when she indeed encounters troubles, he will be waiting for her because 
she is his future after all. 
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The poet uses the idiom, Liphinde line futhi nangakimi (And it will also rain unto me), to 
emphasise that he has not given up. Rain is a sign of hope. Where there is rain, there is 
life because it is the source of water, not only for humans but also for all living creatures, 
including plants. The poet urges his flower that, when it is no longer summer where it has 
blown to, there is a place where it can grow, it is welcome, and that place is with him. In 
other words, when things are no longer favourable for his lover, where she has gone to, 
she must bear in mind that there is a place for her, a place where she will be happy and 
all her dreams will be achieved and her future will be bright.  
The poet still believes that the happiness he shared with his lover can still be revived. The 
promises they made to each other, to him, were true and they can still be fulfilled. This is 
illustrated by the line, Sivuselel’ isivande sethu njengakuqala (And revive our garden like 
in the beginning). Isivande is a garden. In this case, the poet employs symbolism to 
describe the relationship he had with his lover. A fresh garden normally has blooming 
plants, which show life, and the availability of important components for its survival. This 
is the poet’s plea to his lover as their garden has died. Renewing the garden implies 
mending their relationship and regaining the happiness they once had. The saying, Sofa 
silahlane (Only death will do us part), confirms that the poet is committed to her. He does 
not see anything that might separate him from his lover, other than death and, even when 
they have died, they will be buried in the same grave. All these highlight the extent to 
which the poet loves and is committed to his lover. 
Other poems in which Mhlanga presents the eros love are ‘Ungalukhohlwa Uthando 
Lwami’, in the volume Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) and ‘Bantakwethu Akunjalo’, in the 
volume Izingcula Zembongi (1993). Owing to the similarity of points found in these poems 
and those discussed above already, and limited space, these poems will not be discussed 
any further in this chapter.  
4.4 Storge 
Storge refers to familial love. It is the kind of love that involves parents, children and 
siblings. It is also known as domestic or affection love. According to Lewis (1960: 30), 
storge is an affection, especially of parents to off-spring and also of off-spring to parents.  
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Affection would not be affection if it were loudly and frequently expressed. To produce it 
in public is like getting household furniture out for a move. Affection almost slinks or seeps 
through human lives. Lewis (op cit.) further states that this kind of love lives with humble, 
un-dress, private things; soft slippers, old clothes, old jokes, the thump of a sleepy dog’s 
tail on the kitchen floor, the sound of a sewing machine, a gollywog left on the lawn. 
Gudorf, as cited by Wright (2005: 12), describes storge as follows: 
This sort of domestic love can be generative and nurturing of the person doing the 
care giving as well as for the one cared for. It can draw forth one’s gifts as healer 
and nurturer. Just as the arts of gardening can make one carefully attentive to the 
special needs of a garden’s ecosystem, alert to the subtle changes of season and 
composition of soils in order to allow a garden to flourish, so caretaking in family 
can be a means by which sensitivities to the mystery and wonder of human life are 
encouraged. With children, the caretaking looks forward to growth and the future. 
Caring for another at the end of life can be equally self-expanding. 
The poem ‘Ndodakazi Yethu’ is dedicated to Mhlanga’s daughter, Neliswa Lungile. This 
poem liberates Neliswa to go out in the world and be who she is, the woman that they 
have raised her to be. It assures her that she has all the capabilities and all the tools to 
achieve all that she sets her mind unto. It encourages her not to doubt herself because 
the world is her oyster.  
Ndodakazi yethu, mbali yethu, 
Ayathokoza la magceke, 
Lapho ekubona ugcalugcaluza, 
Kuwena kuhlokoma impilo. 
Nezinyanzulu zivumile, 
Zikuthwese umqhele welihle kakhulu. 
 
(Our daughter, our flower, 
These yards are happy, 
As they see you coming in and out, 
To you there are sounds of life 
Even the purists have agreed, 
They have put on you a beautiful crown.) 
                                   (Maphumulo, 2004: 34) 
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In the above stanza, the poet employs metaphor to describe their daughter – he calls her 
by a flower. There is a sense of calmness, warmth and love in the words, Ndodakazi 
yethu, mbali yethu (Our daughter, our flower). The possessive pronoun, yethu (ours), 
indicates love, it shows belonging as the poet claims her. In other words, the poet’s 
daughter has a special place in his heart. Calling her their flower depicts that their 
daughter is beautiful and attractive, just like a flower, and she is precious.  
The poet further uses personification (this is also enjambment) in the second and third 
lines to describe the presence of their daughter in their home and lives. With the words, 
Ayathokoza la magceke (These yards are happy), the poet implies that they (as parents) 
appreciate their daughter in their lives. The role that she plays and the impact that she 
has are apparent not only in their lives but also in their home, hence the ‘yards are happy’, 
which indicates pleasantness. The yards are non-living, in this case, they have been given 
human emotions. Literally, the yards have no ability to be happy. However, the idea that 
is being implied is the joy experienced by the presence of Mhlanga’s daughter in their 
home. 
The impact of and the role that is played by the poet’s daughter are revealed by the words, 
Ekubona ugcalugcaluza (Seeing you going up and down). A person who goes in and out, 
and up and down is one who is busy. In other words, the poet implies that their daughter 
is doing something good in their home. This may refer to her diligence in house chores. 
It is also revealed that the poet has faith in his daughter. He believes that there is more 
that his daughter can do, there is more that she can get out of life. 
In the second stanza, the poet makes use of metaphor and simile to liberate his daughter 
to go out into the word: 
Njengob’ ungumqub’ osuqhakaza, 
Sekufanel’ undiz’ okokhozi, 
Undizele kulawa mafu 
Anokujula nokuhlakanipha 
Sekufanel’ uyozithungathel’ indawo, 




(As now you’re a fertiliser that’s blooming, 
You have to fly like an eagle, 
Fly to those clouds 
That has depth and wisdom 
You have to go and look for a place, 
That is a foundation of your survival.) 
                                         (Ibid.) 
From the above stanza, the metaphor, … ungumqub’ osuqhakaza (… you’re fertiliser 
that’s blooming), implies that the poet’s daughter has come of age, she has reached a 
point in her life to be independent. Fertiliser aids in plant growth. In this case, the poet’s 
daughter is not only referred to as fertiliser, but one that has produced a plant that is 
blossoming. The poet says to his daughter she must fly high like an eagle, which suggests 
that she has to release her full potential and find herself a purpose, which will be the 
reason for her survival. Ukhozi is an eagle, it is a large and fearsome bird. It has the ability 
to fly high up in the sky and is known for its ability to prey on lambs and other birds. 
The poet encourages his daughter to use all the opportunities she has while she is still 
young, to use her gift to impact the world. This is presented in the following stanza: 
Liseselihle ilanga emehlweni akho, 
Lisaqhakaze imiqhele yocu olumhlophe, 
Lisachichima isaju soju, 
Likhithika isikhupha sonwele olude. 
Siph’ isibani sakho, 
Siqhakambisele isizwe! 
 
(While the sun is still beautiful in your eyes, 
Still blossoming the crown of white beads, 
While the honey still overflows, 
Snows beeswax of long hair. 
Where is your lamp, 
To shine for the nation!) 
                                 (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, the poet uses the saying, Liseselihle ilanga emehlweni akho (While 
the sun is still beautiful in your eyes), to indicate the age and the abilities of his daughter. 
By these words, Mhlanga encourages his daughter to work hard, to use her gifts to make 
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an impact in the world while there is still time. The sun is seen during day, it provides light 
and enables one to do all that needs to be done, hence, during the day, most work is 
done. The poet implies that his daughter must work while she is still young and has the 
energy to get the work done successfully. 
In the fifth stanza, Mhlanga gives his daughter life lessons and advice because there are 
people that might deceive her, and she should choose her associates wisely. This is 
illustrated in the stanza below: 
Njengoba sisalima sihlakula, 
Le nsimu siyivunela wena, 
Ukuth’ inqolobane yakho ingalambi. 
Njengoba sisesenamandla okukufukula, 
Qhwakela emagxalaben’ uzifukule, 
Uvunule ngamaf’ amhlophe. 
Njengob’ unguNombali nje, 
Baning’ abasayokubutha ngamazw’ amahle 
Amhloph’ okwezihlabathi zolwandle, 
Sengath’ ungahamb’ ukheth’ amabala, 
Ngoba’ ingwe idla ngamabala. 
Ungawuchiphathekel’ umhlaba, 
Lo mhlab’ uhlab’ abawuchwenselayo! 
 
(As we are still ploughing and reaping, 
We harvest this field for you, 
So that your barn will not get hungry. 
As we still have the strength to pick you up, 
Jump onto shoulders and pick yourself up 
Dressed in white clouds 
As you’re a Flower, 
Many will collect you with good words 
White like the sand of the ocean, 
May you walk and choose spots 
Because the leopard prides with its spots 
Do not undermine the world, 
This world slaughters those who are rude to it!) 
                               (Maphumulo, 2004: 34-35) 
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From the above stanza, the poet employs symbolism to describe that they (as parents) 
are working hard for their daughter, to leave a legacy behind for her. This is revealed by 
the saying, Njengoba sisalima sihlakula (As we are ploughing and reaping). Ploughing is 
hard work, it requires one to be patient, as they will sow, cultivate the ground, wait for the 
crops to grow and then reap. The poet is letting his daughter know that the reason they 
are working hard is for her not to get hungry. In other words, the poet wants their 
daughter’s needs to be met when they are no longer available to provide for her. They 
are using all their energies to leave her a legacy. However, the poet also encourages their 
daughter to be independent, to learn as much as she can from them and use the 
opportunities that they are giving her while there is time to draw lessons, from them that 
will enable her to fend for herself in the future. Therefore, it is vital that the poet’s daughter 
uses the opportunities presented to her while there is still time because her parents will 
not live forever to hold her hand. They might not have the energy to work for her in the 
future and she (the poet’s daughter) will not be young forever.  
The poet also warns his daughter that, as she is beautiful, there are a lot of people who 
will attract her with pleasant words. He emphasises this point by making use of the simile, 
Amhloph’ okwezihlabathi zolwandle (White like sea sand). Sea sand is attractive and 
appreciated by many. By these words, the poet is making his daughter aware that not 
everything that is said by people is true, hence she must be careful not to be drawn by 
words that are not true. 
The poet tells his daughter to be careful and choose wisely whom she associates with, 
because people are responsible for the way in which they behave and that impacts the 
way in which people perceive them. This is revealed by the proverb, Ingwe idla 
ngamabala (The leopard prides with its spots). This implies that Mhlanga’s daughter must 
make use of her talent to earn a living. He also advises his daughter not to be proud and 
boastful, she should respect the world because in this world what one gives out is exactly 
what one will get in return.  
In the last stanza, Mhlanga expresses his pleasant wishes for his daughter: 
Ndodakazi yethu, buhle bethu, 
Lapha ngaphandle uyisibuko sethu, 
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Izwe liyosibuka ngawe! 
Nkom’ khabayo waboLanga, 
Zikuhlahlamelis’ izinyanya zakwethu, 
Zikuph’ amehlo amhlophe, 
Uz’ uwelele kwelivam’ uju nezinyosi! 
 
(Our daughter, our beauty 
Outside there you are our reflection 
The world will see us in you! 
The cow that’s kicking of the Langas, 
May our ancestors strengthen you, 
Give you pure eyes, 
May you cross over where there is usually honey and bees!) 
                                              (Maphumulo, 2004: 35) 
Mhlanga, in the above stanza, wishes his daughter well. He has faith in and is proud of 
her, just like any parent who loves their children. The poet calls his daughter their beauty, 
this shows love and appreciation towards his daughter. It also shows pride in her beauty 
and that they are responsible for her beauty, whether through inheritance or their 
teachings and lessons that they have given her.  
The poet further says to his daughter that she is their mirror or their reflection in the world. 
He poet implies that what people see in their daughter reflects on them as her parents. 
The way in which she will behave will impact on them as parents, because they are the 
ones who are responsible for her upbringing. Most of the teachings and what she knows 
about life are from them. In other words, the poet expresses his concern that his daughter 
should represent them well in everything she does and make them proud. 
The poet addresses his daughter with their clan praises, which is a sign of honouring and 
appreciating her, Nkom’ khabayo waboLanga (The cow that is kicking of the Langa’s). He 
further pleads with his ancestors to strengthen their daughter, to give her the light and 
wisdom she needs, Zikuhlahlamelis’ izinyanya zakwethu (May our ancestors strengthen 
you). This suggests that the poet believes that they are guided by their ancestors, who 
give them strength to achieve what they wish for and are working towards. Mtumane 
(2016: 25) states that ancestors are believed to be taking care of the living. They are 
considered as protecting them from misfortunes and giving them blessings and fortunes.  
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The poet in his closing line says that his daughter must cross over to a place that usually 
has honey and bees. What the poet implies here is that the daughter must cross over to 
a place of abundance, to a place where there is great opportunity and success. A place 
where there are bees, there is honey. Honey symbolises sweetness and prosperity, and 
therefore, represents pleasantness. In other words, the poet’s daughter will be in a good 
place, where she will be successful. 
In the poem, ‘Mntanami’ the poet expresses his love and concern for his child. The child 
is away from the poet, and all he can do is wonder how his child is. Mhlanga wishes the 
child well and believes that she will be successful. His concern about his child is reflected 
in the following stanza: 
Ukuphi laph’ ukhona? 
Uthwabaza kuziph’ izinkalo? 
Inhliziywana yakho ikuphi 
Ijule kanjani, kangazi; 
Ngob’ eyomuntu inhliziyo ijulile, 
Ijul’ okweziziba zoThukela. 
 
(Where are you? 
Which grounds are you walking on? 
Where is your small heart? 
How deep it is, I do not know, 
Because the human heart is deep, 
It is deep like the ponds of the Tugela.) 
                               (Mhlanga, 1987: 63) 
In the above stanza, the poet wonders about his child, which demonstrates the love he 
has for him/her. A good parent often worries about their children and always wants to be 
close to them and do the best for them as well as having assurance that wherever their 
child is, they are at a safe place. It is no surprise therefore that the poet wonders where 
his child is. The stanza also depicts that the child is on his/her own. In other words, he 
has left home and is living on his own without his parents around. The question, Ukuphi 
laph’ ukhona? (Where are you?), might not necessarily mean that the parent (poet) does 
not physically know where his child is, but not being emotionally close to him makes the 
poet feel like he does not know where his child is. 
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The poet further uses the verb ukuthwabaza (walk) to illustrate that the place in which his 
child walks is unknown. Ukuthwabaza means to walk in such a manner that one seems 
not to know where they are going. The noun izinkalo, which generally refers to an 
unknown place, confirms that, indeed, the poet does not know where his child is. 
The word inhliziywana (a small heart) demonstrates that although the child might not be 
living with his parent, and perhaps is independent, the parent still sees him/her as a child. 
This is demonstrated by the use of the diminutive inhliziywana (a small heart). This noun 
suggests that the person referred to has a small heart like that of a child. This further 
implies that the child is weak and not strong, hence the parent is concerned about him. 
The words, Ijule kanjani, kangazi (How deep it is, I do not know), illustrate that the poet 
does not know what his child is thinking about and what is in his heart. While the main 
function of the heart is to pump blood, the noun inhliziyo (the heart) is generally used to 
refer to one’s feelings and thoughts. Someone with a deep heart is one who can think 
deeply. The poet’s expressing not knowing how deep the heart of the child is, indicates 
that he is not sure that the child can think deeply to care for himself. 
The poet further employs hyperbole to describe how deep the human heart is, Ngob’ 
eyomunt’ inhliziyo ijulile (Because the human heart is deep). By these words, the poet 
implies that one cannot truly know exactly what is going on in somebody’s thoughts and 
feelings. He cannot truly know or even understand what is going on in his child’s mind 
and heart. These feelings and thoughts are only known by the child. To further emphasise 
that the human heart cannot be known by anyone other than its owner, the poet makes 
use of the simile, Ijul’ okweziziba zoThukela (It is deep like the ponds of the Tugela). The 
Tugela is a huge river that is found in the KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa. It is 
known for its very deep parts; whose bed is difficult to access. The comparison of the 
depth of the heart with that of the deep parts of the Tugela River then signifies that the 
thoughts of a human being cannot be accessed. This illustrates that it is hard or 
impossible to truly know what is going on in another person’s heart. 
In the second stanza, the poet encourages his child to live an honest life, to work hard 
and face life’s challenges as they come: 
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Laph’ ukhona Mntanami, 
Makube izwe leqiniso, 
Izwe lesisekelo esihle, 
Uqombol’ iziqongo zakhona, 
Uqwal’ amathaf’ aludukada 
Zikuphumelelis’ izinyawo zakho, 
Akuphumelelis’ amehlo akho. 
 
(Where you are my child, 
Let it be a world of truth, 
A world of a good foundation, 
Climb its peaks, 
Climb its wide plains 
May your feet make you succeed, 
May your eyes make you succeed.) 
                              (Ibid.) 
The word Mntanami (My child) indicates the poet’s claim on and love towards his child. It 
shows that the child belongs to him, no matter what happens. The poet states that where 
his child is, must be a world of truth. In other words, the poet lets him know that he must 
live an honest life, and be true to himself. He poet uses symbolism to depict that his child 
must face life’s challenges: 
Uqombol’ iziqongo zakhona, 
Uqwal’ amathaf’ aludukada.  
 
(Climb its peaks, 
Climb its wide plains.) 
                  (Ibid.) 
The word iziqongo refers to peaks of mountains. The idea of climbing to the peaks of 
mountains suggests that the poet’s child should face life’s changes and conquer them, 
just like someone who climbs to the peak of the mountain. Climbing a mountain to its 
peak is not an easy task. It requires one to be mentally ready and physically strong. There 
are many risks involved that might lead to one getting injured or even die. 
The poet further advises his child that he should choose the right path that will lead him 
to success as expressed by the words, Zikuphumelelis’ izinyawo zakho (May your feet 
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make you succeed). In other words, the child should be aware of where he goes, he 
should always bear in mind the places he goes to and avoid the ones that might have a 
negative impact on his life. This is reflected in the following stanza: 
Ujabul’ ufe Mntanami,  
Usuthwel’ amalacuz’ empumelelo, 
Kuwena kumpompoz’ impophomampilo, 
Lelolang’ engingalazi  
Ngiyogiya ngiqephuze ngikubongela 
Ngogange osuzakhele lona, 
Lapho ngobe sengithula. 
 
(Be happy until you die my child, 
Carrying a crown of success, 
In you flows a waterfall-life 
I do not know that day 
I will dance and celebrate congratulating you 
Of the wall, you have built for yourself, 
Where I will die.) 
                                       (Mhlanga, 1987: 63) 
In the above stanza, the poet makes use of hyperbole to express the idea that his child 
must be happy and proud of himself, when he says Ujabul’ ufe Mntanami (Be happy and 
die my child). Happiness is a positive feeling, it does well to one’s soul and mind and does 
not normally lead to death. However, the idea expressed is that the child should be happy 
and fulfilled. In the second line, the poet gives a reason why the child should be happy, 
as he would have succeeded and, even if he dies, he (the poet) would find peace knowing 
that his child is at a better place in his life. 
4.5 Agape 
According to McGinty (2013: 84), agape means unconditional, untainted, and unselfish. 
It is certainly all of those things, but the depth of God’s love is much more than words can 
really describe. Andersen (1998: 81) has this to say about agape: 
In Christianity, God is love, perfect love. His over-abundant nature overflows and 
bestows love freely on humans for all eternity. God's love is spontaneous, 
unmotivated, and indifferent to objective value. Thus, worthy, unworthy, righteous 
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and sinners are all equally deserving of His love. Nothing has value prior to God's 
love. Agape creates value where none existed before. Agape is compassionate 
love, it is God’s way to humans. There is from their side nothing that can move 
God to love. God’s love is first and foremost seen in Jesus’ death and resurrection. 
This is God’s own sacrifice which frees human beings from sin and gives the 
promise of eternal life in God’s world beyond. 
God’s love is beyond human comprehension. It is the kind of love that is incomparable. 
Human beings and all living creatures cannot love as much as God does. McGinty (op 
cit.) agrees:  
We cannot truly fathom the depth and breadth of God’s love; we cannot completely 
describe it. In attempting to do so, we would have to name all of the characteristics 
of God. This, of course, is impossible. God Himself and His characteristics make 
up love. His very essence is loving. 
The poem, ‘Umthandazo WeNkosi’, in Izingcazi Zogqozi, by Mhlanga (1987), is a prayer, 
as the title confirms. In this prayer, the poet urges God to help humanity. He pleads with 
him to forgive the nation and bring love and hope, as the nation seems to be lost. The 
poet firstly acknowledges who God is. This is reflected in the following extract: 
Nkosi Jehova 
Nkosi yamakhosi, 
Mdal’ owadal’ izulu 
Wadal’ umhlaba nemihlabahlaba yawo: 
Xolel’ ubukhundlwana bakho 
Ezimpilweni zethu bantu; 
Xolel’ ubuze bakho 
Ezinhliziyweni zethu, 





Lord of lords, 
Creator who created the heaven 
You created the earth and its other lands: 
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Forgive your children 
In our lives people; 
Forgive your nudity 
In our hearts, 
Your prayer Almighty 
No longer has the incense of the heaven,  
We now smash it up like clods!) 
                         (Mhlanga, 1987: 17) 
The poet, in the above stanza, refers to God as the Lord of lords to show His greatness 
and it implies that, of all the lords that exist, He is the greatest. The poet continues in the 
third line and calls Him the Creator of heaven and earth. This is also revealed in Genesis 
1:1: “In the beginning God created heaven and earth”. In other words, the poet 
acknowledges that humans are also part of God’s creation, they belong to Him and hence, 
when they encounter challenges, they go to their Creator for refuge. The poet uses the 
word ubukhundlwana, which generally refers to a child before the age of discretion, to 
indicate that they are the Lord’s children, they will always belong to Him. No matter what 
age and stage they are at, they will forever depend on the Lord, just like a child who 
depends on their parent.  
The poet also states that the Lord’s Prayer no longer connects to the heavens, which 
refers to the Lord. This is revealed by the phrase, Kawusenampepho yezulu (It no longer 
has heaven’s incense). Impepho is an incense that is used with the belief to connect the 
communication between people that are alive with the ones that have passed on, who 
are known as ancestors. It can also be used for other purposes, like healing headaches 
and getting rid of bad spirits, etc. In this case, the poet implies that their prayer no longer 
reaches God and he justifies why prayers no longer do so, by making use of the simile 
Sesiwutubis’ okwamagabade! (We are now smashing it up like clod!). This implies that 
they do not take prayer seriously anymore. It is something that is played with, as people 
pray and do not mean what they say, and some deceive others through prayer.  
In the second stanza, the poet urges the Lord to restore them, to bring love and hope and 
take out all the negativity. He makes use of symbolism to express this idea: 
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Ngicel’ uyikhubule lensimu 
Ubhoncul’ uzimbule phansi 
Izixhoboxhobo zamatshe, 
Uyivundise lensimu, 





Oseluyeth’ okwekhaba lommbila; 
Sekucim’ ubhaqa lwethemba. 
 
(Can you please resow this field, 
Peel off from the ground 
The collections of stones, 
Fertilise this garden, 
Sow the seed of nature, 
fertilise this garden  
That is weak because of a worm; 
For hope to grow, 
For love to grow 
That is wilting like a mealie leaf;  
The lump of hope is now turning off.) 
                                  (Ibid.) 
The poet uses symbolism to illustrate his prayer to the Lord. He uses the garden or field 
to describe how much the world is damaged and needs to be restored. This is revealed 
in the phrase, Ngicel’ uyikhubule lensimu (May you please resow this field). A garden can 
only be resowed if something is not right, which affects the growth of the plants. In this 
case, the garden has a heap of stones, which the poet asks the Lord to dig deep and take 
them out. The heap of stones is a barrier to growth of plants in the garden. In reality, a 
heap of stones represents negative influences and anything that can be of hindrance to 
the growth and peace of the nation. The poet asks the Lord to enrich the garden with 
fertilisers that will aid the growth of the plants, because it is weak due to the worm that 
negatively affects the growth of plants. The worm, in this case, also represents a 
hindrance. The poet’s plea to the Lord is to restore the nation, to take away all that can 
affect them negatively, and to give them life that is fulfilling and has hope and love, again. 
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God’s love towards humanity is depicted in the last stanza, where it is revealed that He 
is faithful to his promises and is the only answer to the problems that human beings face: 
Wasethembisa Themba lamathemba, 
“Ozakimi ngokwethemb’ umthandazo, 
Ngiyomsindisa nezwe lakubo” 
Sisindise Nkosi yamakhosi, 
Phefumulel’ inzulu yomthandazo 
Ezinhliziyweni zeth’ ezomile, 
Zomel’ impophoma-mpilo. 
Sindisa izinxemu zakwethu, 
Sindisa izimpumputhe zakwethu, 
Sindisa izishosha zakwethu, 
Usindise nezithulu zakwethu, 
Usifundis’ ukuthandaza, 
KANYE NJE VO! 
 
(You promised us Hope of hopes, 
“The one who comes to me believing in prayer, 
I will save him and his nation” 
Save us Lord of lords, 
Breathe the depth of prayer 
Into our dry hearts, 
Thirsty for waterfall that oozes life. 
Save our crossed-eyed people, 
Save our blind people, 
Save our paralyzed people 
Save our deaf people as well, 
Teach us how to pray, 
JUST ONCE!) 
                     (Mhlanga, 1987: 18) 
In the above stanza, the poet refers to the Lord as Hope of (all) hopes, meaning that out 
of all people, He is the faithful One, He is the One whose promises remain true and, no 
matter how long it takes, He fulfils them. The poet turns to Him in times of distress and 
the Lord is welcoming to everyone who calls upon His name. This is depicted by the 
words: 
“Ozakimi ngokwethemb’ umthandazo, 




(“The one who comes to me believing in prayer, 
I will save him and his nation”) 
                                       (Ibid.) 
In the above words, it is clear that the Lord only requires one to believe in their prayer, to 
believe that whatever they are praying for, or about, will happen. He says, “if you come 
to me, believing in your prayer I will save you and your nation”. The Lord does not require 
much but for one to pray meaningfully. This is an indication of pure love, love that cannot 
be bought and is everlasting. Whatever it is that one wishes and yearns for, if they believe 
and trust Him, it will be granted.  
The poet further asks the Lord to breathe or inspire the depth of prayer unto them. Only 
God, the Highest Being that has the ability to breathe His spirit unto people, He is the 
Creator of people and was there before the earth was formed. By these words, the poet 
implies that the Lord should teach them how to pray, He should teach them the essence 
of prayer. He makes use of hyperbole to describe how much they are yearning for God’s 
deliverance, by saying Ezinhliziyweni zeth’ ezomile (In our dry hearts). The heart is an 
internal organ and there is no way that it can be dry literally. In this context, the phrase 
depicts one who is yearning for life and God’s response to their prayer, just like one who 
is thirsty for water.  
The poet uses symbolism to describe how much the nation is yearning for life and a need 
to be restored, by saying Zomel’ impophoma-mpilo (Thirsty for waterfall-life). A waterfall 
is a place where a stream or river falls from a high place (Hornby, 2010: 1678). In this 
context, it represents life, as water is one of the most crucial elements in life. It also 
represents the rejuvenation and renewal of spirit, hence the poet compares the life that 
they are asking God for with a waterfall.  
The poet uses initial vertical linking by repeating the word, Philisa (Save), in lines 8-11 to 
express his prayer to the Lord. The Lord has promised His people that, if they come to 
Him and pray, He will save them. The initial vertical linking reveals that the poet is 
desperate to be saved, he is in a difficult situation. He does not only pray for himself, but 
intercedes for other people as well. He prays for the deaf, blind, paralysed, etc. His prayer 
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indicates that only God can save the nation. God is the only One who has the ability to 
save even people that might have lost faith and hope. The poet asks the Lord to teach 
them how to pray, just once only. His plea indicates that they need guidance and direction 
from the Lord, He is the answer to all their problems, hence the Lord must teach them 
how to pray and how He needs to be glorified. The words by the poet, KANYE NJE VO! 
(JUST ONCE!), emphasise that they have not been taught how to pray, and once they 
can be taught, they will have direction and forever have the knowledge of prayer.  
4.6 Phileo 
Phileo refers to the love that one has for one’s friends. This kind of love requires one to 
compromise and to be conscious when serving others. One makes a choice to love a 
certain person and to associate with them. 
McGinty (2013: 61) describes phileo as: 
This love is one of acting, doing, and serving. Phileo love is the love of deep 
affection, such as in friendship or even marriage. This love makes a man want to 
work 18-hour days, or multiple jobs in order to provide for his family. This love 
makes a mother cook a meal for her family even after she herself has had a 
particularly rough day. It is the love that makes a Pastor pray for those in his parish 
at three o’clock in the morning. It is the love that makes a friend bring you a 
container of gasoline in the middle of the night when you are stranded on a 
highway. 
‘Ikhwezi Lomculo’ is a poem that is dedicated to Dr Joshua Hadebe, who is choir 
conductor for the Pietermaritzburg Choral Society. In this poem, Mhlanga praises and 
acknowledges Hadebe for his great work that he has done when it comes to music. The 
way in which Mhlanga describes Hadebe shows that he knows him well and has some 
relationship with him. In the opening lines, Mhlanga calls Hadebe by his clan praises as 
















                  (Mhlanga, 1993: 4) 
Zwane (2015: 4) has this to say about clan praises: 
Umuntu ongumZulu uma umbiza ngezithakazelo zakhe usuke ukhombisa ukuthi 
uyamazi futhi uyawahlonipha namaqhawe kanye nomlando wesibongo sakhe. 
Noma ngabe udinga ini kulowo osuke umthakazela zona ziyakuthambisela 
inhliziyo yakhe. Izithakazelo zisho lukhulu esizweni samaZulu ngoba 
zingamagama okhokho abathile baleso sibongo. Isibongo asihlukile 
esithakazelweni ngoba naso siyigama leqhawe elithile lalowo mndeni. Lokhu 
yiyona mbangela yokuthi isithakazeo sifane nesibongo. 
 
(Calling a Zulu person by his clan praises shows that you know him and that you 
respect the legends and the history of his surname. No matter what is it that you 
need from the one you give clan praises to, they will soften their heart. Clan praises 
have a great meaning in the Zulu nation because they are certain great-
grandparent’s names of that surname. A surname is not different from a clan praise 
because it is also a name of a certain hero of that particular family. This is the 
reason why a clan praise is like a surname.) 
Mhlanga uses metaphor to describe how good Hadebe is when it comes to music: 
Intab’ enzim’ ukuyidundubala, 
Intab’ ejul’ okweziziba zoThukela; 
Jula Dokotela, jula Makhulukhulu! 
Inkwenkwez’ eqhakaz’ iphuma, 
Yaqhakaza yafuzana nelanga liphuma, 
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(A mountain that is difficult to climb, 
A mountain that is deep like the ponds of the Tugela; 
Go deep Doctor, go deep Makhulukhulu! 
A star that shines bright when it comes out, 
It bloomed like sunrise,) 
                                               (Ibid.) 
In the above lines, Hadebe is referred to as a mountain that is hard to climb. A mountain 
symbolises obstacles, which are hard to overcome because of its firmness and stillness. 
It can also symbolise power, strength and eternity, as it is hard and cannot be shaken. In 
this case, however, what is implied is how competent Hadebe is when it comes to music, 
just like a mountain that is unshaken, a mountain that is standing still and all people can 
see its beauty. Also, the extent to which Hadebe knows music is compared to the ponds 
of the Tugela River. The poet says to Hadebe that he must go deep (Jula). The idea of 
the deep ponds of the Tugela River has been discussed earlier in this chapter (4.4). 
Mhlanga also refers to Hadebe as inkwenkwezi (a star). This kind of a star shines bright 
and comes out early in the morning during winter. The star that Hadebe is being compared 
to is said to be bright like the sun. All this implies that Hadebe brought light to choral 
music, he brought an element that was a need like the sun, which is needed during the 
day and is of outmost importance. 
The poet calls Hadebe an eagle of Langalibalele, to show his strength: 
Lukhozi lukaLangalibalele, 
Kade sizwa kubhakuz’ impiko, 
UMaphikw’ azinkumbinkumbi, 
Ngokufukamel’ izimpande zomdabu, 
Ungxabo zahlum’ okwezimpande 
Zomnyezane, lisabalel’ ilanga, 
 
(Eagle of Langalibalele, 
It has been long we hear the flapping of wings 
You are of many feathers, 
By incubating the African roots, 
Origins sprout like roots 
Of a willow, while the sun still shines,) 
                                         (Ibid.) 
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An eagle (ukhozi) is a bird that is big, almost the size of a chicken. It has black wings. It 
is a powerful bird because it even eats chickens. It flies up in the sky. In this poem, it 
represents the competency of Hadebe. It is clear that he is good when it comes to choral 
music and he is dedicated to it. This idea is further revealed by the words, Kubhakuz’ 
impiko (There is flapping of wings). A bird flaps its wings when it is preparing to fly. In this 
case, it demonstrates busyness, the effort that one does. The flapping of wings may also 
signify Hadebe’s style of conducting the choir. As a conductor normally uses both arms 
to conduct, Hadebe might be moving his arms in a manner that makes the poet imagine 
an eagle that flaps its wings. 
Hadebe is also said to be of many feathers, which shows the experience that he has when 
it comes to choral music and also demonstrates his efforts in conserving the traditional 
roots. This is revealed by the line, Ngokufukamel’ izimpande zomdabu (By incubating 
African roots), just like a hen that protects her eggs before hatching and her chicks from 
the eagle. 
Mhlanga praises and honours Hadebe, he encourages him to continue with the music. 
This is reflected in the stanza: 
Giy’ ungqabashiye Bhungane, 
Giy’ ungqabangqeshe Mntungwa, 
Giy’ uqebekule Mlotshwa, 
Giy’ ugqabithe Nkabinde, 






This song is beautiful,) 
                             (Mhlanga, 1993: 4) 
From the above stanza, the poet makes use of initial vertical linking, by repeating the verb 
‘Giy(a)’ at the beginning of the first four lines. The verb giy(a) refers to dancing. One 
dances to a good song or when one is in a good mood. In this case, Mhlanga emphasises 
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the point that Hadebe must continue with music, he must dance because the song is 
good. 
Mhlanga also encourages Hadebe to continue with the good work that he is doing 
because it impacts the nation positively: 
Gobhoza mfula wakithi gobhoza! 
Gobhoza mfula wakithi siphuz’ amanzi, 
Gobhoza mfula wakithi siwel’ izibuko. 
Usiwez’ izibuko silibone nganen’ izulu, 
 
(Flow river of our own flow! 
Flow river of our own so we drink water, 
Flow river of our own and we cross the shallow clean water. 
Take us across the shallow clean water and we see the heaven near,) 
                                                      (Ibid.) 
From the above stanza, it is clear that Mhlanga knows Hadebe very well and they have 
some sort of a relationship. This is revealed by the repetition of wakithi (ours). Mhlanga 
employs metaphor to describe the importance of Hadebe in his life and the role that he 
plays. He literally calls him by the river, and he says, ‘flow river flow’. A river is the source 
of water, not only for humans but animals as well. Water is a necessity to living creatures. 
In other words, the river aids the survival of living creatures. In this case, Mhlanga implies 
that Hadebe should continue with the work that he does in choral music. He should 
continue teaching them music.  
The poet uses parallelism by linking in lines 1-3, to emphasise that Hadebe should 
continue with the good work that he is doing in choral music. Mtumane (2010: 101) 
describes parallelism by linking two consecutive lines that have the same words in a 
corresponding relationship. Each word in one line has a word similar to it as its 
corresponding partner in the other line. 
It is also revealed in the poem that Hadebe’s involvement in choral music has a positive 
impact on Africa: 
Unsika yamanxulum’ engoma ka-Afrika, 
Wenyusa wehlise Nzimande 
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Amagquma nezintaba akuzwile 
Ukuhlokoma kwengoma, 
Ikhiph’ ukuqhakaza kwezibilini 
Zamagugu okukad’ ephehlwa nguwena! 
 
(The pillar of the houses of the music of Africa, 
Going up and down Nzimande 
The hills and the mountains have heard you 
The sound of the song, 
It takes out the blooming of intestines 
Of treasure that you were producing!) 
                                     (Mhlanga, 1993: 6)  
The poet refers to Hadebe as a pillar of all the music houses of Africa. In other words, 
Hadebe’s role, when it comes to choral music, is recognised in Africa. He is well known 
for his music. The poet uses personification to demonstrate how well known Hadebe is, 
as he says Amagquma nezintaba akuzwile (The hills and mountains have heard you). 
The hills and mountains are non-living. In this case, they have been given the human 
ability to hear. This further stresses the idea that Hadebe is being recognised for his choral 
music and he is good, because his choir does not perform only locally, but also in other 
African countries, which indicates the high level of his competence. 
It is also revealed that Hadebe is a good composer of music: 
UMahlasela ngosiba, 
Abanye behlasela ngemikhonto, 
Ingqungqulu yakith’ ebhul’ amaphiko 
Bath’ abahleziyo bangenwa yintola, 
Amavak’ adla udledl’ ayocash’ emafokozini.  
 
(The attacker with a pen, 
While others attack with spears, 
The bateleur of ours that beats wings 
Those who are seated become fearful, 
Cowards run steadily and hide in a dilapidated house.) 
                                             (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, Mhlanga depicts Hadebe as a good composer of music. It is said 
that while others attack with spears, he, instead, uses his skill of writing to attack. In other 
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words, Hadebe uses music to address issues that he and the world might be faced with. 
Mhlanga employs symbolism to describe the character of Hadebe. He calls him 
ingqungqulu, which is the bateleur. According to Godfrey (1941: 33), in Zululand, the 
eagle that is known as ingqungqulu, has the nickname of indlamadoda (the eater of the 
warriors). This bird was said to eat the dead bodies of worriers during wars. It is valued 
because of its strength and its ability to foresee trouble ahead. Mhlanga does not only 
refer to Hadebe as the bateleur, but takes ownership and calls him “our bateleur”, which 
also indicates the close relationship Mhlanga and Hadebe have. 
It is also revealed in the poem that Mhlanga looked up to Hadebe: 
Ingqonyela yomculo, 
Kade siyizwa ngendaba, 
Size sakhula sayibona ngamehlo, 
Singakaze siyibon’ inkunz’ emalundalunda, 
Ingqabashiy’ okweguqa lisathath’ unkunzi! 
 
The chief of music, 
We have been hearing it from other people, 
We eventually grew up and saw it with our eyes, 
We’ve never seen a multiple back-humped bull, 
Galloping like a calf taking the bull!)   
(Mhlanga, 1993: 5) 
In the above lines, Hadebe is being referred to as ingqonyela, which suggests that he is 
in charge of music. It is also revealed that Hadebe is an elder to Mhlanga. This is 
illustrated by the lines, Kade siyizwa ngendaba (We have been hearing it from people), 
which means hearing or getting some information but not from its owner, or someone who 
the information is about. These words suggest that Mhlanga had been told about Hadebe, 
he had not met him in person but, as years went by, he grew up and got an opportunity 
to see Hadebe. It also suggests that Mhlanga is younger than Hadebe. This is further 
confirmed by the metaphor, Singakaze siyibon’ inkunz’ emalundalunda (We have never 
seen a multiple back-humped bull), which refers to an old bull that is experienced and 
often dangerous. This suggests that Hadebe has been in the choral music industry for 
quite some time, therefore he is experienced. It also implies that he is intimidating 
because of his skills in music. 
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Mhlanga urges Hadebe to bring together the nation that is broken: 
Ingwenya yakith’ engiyizwe ihlokoma eGoli, 
Ngiyizwe beyihlokomisa phans’ eThekwini, 
Yaye yahlokom’ i-Afrika yonkana 
Izwe limanqephunqephu Bhungane lendlela, 
Lukhozi lwakithi lihlanganise ngengoma! 
Ingqonono lakith’ elidl’ umhlanganiso 




(Our crocodile that I heard making noise in Johannesburg, 
I heard them making noise down at Durban, 
And it made noise to the whole of Africa 
The world is in pieces Beetle of the route, 
Eagle of ours bring it together with a song! 
Master of ours that won the competition 
All the fields tell each other 
Make noise child of Nkabinde, 
You of Mangelengele) 
                         (Ibid.) 
Hadebe, in the above stanza, is referred to as a crocodile. A crocodile is an aggressive 
animal. It can even be dangerous to human beings. Here the competitive skills of Hadebe, 
when it comes to choral music, are illustrated. Mhlanga states that Hadebe went around 
the world, he performed his music in Johannesburg, which is known as Egoli, in Durban 
and all over Africa. This proves Hadebe’s dedication to his music. It confirms that the role 
that he played in choral music was recognised in many places. It is also revealed in the 
poem that Hadebe uses his music to unite the nation. In other words, the music he is 
involved in accommodates different people from all walks of life. It also suggests that 
people, as diverse as they are, can relate to the message behind his music. The word 
limangqephungqephu (it is pieces) depicts that there is no unity in the nation. In other 
words, the world is broken, hence Mhlanga urges Hadebe, whom he calls Lukhozi lwethu 




This chapter discussed the theme of love in the poetry of Mhlanga. It defined the concept 
of love, defined each of the four Greek words indicating different kinds of love, and applied 
each to Mhlanga’s poems. 
Love is one of the timeless themes in works of art and poetry is no exception, which shows 
its importance in human life. There can be no fulfilment in life without love. Although love 
is perceived and interpreted differently, there are common features that are shared 
among diverse people. All different kinds of love are important in human life. 
Mhlanga uses several poetic devices in his poetry, which help the reader to understand 
the subject matter. The thoughts and the emotions of the poet come to life where imagery 
is employed. In this way, the reader does not only have mental pictures about the theme 
of the poem, but is also able to get the exact mood and emotions of the poet through 
poetic devices. These poetic devices include symbolism, personification, hyperbole, and 
idiomatic expressions. 
The discussion on various forms of love illustrates that the concept love may be viewed 







Religion is a difficult concept to define as there are many religions in the world, whose 
principles, practices and beliefs are different from one another. Therefore, coming up with 
a single and collective definition that includes all religions is not an easy task. James, as 
cited by Van Niekerk (2018: 4), agrees that “the very fact that there are so many religions 
and so different from one another is enough to prove that the word ‘religion’ cannot stand 
for any single principle or essence but is rather a collective name”. This chapter will 
discuss the theme of religion. It will do so by, firstly, defining the concept of religion. 
Secondly, it will analyse the theme of religion in the poetry of Mhlanga under the following 
subheadings: a plea for divine intervention; a plea and a desire to be in heaven, a plea to 
God to save his people; and a plea for strength and asking for answers. 
5.2 The concept of religion 
Durkheim, as cited by Aldridge (2000: 24), provides the following definition of religion: 
Religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, that 
is to say, things set apart and forbidden – beliefs and practices which unite into 
one single moral community called a church, all those who adhere to them. 
DiCenso, in Van Nierkerk (2018: 3), describes religion as an umbrella term describing 
sets of highly differentiated and multi-faceted phenomena straddling psychology and 
culture across huge divides of time and space, and that it simply cannot be embraced by 
a single interpretative approach, no matter how complex. 
Geertz, as cited by Beyers (2017: 3), defines religion as a system of symbols that act to 
establish powerful, pervasive and long-lasting moods and motivations in men, by 
formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and by clothing the conceptions 
with such an aura of factuality that the moods and motivation seem uniquely realistic. 
Schlelermacher, in Beyers (2017: 3), on the other hand, states that the essence of religion 
consists in the feeling of absolute dependence. 
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From the above definitions, it is deduced that there cannot be a single approach in an 
attempt to obtain what constitutes religion, because of its complexity. Religion comprises 
a set of beliefs and principles to which people who conform to a specific belief need to 
adhere. It involves complete dependence on someone or something that one believes in 
and is the centre of one’s life.  
The poems that will be discussed are taken from three collections. In Mhlanga’s Izingcula 
Zembongi (1993), poems that will be dealt with are ‘Igceke Lezulu’ and ‘Kazi Isiphetho 
Yini’. In Maphumulo’s Izigi Zembongi (2004), poems that will be discussed are ‘Mathong’ 
Ohlanga’ and ‘Uhlaza Lwamahlungu’. In Mhlanga’s Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987), the poem 
that will be examined is ‘Umzuzwana Owodwa Nje’. 
5.3 A plea for divine intervention 
The poem titled ‘Mathong’ Ohlanga’ has five stanzas. Mhlanga, in this poem, asks the 
ancestors of his nation to lessen the anger that causes instability in the world. He asks 
them to bring peace, unity and love. Mhlanga uses the word ‘Mathong(o)’ to refer to his 
ancestors. According to Mbatha (2006: 1197), ithongo umuntu osashona okunenkolelo 
yokuthi ubheke abakubo abasaphila (ithongo is a person who has passed on and is 
believed to be looking after members of his family who are still alive). Mkhize (2009: 40) 
has this to say about amathongo: 
Ancestors (amathongo) in the Zulu culture are the people who once lived 
in human society, but now live in the spiritual world, the world beyond the 
grave (ngaphesheya kwengcwaba). 
Mhlanga turns to his ancestors in hard times and asks for intervention, as reflected in the 
following stanza: 
Yehlisan’ umoya mathong’ ohlanga, 
Yehlis’ ulaka zinzulu zesizwe, 
Ngolwan’ oluvunguz’ okwezivunguvungu 
Ezweni lezizukulwane zika-Afrika? 
Mathong’ ohlanga nithule nithini, 




(Calm down ancestors of the nation, 
Reduce the anger depth of the nation, 
What is it for that blows like storms 
In the world of African descendants? 
Ancestors of the nation why are you quiet,  
When national groups rebel against each other?) 
                                             (Maphumulo, 2004: 24) 
In the stanza above, the poet pleads with his ancestors to calm down and reduce the 
anger they have towards the nation. He makes use of simile to describe the anger of the 
ancestors, Ngolwan’ oluvunguz’ okwezivunguvungu (What is it for that blows like storms) 
(Ibid.). Storms are a natural phenomenon that can be dangerous to nature, people and 
the infrastructure. Some storms can even lead to the death of people. The poet depicts 
that the anger that the ancestors have towards the nation can be destructive. It is also 
revealed that the ancestors are watching and not helping the nation in their hardship. In 
this case, the nation is fighting among itself.  
Ancestors can bring hardships to the people they look after, if they are not obedient. 
Mkhize (2009: 40) agrees when he states:  
According to traditional belief, people on this earth are always guided by the 
amathongo who direct their future and lives. They always communicate with an 
individual through dreams, and warn them if something adverse is about to 
happen. Furthermore, if one does not obey their rules and annoy them, they 
retaliate by bringing bad luck, either to them or to the whole family. 
Mhlanga describes people’s dependence on their ancestors as follows: 
Yehlisan’ ulaka mathong’ esizwe, 
Konk’ ukuhamba kwethu 
Kusemehlwen’ enu, 
Konk’ ukwenza kwethu 
Kusezandleni zenu, 
Lesi sihlav’ ensimini 
Satshalelwa thina navuma? 
 
(Lessen the anger ancestors of the nation, 
All our ways 
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Are in your eyes, 
All our doings 
Are in your hands, 
This mealie-grub in the garden 
Was planted for us and you agreed?) 
                                      (Maphumulo, 2004: 24) 
In the above stanza, the poet acknowledges the presence and importance of the 
ancestors in people’s lives. In other words, human beings do not have the power, on their 
own, to live and succeed in their goals and plans, but they are dependent on the ancestors 
for guidance and help. The poet employs an idiom to describe how people’s lives are 
guided by their ancestors, … ukuhamba kwethu kusemehlwen’ enu (… our ways are in 
your eyes). Literally, when an object is in one’s eyes, they are able to see it clearly and 
to focus on it. In this case, the poet implies that ancestors are able to foresee their ways, 
because of their ability and power that are invested in them as people who live in the 
spiritual world, to such an extent that, if there is danger that they foresee, they are able 
to prevent it. Not only do ancestors know people’s ways, but they also give them the ability 
to work, hence Mhlanga employs the idiom, Kusezandleni zenu (It is in your hands). This 
implies that ancestors are in charge of poet’s success. Generally, when an object or an 
item is in one’s hands, one is responsible for it and have an opportunity to do whatever it 
is they want with it, as all the power is invested in one. In other words, the poet depends 
on ancestors for his success. Jafta, in Mtumane (2016: 26), describes the importance of 
ancestors in the lives of the living as follows:  
The ancestors (izinyanya) keep surveillance over their wards (the living). Their 
assistance is always sought as nothing can ever succeed without their blessings. 
A constant link has to be maintained between the living and the ancestors by 
means of sacrifices. The ancestors become pleased and a healthy communication 
is established between man and his ancestors.  
The poet makes use of symbolism to pose a question to ancestors as to why they do not 
intervene in the challenges that people are facing as a nation, because they (ancestors) 
are able to see what is going on in the nation: 
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Lesi sihlav’ ensimini 
Satshalelwa thina navuma? 
 
(This mealie-grub in the garden 
Was planted for us and you agreed?) 
                              (Ibid.) 
Isihlava refers to a mealie-grub that attacks and damages the growth of mealies. In this 
case, mealie-grub indicates the hatred and anger that affect unity, peace and harmony in 
the nation. In the line, Satshalelwa thina navuma? (It was planted for us and you agreed?), 
the poet asks the ancestors how they could allow and agree to the segregation that is 
among the nation, especially because they (ancestors) have the powers to protect the 
nation against all that is bad.  
When one plants in a garden, one is intentional and makes an effort. One anticipates the 
growth of the plants, which grow deep from within. In this context, the segregation and 
the anger that are evident among the nation are intentional and it could have affected the 
nation for a long time, hence the comparison with plants that grow deep from within. 
Mhlanga continues to plead with the ancestors to calm down, heal the nation and bring 
peace as follows: 
Yehlisan’ umoy’ ovundile, 
Kubhangazel’ ubuhle bemiqumbe, 
Nogagan’ ebuchosheni buvuthuke 
Nakuleyo nhliziy’ evuvukele 
Nivuvuzel’ umoya wothando, 
Naleyo miphefumul’ eyavuthukelwa 
Uthand’ olwabunel’ emqumbeni.  
 
(Lessen the decomposed air, 
And the beauty of flowers grow,  
Even the sickle bush in the brain falls off 
Even in that swollen heart 
Sprinkle the spirit of love, 
And those souls that were shattered 
Love that withered before it bloomed.) 
                                  (Ibid.) 
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The poet, in the above stanza, continues to ask the ancestors to calm down. He reveals 
this by the phrase, Yehlisan’ umoy’ ovundile (Lessen the air that is decomposed). The 
word ukuvunda refers to something that is rotten. The decomposition might be good for 
the soil and plants but not for humans. Its smell is bad and unbearable. In this context, 
the anger and fight that are apparent in the nation are unbearable, hence the poet pleads 
with the ancestors to lessen their anger. 
The poet uses hyperbole to illustrate how broken the nation is in need of healing from the 
pain that they are enduring: Nakuleyo nhliziy’ evuvukele (Even in that swollen heart). A 
swollen heart symbolises pain that one feels. In this context, the pain that the nation feels 
cannot literally cause the heart to be swollen. However, the point that is made is the extent 
of the pain that the nation feels. The poet, furthermore, makes use of symbolism to plead 
with the ancestors to heal the nation. In this case, it is love that can heal the nation: 
Nivuvuz’ umoya wothando (Sprinkle the spirit of love). The verb vuvuzela refers to 
sprinkling or scattering small pieces of some substance on the surface. This implies that 
there should be love that reaches everyone in the nation. People should love and 
appreciate one another; in that way, they will be patient towards one another and treat 
one another humanely. 
The poet continues to ask the ancestors to bring harmony in the nation, as reflected in 
the following stanza: 
Buyisani lobo bumtoti bemvelo 
Yobuhle bezinyon’ ezinhle, 
Ngoba yinhle ngezimpaphe zayo! 
Akugobhoz’ umfula wothando, 
Siphuze singaphinde siwomele! 
Mathong’ esizwe buyisan’ ihlobo, 
Libuye livam’ uju, 
Kuqhakaz’ elihle kakhulu! 
 
(Restore that sweetness of the nature 
Of the beauty of beautiful birds, 
Because it is beautiful with its feathers! 
Let the river of love flow, 
So we drink and never thirst again! 
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Ancestors of the nation bring back summer, 
To come back with usual honey, 
And the very beautiful one blossoms!) 
                                (Maphumulo, 2004: 25) 
The poet, in the above stanza, uses nature as a symbol of an ideal nation that he hopes 
to experience. This symbolism illustrates how the nation could be free and live 
harmoniously. He uses birds as a symbol of freedom. Birds can fly wherever they want 
to, they are not restricted. They do not worry about what they will eat or drink because all 
their needs are provided for by their Creator.  
The poet further describes how much his nation is in need of love, as he employs 
hyperbole: Akugobhoz’ umfula wothando (Let the river of love flow). The idea of a river 
that is flowing implies that there should be love in abundance, and it should reach each 
and everyone in the nation. People should keep on loving each other, just like a river that 
keeps on flowing. The poet states that the ancestors should bring summer to the nation. 
Summer is a good season for nature. Firstly, there is rainfall in summer and plants grow 
well. People are also comfortable, because it is hot and they enjoy outside activities, and 
as a result, it brings joy.  
5.4 A plea and desire to be in heaven 
The poem ‘Igceke Lezulu’ is short, with only one stanza. In this poem, Mhlanga asks the 
Lord to draw him nearer, for he desires to be in heaven, where he believes there is no 
hardship and worries. This is apparent in the following lines: 
Ngisondez’ ekukhanyeni kwezulu, 
Ngikhanyisel’ indlela Sokukhanya, 
Ngikhanyisel’ indlela yalelo zulu, 
Ngithol’ ubusiso lokukhanya. 
                     
(Bring me closer to the brightness of the heaven, 
Shine the path for me Father-of-light, 
Shine the way for me for that heaven, 
And receive the blessing of light.) 
                                    (Mhlanga, 1993: 10) 
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In the above lines, the poet pleads to the Lord to enlighten his ways and he uses 
symbolism to describe his eagerness to be in heaven. Heaven is regarded as a holy place, 
where beings who are holy and pure live and it is a very precious place to Christians. 
Wanda (1997: 30) describes heaven as follows:  
Ngokwenkolo yobuKrestu umuntu uya eZulwini emuva kokufa. EZulwini ilapho 
kuhlala khona labo abenza okulungile phambi kukaNkulunkulu. Ukuze ufike 
eZulwini, kumele udlule ekufeni kuqala, bese uphila impilo engunaphakade. Uma 
enamacala, uya esihogweni. 
(According to Christian belief a person goes to Heaven after death. Heaven is 
where those who do right before God live. In order for one to reach Heaven, they 
must firstly pass death, and then live eternal life. If they have crimes, they go to 
hell.) 
Mhlanga uses the symbol of light to depict how holy heaven is. Light symbolises 
transparency, as an object that is in the light can be seen by everyone and, literally, light 
brings visibility. Light is also associated with truth and goodness, safety, warmth and 
knowledge. Mhlanga refers to God as Sokukhanya (Father-of-light). He calls Him by what 
He appears to be in his imagination, the light. The Lord is light itself, in other words, if He 
is literally the light, He then has the ability to enlighten people and His surroundings 
effortlessly. The poet further asks the Lord to enlighten his path. This implies that the Lord 
should guide each and every step of the poet, to help him not to sin but walk in the path 
that will ultimately lead him to Heaven. The poet asks the Lord to keep him pure and help 
him keep His word.  
The poet’s yearning to be close to God is further highlighted by the following lines: 
Ngisondez’ eduze Muhlekazi wezulu, 
Ungangidedeli ngiqotshwe yizinguzunga zamadwala, 





(Bring me closer, Sir of heaven, 
Do not let me be overwhelmed by the crags of rocks, 
Flooding me in the muddy storm 
And rusty surface to stagnant water.) 
                                            (Ibid.) 
The poet asks the Lord to bring him closer to Him. It is clear that the poet sees something 
good and beneficial in the Lord, hence he wants to be close to Him. It is no surprise, 
therefore, that he calls Him the Sir of Heaven. Mhlanga uses symbolism to describe the 
kind of challenges and hardships that the Lord should save him from: Ungangidedeli 
ngiqotshwe yizinguzunga zamadwala (Do not let me be broken by the crags of rocks). 
Crags of rocks are generally dangerous when someone can fall on them, they can even 
cause death. The poet is aware that if he stays away from the Lord, he will not be able to 
overcome the challenges and hardships of this world, hence he asks Him not to let him 
go to face life’s challenges by himself. The poet wants to remain pure so that he can go 
to heaven, where he desires to be. By being pure, he wants to avoid sin, follow all God’s 
commandments and live according to the word of God. Wanda (1997: 32) states:  
EZulwini ungena umsulwa. Akufuneki ngisho nencane ingxenye yakho engalungile 
neke yenza okungalungile. Uma uzithola wenza isono wenziswa isitho somzimba 
wakho, kungcono usisuse wehlukane naso ukuze ukwazi ukungena eZulwini:  
Uma isandla sakho sikukhubekisa, sinqume, kungcono ungene ekuphileni uyingini 
kunokuba uye esihogweni emlilweni ongacimekiyo unezandla ezimbili. Uma iso 
lakho likukhubekisa, likhiphe, kungcono ungene embusweni kaNkulunkulu uneso 
linye kunokuba uphoswe esihogweni unamehlo amabili (UMarko 9: 43-45). 
(In Heaven you enter when you are innocent. You don’t even need a small part of 
yourself to do anything wrong. If you commit a sin because of your own organ, it 
is better to remove and be separated from it, so that you may be able to enter 
Heaven: 
If your hand makes you do wrong, cut it off, it’s better to go through life alone than 
to go to hell in an unending fiery hell with two hands. If your eye causes you to 
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stumble, take it out, it is better to enter into the kingdom of God with one eye than 
to have two eyes and be thrown into hell. (Mark 9: 43-45). 
Mhlanga wishes to go to heaven because he believes that there would be peace of mind. 
This is reflected in the following stanza: 
Ngifis’ ukuzuz’ igceke lezulu, 
Laph’ imimoy’ enamandla yelizwe 
Ngingenakuyizw’ ivunguz’ okwezivunguvungu, 
Kuphela ngiyothotshwa yimvunge yezulu. 
Mangijulukel’ ukugqabula lezizangqotho zobugqila, 
Ngilubalubel’ ukujulukela lelo zulu, 
Lapho kungangeni induku yombangandlala. 
 
(I wish to benefit the courtyard of heaven, 
Where the powerful winds of the world 
I will not feel blowing strongly like storms, 
I will only be comforted by the melodies of heaven. 
Let me sweat to break the bondages of slavery,  
I am longing to sweat for that heaven, 
Where hunger does not come in.) 
                                         (Ibid.) 
In the above lines, Mhlanga justifies why he desires to be in heaven and uses symbolism 
and simile to describe how peaceful heaven is compared to the world. He uses the strong 
winds as a symbol to describe how unpeaceful the world is. Winds that are strong can be 
dangerous and disastrous to humans and the infrastructure. They represent unrest and 
disorder, which are said to be in the world. The simile, … ivunguz’ okwezivunguvungu (… 
blowing strongly like storms), further emphasises the instability and turmoil in the world, 
as winds are said to blow strongly. 
The poet is aware that there are many bad influences that might prevent one from 
reaching heaven. He knows that there are sacrifices that one needs to make while one is 
still on earth so that one may go to heaven. This is depicted in the following lines: 
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Mangijulukel’ ukugqabula lezizangqotho zobugqila, 
Ngilubalubel’ ukujulukela lelo zulu, 
Lapho kungangeni induku yombangandlala. 
 
(Let me sweat to break these bondages of slavery, 
I am longing to sweat for that heaven, 
Where hunger does not come in.) 
                                         (Ibid.) 
In the above lines, the poet describes how he desires to be in heaven and uses symbolism 
to illustrate the idea. He uses sweat to describe how difficult it might be for one to reach 
heaven. He sees himself as a slave on earth. However, he is willing to sweat. In other 
words, he is willing to make compromises and sacrifices in order to be in heaven. He, 
furthermore, justifies why he is willing to work hard to be in heaven. He uses a proverb to 
describe how satiating heaven is, … kungangeni induku yombangandlala (… where 
hunger does not come in), which implies where there is no hunger, which is a place that 
is often peaceful. 
5.5 A plea to God to save His people 
In the poem ‘Uhlaza lwamahlungu’, the poet asks God to be with his people, as they seem 
to be lost. He acknowledges the power that the Lord has and asks him to restore them 
as His people. He uses metaphor to depict God: 
Muhlekazi weZulu, 
Khwezikaz’ eliqhakaze emandulo, 
Ndonsakus’ eqhakambe nanamuhla, 
Nkwenkwez’ eyobhalasa nangomuso, 
Hawukela lolu hlaza lwamahlungu, 
Izivunguvungu zihlobile, 
Isagquma sidlala abantwana, 
Qhawe lamaqhawe 
Kumnyama bhuqe!   
                   
(Sir of Heaven, 
Morning star that bloomed in the olden days, 
Star that blossomed even today, 
Star that will still stand even tomorrow, 
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Pity this newly burnt grass, 
The storms are ornamented, 
Hail plays with children, 
Hero of heroes 
It is completely dark!)   
                                    (Maphumulo, 2004: 36) 
In the above lines, the poet metaphorically refers to God by different kinds of stars to 
illustrate the light He brings to the world, and how important He is, just like stars that bring 
light to darkness. The poet uses these kinds of stars to depict how God brought light in 
the olden days, how he brings light today and how he will bring light in the future. In other 
words, the Lord reigned in the past, He still reigns in the present, and He will still reign in 
the future. He is an eternal God (Hebrew 13: 8). God lives forever as He does not live in 
time. Everything may come to an end, but He stands eternally. 
The poet uses the symbolism, uhlaza lwamahlungu, to describe the people that the Lord 
should have mercy on. Uhlaza refers to young green grass and amahlungu refers to burnt 
grass. In other words, Mhlanga uses the newly grown grass that appears after an open 
area was burnt to refer to the youngsters of the nation. The young green grass has 
descended from the old grass that has been burnt. In reality, the youngsters have 
descended from the old people of the nation. 
Mhlanga, furthermore, refers to God as the Hero, as he says that, of all the heroes that 
exist, He is the bravest, hence Mhlanga goes to Him in hard times. A hero is generally 
someone who is courageous, admired for their outstanding achievements and has noble 
qualities. This highlights how great God is in the poet’s life.  
The poet employs an ideophone to describe how bad the situation is, Kumnyama bhuqe! 
(It is completely dark!). The colour black (dark) is generally associated with darkness, 
trouble, evil and bad luck. In this context, the poet describes the difficult situation in which 
the youth of the nation find themselves. The ideophone bhuqe! further emphasises that it 
is dark, in other words, there seems to be no light or help at all. 
The poet cries to the Lord because he knows that the youth is the future of the nation 
and, when it is left unmonitored, that means the nation will ultimately fall apart: 
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Ngikhal’ isililo samahlungu, 
Ngikhal’ isililo sokuwa kwensika, 
Ngikhal’ isililo sokuhhodloka kwamanxuluma, 
Amahlung’ esakhabathekel’ eluhlazeni, 
Kuthomb’ amathafa – 
La malangabi omlilo, 
Asephoqoz’ izinhloso ZAKHO, 
Ubuhle bomhlaba WAKHO. 
 
(I am wailing over the newly burnt veld, 
I am wailing over the falling of a pillar, 
I am wailing over the falling apart of the houses, 
Newly burnt veld desiring to be green 
Rusty plains – 
These flames of fire, 
Have broken YOUR intentions, 
The beauty of YOUR world.) 
                                           (Ibid.) 
The poet, in the above stanza, employs initial vertical linking (that is, parallel) in the first 
three consecutive lines to describe and emphasise the sadness and the pain he feels as 
he sees the falling apart of the youth. It is evident by the way in which he cries. It is not 
just a normal cry, but he is mourning and wailing over the falling apart of the pillar. It is 
often death or extreme hurtful situations that might make one mourn. The pillar generally 
refers to an upright pole that is used to support a structure, without it the structure 
collapses. It this case, it represents the youth, people who are the future of the nation. 
Young people are physically strong, and are expected to have new ideas and knowledge. 
After the elders of the nation have passed on, the youth are the ones who will take over, 
hence they need to be monitored and groomed so that they would not go astray and 
would be fit to lead the nation.  
The poet also uses the verb, -hhohloka, which refers to the falling of an infrastructure, to 
enhance the idea of the nation that is falling apart. He uses fire as a symbol to 
demonstrate how the nation falls apart. Fire, in this circumstance, symbolises danger and 
the challenges that the youth face and are unable to overcome. It also represents 
hindrances that affect the growth of the youth and ultimately destroy them, just like fire 
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that destroys. The poet also uses the verb, -phoqoza, which generally means to break 
into two, to describe how God’s purpose for his people and the beauty of His world have 
been destroyed. 
Mhlanga further describes the bad situation that is in the world as: 
Amabhekedwan’ agqolozele emehlweni, 
Kuleng’ isimilo kuluthuk’ ubuntu, 
Kant’ indlov’ isisindwa ngumboko yini? 
Lolu hlaza lwamahlungu 







(This disorder is staring at the eyes, 
Morality is hanging, Ubuntu is not intact, 
Is the elephant burdened by a trunk? 
This greenery of the newly burnt veld 
Which is the crown of YOUR glory 
Is the herd that leads itself. 
That beauty 
Is now the shame of today. 
That ugliness  
Is now the happiness of today.)                           
                              (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, the poet describes how bad the situation is when it comes to the 
youth of today, and uses the word amabhekedwana, which generally refers to a 
disorganised and cluttered situation. The poet also uses idioms to further describe how 
the youth is: Kuleng’ isimilo, which means that they are ill-mannered and disrespectful. 
The word -lenga refers to something that is hanging and can fall at any time. In this case, 
it indicates bad manners. The idiom, kuluthuk’ ubuntu, refers to being unkind and 
inconsiderate towards each other. The verb -luthuka refers to something that is not intact 
and is falling apart. In this case, it is ubuntu that is falling apart, which is being humane 
and treating other people humanely. Considering the above idioms, it is deduced that the 
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youngsters of the nation do not have respect for and consideration towards other people, 
hence the poet asks the Lord to intervene because the youth are ultimately the future 
leaders and need guidance, especially by the elders who have experience and maturity. 
That will make them understand life better. 
The poet employs the proverb, Kant’ indlov’ isisindwa ngumboko yini? (Is the elephant 
finding its trunk too heavy?) (op cit.). This asks if someone is finding his/her 
responsibilities burdensome. An elephant is a big animal, black and greyish in colour and 
has a long trunk, which can be thought to be heavy on it. Musser (2017: 1) has this say 
about an elephant: 
The African elephant (Loxodonta africana) is the world’s largest land mammal. 
Their large herds travel across several African countries. They have heavy-build 
bodies that are supported by short stout legs meant for long slow distances. They 
are most known for their huge ears and their trunk. Aside from breathing and 
communication, their trunk is vital in mechanical functions, most of which are 
related to eating. Thousands of muscles allow the trunk dexterity and flexibility for 
grasping. Many lateralisation studies have been conducted in non-human animals, 
the majority being primates; but the trunk, being an unpaired grasping organ, 
makes it unique. 
The above proverb is a question that is directed to the Lord, who is the Creator of human 
beings. The question enquires if He finds it burdensome and therefore is unable to 
intervene and solve the problems faced by the nation regarding the youth, the one that 
He brought to this earth Himself. The poet, moreover, says to the Lord that the youth are 
the crown of His glory. Generally, a crown symbolises victory, success, beauty and power. 
In this case, it highlights the importance of the youth to the Lord. The main idea presented 
here is that the youth should represent the Lord well and make Him proud.  
Mhlanga uses another proverb to describe how the youth are not guided by anyone, 
hence they go astray, Selungumhlambi kazalusile (Is now the herd that leads itself). A 
herd of cattle, normally, has a shepherd who is a human being and has greater 
understanding as compared to the animal. The duty of the shepherd is to guide and 
protect the herd from any danger it may come across along the way. Not only that, but it 
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is also to sweep clean the way so that the herd would not be in danger. In the poem, the 
youth has no elder who shows them the way as someone who knows better and has 
knowledge, wisdom and experience about life and its challenges as well as the ways of 
the Lord. 
Mhlanga describes the importance of youth in the nation and pleads with the Lord to 
protect them. This is apparent in the following lines: 
Lawa ngamehlo angomuso, 
Sengath’ ungahlahlamelisa lawa mehlo 
Ahlokomel’ ekukwazini WENA! 
Aph’ amehl’ owathi akubheke, 
Akubhekel’ ukubhangazela kwamahlungu, 
Kungaba ukukhathala kwamehlo yini 
Kungabe ubudedengu bamehlo yini? 
Hlomis’ abelusi bakho 
Ngezikhali zikanembeza, 
Ukuze kubhongozele la mahlungu 
Angumhlahlandlela wangomuso! 
 
(These are the eyes of the future, 
May you please bless these eyes 
To watch out to knowing YOU! 
Where are the eyes that you said they must look at you, 
To watch over the flapping of the pastures, 
Could it be the fatigue of the eyes 
Could it be the negligence of the eyes? 
 Equip your shepherds 
 With the weapons of conscience, 
 So that these newly burnt veld may grow rapidly 
 They are the guide for the future!) 
                                               (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, Mhlanga uses eyes as a symbol to describe the youth and its 
importance in the nation. Human eyes are organs that react to light and provide vision, 
which is important and is required for daily human survival. Figuratively, eyes represent 
light, intelligence and knowledge, which further represent the youth. Youth are the future 
leaders, they are the ones who will be leading the nation in future and are expected to be 
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people who are knowledgeable, who have wisdom and a clear direction or goals of what 
they want out of life and who they want to be. The poet asks the Lord to bless the youth. 
Not only will the Lord bless the youth, but He will be guiding their ways and protecting 
them against bad experiences. The poet, furthermore, urges the youth to know their Lord. 
Knowing God is the beginning of wisdom as stated in Proverbs 9:10: “The fear of the 
LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and knowledge of the Holy One is understanding”. 
Knowing God implies that one has the knowledge of who God is; firstly, a Higher being 
and as the Lord who created heaven and earth, who was there before everything was 
formed. Secondly, as one’s personal and only Lord. In other words, the Lord is the King 
and the Owner of one’s life. He knows about each and every detail of one’s life, no matter 
how small, because He is the Creator of everything. Therefore, when one knows who 
God is in their lives, will fear him. Fearing God implies that one knows and fully 
understands the Lord, His principles, His Greatness, doing good, even though one is not 
watched and follows all His commandments. Mtumane (n.d.) describes the relationship 
between man and God as follows: 
… In this relationship, God is the Creator and man is the creature. God is the 
Owner and man is the manager. God is the Provider and man is the consumer. 
God is the Master and man is the servant. God gives instructions and man must 
obey. Man has to obey God’s instructions always. 
5.6 A plea for strength 
The poem ‘Umzuzwana Owodwa Nje’ is a sonnet. The poet asks God to give him power 
and extend his days on earth. He uses irony as he does not literally ask God to give him 
only a minute, but more days to live so that he can reach his goals and fulfil God’s purpose 
for his life. This is depicted in the following lines: 
Nkosi ngisize, ngiqinise, 
Ngiph’ umzuzwana owodwa nje, 
Nom’ umzuzwana kuwena 
Uyiminyakanyak’ engabalwa, 
 
(Lord help me, strengthen me, 
Give me just one minute, 
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Even though a minute to you 
Is countless years,) 
                        (Mhlanga, 1987: 62) 
In the above lines, the poet asks the Lord to strengthen him. In other words, he knows 
where his strength should come from. He depends on the Lord for strength. Strength, in 
this context, could be wisdom and enduring power. Note should be taken that something 
can only be strengthened because it is weak and has lost its power. The poet further asks 
God to give him just a minute. However, he is aware and knows that with God a minute 
might mean countless years; therefore, in this context, he asks God to give him life and 
extend his days on earth. 2 Peter 3:8 confirms that God does not live in time, He created 
time and made man to live in and rule over it. This is depicted as follows: “But you must 
not forget this one thing, dear friends: A day is like a thousand years to the Lord, and a 
thousand years is like a day”. 
The poet uses symbolism to ask God to take him out of the trouble that he might be going 
through: Ngenyule kulelifokazana (Take me out from this dilapidated house). The verb 
nyula literally refers to be taken out of water, and implies to be rescued from a difficulty. 
Ifokazana refers to a dilapidated house or a hut. Mostly, people who are homeless or 
stricken by poverty stay in such houses. In this context, ifokazana represents an 
unpleasant state that the poet might be in, or trouble that the poet finds himself in. The 
poet further reveals the unpleasant state by saying Elifuswa yisisi senzondo (Fuelled by 
the steam of hate). Isisi refers to steam that is produced when there is constantly a thick 
mass of smoke produced by fire. It is black and can cause stains that are unwashable; 
when a cloth is used, it leaves a black mark, and the stain is often not easy to wash off 
when it comes into contact with human skin. In this case, it represents hate that is hard 
to overcome, because it has been there for a long time. 
In the poem, it is revealed that the poet is fighting with his own people, which could be his 
siblings or his family. This is how the poet presents it: 
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Nanxa sebengivukel’ abakwethu, 
Bengigengca ngezimbemba zomona, 
Bengisunduzel’ eweni lokufa: 
Ngifez’ owangijubela khona, 
Lokh’ umngenandlini uyafuneka, 
Sengibhekene nesihlalo sakho sokwahlulela, 
Ungahlulela ngemisebenzi yami. 
 
(Even though my brethren have rebelled against me, 
Hacking me down with swords of jealousy,  
Pushing me to the cliff of death:  
In accomplishing what you have commanded me to do, 
As the provision is required, 
Facing your judgement seat, 
You judging me of my works.) 
                                   (Ibid.) 
In the above lines, it is clear that Mhlanga is in a rivalry with his family. He employs a 
hyperbole to depict the extent of the hatred his family has towards him: Bengigenca 
ngezimbemba zomona (Hacking me down with swords of jealousy). This implies that the 
hatred and jealousy of his family towards him, destroy him and are painful to him. Just 
like being slashed by a sword, it can even lead to death. It is also revealed that the poet’s 
family do not only have hatred and jealousy towards him, they actually want him dead; 
Bengisunduzel’ eweni lokufa (Pushing me closer to the cliff of death). Here, the poet 
employs hyperbole, because he might not literally mean that his family is pushing him to 
a cliff, but he implies that there are attempts that might lead to his death. These attempts 
are dangerous and cruel. 
The poet believes that with the protection of God, he can still achieve his goals, as 
reflected in the following stanza: 
Ngifez’ owangijubela khona, 
Lokh’ umngenandlini uyafuneka, 
Sengibhekene nesihlalo sakho sokwahlulela, 




(In accomplishing what you have commanded me to, 
As provision is required, 
Facing your judgment seat, 
You judging me of my works.) 
In the above lines, the poet describes how the power and strength from God will enable 
him to fulfil his purpose. In Christianity, it is believed that everyone on earth has their own 
God-given purpose, the Lord has plans for each and every one on earth. They have been 
given talents and wisdom by Him to fulfil their purpose. This is confirmed in Jeremiah 
29:11: “For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and 
not harm you, plans to give you hope and a future”. It is also believed that when people 
die on earth, they are faced with judgement, where all their ways and doings are reflected 
and judged by the Lord; hence people should live right and follow all the rules that have 
been set before them, so that they may go to heaven and not to hell. 
5.7 A plea for answers 
In the poem ‘Kazi Isiphetho Yini?’, as the title confirms, the poet asks the Lord about 
uncertainties that he experiences in his life. He wonders where he will end up, as he is 
faced with challenges for which he does not seem to have any solutions. He, however, 
knows who his Creator is; he is aware that only He knows about his life and its end, hence 
he goes to Him for clarity. The poet’s confusion and questions are reflected in the 
following stanza: 
Kazi Nkosi isiphetho yini? 
Kungani kodwa ngibhocobele, 
Ngingenathuba lokuzibonakalisa 
Ubuciko owangabela bona? 
Nkosi bangiqhwage ukudla kwami, 
Bathi ngifanelwe ukudla kwendlela, 
Bangidla imfumutha, 
Badla ngami 
Kungakho bezidla kanje! 
 
(I wonder, Lord, what is the end? 
Why am I so weak, 
Without an opportunity to prove myself 
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The art you assigned me? 
Lord they have forcefully taken my food away, 
They said I am fit for street food, 
They eat me up, 
They eat by me 
That is why they are so proud!)                            
                          (Mhlanga, 1993: 50) 
In the above stanza, the poet asks the Lord what the end is. Furthermore, he employs 
symbolism to illustrate his current state, Kungani kodwa ngibhocobele (Why am I weak?) 
The word -bhocobele refers to feeling weak and exhausted. Literally, the poet implies that 
he has no hope, he has no strength and enthusiasm to face life and its challenges. He 
further states that he has no opportunity to let the world know of his gift of art that the 
Lord has given him. He also employs symbolism to show how this gift was forcefully taken 
away from him: Nkosi bangiqhwage ukudla kwami (Lord they have forcefully taken my 
food away). Food is a human need. For one to function well physically, emotionally and 
psychologically, one needs food. The Ministry of Higher Education, Training and 
Employment Creation (2004: 5) describes the importance of food as follows: 
Food is important for life. To be healthy and active, we should certainly have 
enough food … it provides our bodies with what they need to stay alive, be active, 
move and work; build new cells and tissues for growth; stay healthy and heal 
themselves; prevent and fight infections. 
In this case, what is implied is that the poet’s gift, which was referred to earlier in the 
discussion, is important to him. It is essential for his survival, just like food is to human 
life. The poet does not mean that this gift was literally taken away from him, particularly 
because it is a gift of art, which would perhaps be impossible to be forcefully taken away. 
He implies that the rewards of this gift do not benefit him. He is then not able to fend for 
himself with food that he would get or by using his gift. This is suggested by the lines: 
Bangidla imfumutha, 
Badla ngami, 




(They eat me up, 
They feed on me, 
No wonder they are so proud!) 
                          (Ibid.) 
From the above lines, the poet illustrates how unfair and inconsiderate these people, who 
forcefully take his gift, are towards him. He uses the word imfumutha, which generally 
means a mouthful to show that he is not being considered and is exploited. The act of 
eating an amount of food at one time implies that he is not given an opportunity to receive 
what belongs to him. People take more than what they need and want to finish all the 
rewards and the benefits of his gift. He uses an idiom to further emphasise that these 
people are benefitting through him: badla ngami (they feed on me), which means one is 
benefitting from the other or satisfying a certain need through the other person. 
The poet demonstrates the same and equal love the Lord has for humanity in the following 
stanza: 
Nkosi ngiyavuma sahlukile, 
Nezabelo zethu zahlukile, 
Nemiqondo ngokunjalo yahlukile, 
Nezizwe ezikhona zahlukile, 
Kepha phambi kwakh’ akukho kwahlukana. 
 
(Lord I agree we are different, 
And our assignments are unique, 
Perceptions are also different, 
And the nations that are there are different, 
But before you there is no distinction.) 
                               (Ibid.) 
The poet, in the above stanza, acknowledges God and His Greatness to humanity. God 
created human beings in such a way that they are so different from each other and yet 
are the same. Human beings share common features, which make them human and 
therefore relate to each other. There is nothing that is human that is alien to another 
human being. However, human beings have different gifts, perceive matters differently 
and are from different nations. No matter how different they are, in God’s eyes, they are 
all the same, no one is greater than another. He loves all human beings equally. In other 
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words, God loves the ones that do good and the ones that do bad, His grace is sufficient 
for everyone. God does not withdraw his love for man because he has done wrong. God’s 
love for man is proved by him sacrificing his only begotten son (in John 3:16: “For God 
so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him should not 
perish but have eternal life”). While God loves everyone equally, He does not approve of 
the bad habits of mankind. The poet uses symbolism and simile to demonstrate that 
human beings do not put enough effort into their work. As a result, they do not get the 
desired outcome. This is reflected in the following lines: 
Kazi Muhlekazi wezulu siyogqobha kuliphi, 
Lokhu saqhwandaqhwand’ okwezikhukhukazi 
 
(Sir of heaven I wonder in which ground we will dig, 
While digging like hens) 
                                    (Ibid.) 
The symbol, which is the verb -gqobha, generally refers to an act of digging out or 
extracting crops from the ground. In this case, the poet asks the Lord which ground they 
will reap from because they are not putting in enough effort. This is revealed by the simile, 
Lokhu saqhwandaqhwand’ okwezikhukhukazi (While digging like hens). A hen does not 
have the ability to dig deep down into the ground. It only digs on the surface; hence it may 
not plant or harvest. If the poet compares their efforts to that of a hen, it implies that they 
are not working hard. 
The poet further asks the Lord in which land people who are working hard will be rewarded 
for their hard work. He also asks if the ones who want to benefit from other people’s 
works, without contributing, will also learn to work for themselves. This is reflected in the 
following stanza: 
Yikuziph’ izinkalo lapho kuyobus’ izithukuthuku, 
Zenkuthalo yezidalwa zakho zonke 
NabakoMbungulu bake bajuluk’ izithukuthuku, 




(In which land where sweat will rule, 
Of the diligence of all your creatures 
Even those that are bugs to also sweat it out,  
And stop destroying your nature?) 
                                    (Ibid.) 
In the above stanza, the poet asks the Lord in which land people who work hard will rule. 
He uses the noun izinkalo, which means an unknown and usually far place, to describe 
how people who work hard seem not to have a place. In addition, he employs 
personification to emphasise how these people will rule: … kuyobus’ izithukuthuku. 
Literally, izithukuthuku refers to pores that secrete perspiration. In other words, there is 
no possibility that they can reign or govern. It is only a living creature, particularly a human 
being who has the ability to think and reason, who can rule. However, the idea that is 
implied here is hard work, as one who works hard physically, sweats. The poet wonders 
if there will ever be a place where people are willing to work hard and benefit from their 
labour, without the interference of the ones that are not willing to work hard. 
It is revealed in the poem that the poet is not in a good state. He is not having a good and 
decent place to stay. As a result, he is under pressure and feels as if there is a heavy 
load on his shoulders. This is apparent in the following stanza: 
Lawa maxhokovan’ engikhosele kuwona 
Ayosuka nin’ ekhanda lami, 
Leli jok’ elisemagxalabeni 
Liyosuka nin’ emahlombe ami, 
Phezu kokuthi lapha kulima mina, 
Kepha kuvun’ abalima ngamehlo, 
Ngitshele baba koze kube nini? 
 
(These untidy huts that I am sheltering in 
When will they get off my head, 
This yoke on the shoulders 
When will it get off from my shoulders, 
In spite of my ploughing here, 
But harvesters are those who plough with eyes, 
Tell me how long daddy?) 
                           (Ibid.) 
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In the above stanza, the poet uses symbolism to describe his current situation, which is 
unpleasant. The symbol -xhokovana, which refers to a roughly and untidily built hut, 
symbolises poverty. It is clear that the poet is not living in a good state. This is confirmed 
by the question: Ayosuka nin’ ekhanda lami (When will they get off my head). The poet 
no longer wants to be in the state that he is in, hence he asks the Lord when he will be 
free, as he feels burdened. The poet also reveals why he feels so burdened and uses a 
symbol of ploughing to describe how hard he works and not reaping the reward. Ploughing 
is hard work that requires physical strength. When one ploughs and sows, one anticipates 
good results, namely to reap good crops. The ones who sow are the ones that should be 
reaping, because they have worked hard. In this case, the ones who benefit from the 
poet’s labours are the ones that are watching over him, while he is working, and they are 
not contributing. The poet therefore calls upon God and asks Him how long he is going 
to work hard and not reap the rewards, how long the people who stare at him, while he 
works, will benefit from his labour. 
5.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the theme of religion in the poetry of Mhlanga was discussed. The concept 
of religion was defined prior to the actual discussion, and it was explored in terms of a 
plea for divine intervention, a plea and desire to be in heaven, a plea to God to save His 
people, and a plea for strength and for answers. 
Religion is an important part of human life. It is fascinating that people have different 
religions that they conform to, which have dissimilar principles and ways of life. Mhlanga 
seems to explore mostly Christianity, in which he calls upon God and tells Him his worries. 
It is also interesting that he also has a belief that he is guided by his ancestors, in other 
words, he does not conform to a single religious belief. This reveals that no religion is 
superior to the other, what might be bad in one’s eyes, might not necessarily be bad in 
another’s. This could also reveal that, although the African traditional religion is generally 
believed to value ancestral spirits, God is regarded to occupy a position higher than theirs. 
Ancestors are believed to be the intermediary between God and man; hence the poet 
calls upon both the departed and the Almighty.  
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Mhlanga employs different poetic devices, such as symbolism, hyperbole, personification, 
and irony, to draw the audience to his deepest thoughts and feelings and to create a 
mental picture of his religious belief system.  
The poet reveals two types of religions which are Christainity and African traditional 







This study analysed selected themes in the poetry of E.J. Mhlanga, by referring to three 
anthologies: Izigi Zembongi (2004) edited by Maphumulo, Izingcula Zembongi (1993) and 
Izingcazi Zogqozi (1987) both by Mhlanga. As the conclusion of the whole study, this 
chapter intends to reveal what has been discovered in the study. It will do so by providing 
a summary of the study, the findings and some recommendations for future research. 
6.2 Summary of study 
Chapter One provided the guidelines to be followed in the study. It provided its aim, 
significance, scope, definition of key concepts, research methodology and literature 
review. Chapter Two explored the theory of post-colonialism, which served as the basis 
for the study.  
Chapter Three dealt with the theme of education. Within this theme, Mhlanga explored 
the challenges that one faces in obtaining education, whether formally or informally, 
educational achievements, appreciation of an educational figure and motivation that could 
be attained in the process of education. The chapter discussed all these as its 
subheadings. An attempt to define the concept of education was made, prior to the actual 
discussion.  
Chapter Four focused on the theme of love. It firstly defined the concept of love. Secondly, 
it defined and discussed four Greek words indicating different types of love, namely eros, 
phileo, storge and agape, by making reference to Mhlanga’s poetry.  
Chapter Five discussed the theme of religion. It defined the concept of religion. Secondly, 
it analysed the theme in the poetry of Mhlanga under the subheadings: a plea for divine 
intervention, a plea and a desire to be in heaven, a plea to God to save his people, a plea 
for strength and asking for answers.  
Chapter Six is the general conclusion of the study. It provides the summary, findings and 
recommendations for possible future research. 
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6.3  Findings 
In analysing the theme of education, it was discovered that education remains a powerful 
tool in human life. It can be informal and formal. There is no form of education that is 
superior to the other, because knowledge accumulated in both educational institutions 
and society is important for the development of an individual. Mhlanga, therefore, 
encourages both the elderly and the youth to educate themselves. Education is 
encouraged in South Africa; thus free education is provided for all, from basic levels until 
high levels in an attempt to provide education to the less privileged and those who were 
affected during the colonial and oppressive period; thus this theme is currently relevant. 
Creativity is observed in the poetry of Mhlanga where natural phenomena, such as the 
river, fountain, and birds, are used to describe the theme of education, which make it 
easier for one to understand the subject matter of the poem.  
Love was discovered to be one of the timeless themes in works of art, and poetry is no 
exception, which shows its importance in human life. It indicates that there could be no 
fulfilment in life without love. Although love is perceived and interpreted differently, diverse 
people share common features. All different kinds of love are important in human life. 
Under the theme of religion, it was established that religion is an important part of human 
life. It is fascinating that people have different religions that they conform to, which have 
dissimilar principles and ways of life. Mhlanga, in his poetry, explored mostly Christianity, 
in which he calls upon God and tells Him his worries. It is also interesting that he has a 
belief that he is guided by his ancestors, in other words, he does not conform to a single 
religious belief. This reveals that no religion is superior to the other, what might be bad in 
one’s eyes, might not be necessarily bad in another’s. Everyone does what is best for 
them; however, what is common in different types of religions is acknowledgement that 
one does not live by oneself, there is someone or something one depends on and submits 
to, who is one’s source of strength.  
Mhlanga, in exploring the theme of religion, also demonstrates liberty and emancipation 
in expressing his ideas, particularly religious ideas. This theme fits well in the democratic 
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South Africa, where one is at liberty to choose the religion of one’s choice without being 
marginalised.  
Mhlanga uses various poetic devices to enhance the themes in his poetry. Through 
various devices, such as metaphor, hyperbole, personification, symbolism, and repetition, 
the reader clearly understands the themes of the poems. They create mental pictures in 
the mind and assist in creating the mood and the mental state of the poet when he was 
writing the poem. This also makes the theme more meaningful and alive. 
6.4 Conclusion and recommendations 
This chapter, as a general conclusion of this study, provided a summary of the study and 
the findings, and made recommendations for future research. Poets write and present 
poetry because there is a burning desire to share their thoughts and messages with the 
audience. Theme is a motivation behind the composition of poetry. Through the theme of 
a poem, the audience are able to draw the meaning of the poem and thus obtain the 
messages and thoughts that are directed to them. No study has been conducted about 
the themes in the poetry of E.J. Mhlanga, which proves the significance of this study in 
isiZulu literature, in particular, and African languages, in general. However, this study has 
dealt with only three themes in the poetry of E.J. Mhlanga. There are still some direct and 
indirect themes that have not been dealt with. Therefore, there is still a gap to be filled in 
the analysis of themes in Mhlanga’s poetry. This study, then, lays a foundation for 
possible future research to be conducted pertaining to themes that E.J. Mhlanga writes 
about. 
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